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PREFACE
Cancers are yet to be tamed menace to the human kind, inflicting scars on world health and
socio-economics, in spite of scavenging funds worth multi-million dollars and scientific
manpower. Oral cancer is the most common cancer among males in the South Asian nations such
as India, with a poor 5-year survival rate, ascribed to late detection of the disease and
recurrences. Various reports suggest that early detection of oral cancers is important for better
prognosis and increased 5-year survival rate. However, currently practiced screening/diagnostic
tools suffer from several limitations such as tedious sample preparation, long output time and
inter-observer variances. Biopsy followed by histopathology, the current gold-standard, is not
only invasive but also depends on selection of appropriate region. Thus it requires expert
personnel. Further, it may not be very convenient for screening and therapeutic monitoring
which require repeated sampling. Rapid, objective and preferably non-invasive alternatives as
screening /diagnostic techniques are hence being extensively explored.
Raman spectroscopy (RS) is one such candidate tool which has found applicability in
discriminating many diseases from healthy conditions. RS, which can provide chemical
fingerprint/biochemical profile, has shown promising results in diagnosis of several cancers,
including oral cancers. In this thesis, RS based evaluation of sequential progression of oral
cancers, compared with gold standard, was carried out. As such studies are not feasible in
humans due to ethical/practical considerations, the widely used hamster buccal pouch (HBP)
model was employed to achieve the aim. HBP model shows cancer progression through stages
similar to human oral carcinogenesis, with tumour formation by 14 weeks on application of 7,
12-dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) on buccal pouches.
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Chapter 1 (Introduction) provides the background information pertaining to oral cancers, various
candidate diagnostic techniques, optical/spectroscopic techniques and developments in RS based
exploration of oral cancers which steered the aim of the work - “Comparative evaluation of
diagnostic efficacy of Raman spectroscopy and histopathology using a sequential animal model
study”.
Chapter 2 (Materials and Methods) describes the methodologies, materials and protocols
employed to achieve the objectives.
Chapter 3 (Results and Discussion) describes the results of the experiments for each objective
along with discussion on the importance of the observations.
Chapter 4 (Conclusion and Outlook) provides concluding remarks for the thesis and gives and
outlook of the work done.
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SYNOPSIS
Prelude
This section provides the synopsis of the thesis, submitted to the university on 25th April, 2016.
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1. Introduction
Oral cancer is the most common cancer among Indian men [1]. Despite advancements in
treatment modalities, 5-year survival rate remains a meager 50%. The poor prognosis has been
attributed to late detection. Studies have shown that early detection improves prognosis and 5year survival rate [2, 3]. The currently practiced gold-standard, biopsy followed by
histopathology, is invasive (and painful), prone to subjective errors and not convenient for
screening and therapeutic monitoring. Hence, rapid, objective, non-invasive techniques which
are sensitive to tissue biochemistry could be more effective in early diagnosis as biochemical
changes precede visible morphological alterations. The change in biochemical properties is also
reflected in the optical properties and thus spectroscopic techniques such as Raman spectroscopy
[4] (RS) can also be explored as a diagnostic adjunct. RS is a rapid, non-invasive and label-free
technique being extensively explored in disease diagnosis and has shown promising results in the
diagnosis of several cancers [5] including oral cancers [6-11]. RS studies in oral cancers have
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shown classification of pathological conditions and detection of factors such as cancer field
effects, demonstrating efficiency of the technique. These studies have relied on clinical
examination and histopathology for pathological status. However, as mentioned earlier,
histopathology suffers from limitations and is available only for cancerous and premalignant
conditions which present morphological changes in mucosa.

It would be imperative that

biochemical changes preceding tumor conditions be identified. Thus, studies exploring
sequential changes in oral carcinogenesis from absolutely healthy condition to tumor with proper
age matched controls are warranted. As such studies cannot be undertaken on human beings due
to ethical and practical considerations, animal models can be used. Hamster buccal pouch (HBP)
is a widely used model for experimental oral carcinogenesis [12, 13], owing to attributes such as
architectural similarities to human buccal mucosa, cancer progression through stages similar to
human oral carcinogenesis and almost 100% incidence of tumors in 14 weeks on treatment with
7, 12-Dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA). Thus HBP model was employed in this study to
carry out comparative evaluation of RS in oral carcinogenesis.
2. Aim and objectives:
Aim: Comparative evaluation of diagnostic efficacy of Raman spectroscopy and histopathology
using a sequential animal model study.
Objective 1: Sequential and Comparative evaluation of Raman Spectral changes in DMBAinduced HBP carcinogenesis at various time periods.
Objective 2: Comparison with histopathology and specific biomarkers to determine whether RS
can be developed as a sensitive diagnostic tool.
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To address the first objective, sequential progression of oral carcinogenesis was followed using
both ex vivo and in vivo approaches while for second objective, RS models based on gold
standards (histopathology and immunohistochemistry) was employed. Study was also carried out
to look into the contribution of physico-mechanical factors in carcinogenesis, using suitable
controls. To further explore the findings two additional experiments were performed:


Optical coherence tomography study of buccal pouches.



Effect of discontinuation of DMBA application on cancer progression.

3. Objective 1: Sequential and comparative evaluation of Raman Spectral changes in
DMBA-induced HBP carcinogenesis at various time periods.
To monitor sequential progression during oral carcinogenesis, three approaches were explored.
First was ex vivo while the next two were in vivo in nature.
(a) Ex-vivo study: In this approach, the spectra were recorded ex vivo from (n=115) excised out
buccal pouches of DMBA treated and control animals, after animal sacrifice. Golden Syrian
hamsters (male, 6-8 weeks) were obtained from Laboratory Animal Facility, ACTREC. Topical
application of 0.5% DMBA (Sigma-Aldrich, purity 95%) dissolved in groundnut oil (Dhara,
India) was carried out for 14 weeks, 3 times a week, on right buccal pouch of the test animals
using a paint brush (Camel, no. 4, India) and thus the process is referred to as painting. These
pouches are referred to as DMBA treated pouches. The left buccal pouches of these animals
served as and are referred to as DMBA contralateral controls. The right buccal pouch of control
animals (age matched) were painted with the vehicle oil (groundnut oil, Dhara) for the same
duration. In this report, these pouches have been addressed as vehicle controls while the left
14

pouches addressed as vehicle contralateral pouches. 5 test and 3 control animals were sacrificed
every week over the 14-week duration of carcinogen/oil treatment. HBPs were then excised out,
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC till spectra recording. Spectra were recorded
from these tissues after thawing on ice, and spreading over aluminium grids (3X3) using fiber
optic probe (InPhotonics, USA) coupled HE-785 commercial Raman spectrometer (Jobin-YvonHoriba, France), employing 785 nm wavelength laser (Process Instruments, USA). One spectrum
was recorded from the tissue region present in the center of each grid. The spectra from DMBA
treated and control pouches have been referred to as Tx and Cx, respectively (x= 1 to 14,
referring to weeks of treatment). Tissues were cut along gridlines and processed for
histopathology. The raw spectra were preprocessed and subjected to multivariate analysis
methods such as unsupervised Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and supervised Principal
Component based Linear Discriminant Analysis (PC-LDA) followed by Leave One Out Cross
Validation (LOOCV) through MATLAB based algorithms[14] to analyze classification.
Progressive visual and histopathological changes were observed during the 14-week
carcinogenesis period, consistent with literature: normal/healthy (controls and week 1 of DMBA
treated), hyperplasia/inflammatory (week 2 onwards), dysplasia (week 7 onwards) followed by
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) (week 12 onwards).
Mean spectral features: C0 and T0 spectra show dominance of lipid features- 1303 cm-1, δCH 2
(1448 cm-1), Amide I (1655 cm-1), and ester bands (1750 cm-1) whereas T14 (tumors) spectra
show dominance of proteins and nucleic acids with changes in 1200-1400 cm-1 regions, Amide
III, CH 2 (1454 cm-1), 1583 cm-1, and Amide I (1651 cm-1). T2 to T13 spectra showed sequential
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changes in Amide III and Amide I regions, suggesting progressively increasing protein
dominance. These spectral features correlated well with human buccal mucosa spectra.
Multivariate analysis: 3 group classification involving week 0 controls (C0), DMBA-treated
HBP (Tx) and vehicle controls (Cx) were used (e.g. C0 vs C2 vs T2, for week 2)
PCA: PCA scatter plots exhibited overlapping clusters for all the three groups in weeks 1 to 4.
Tendency of classification was observed from week 5 onwards, attributable to DMBA induced
changes. Exclusive cluster of Tx spectra were seen from week 12. Poor classification tendency
was observed between C0 and Cx, suggesting lack of appreciable age-related changes.
PC-LDA: On basis of classification efficiency, Tx spectra from the 14 weeks can be divided into
three phases. (a) T0-T7: progressive increase in classification, up to 70%. (b) T8-T11: showed
plateauing phase, classification efficiency of 70-80% and (c) T12-T14: classification up to 100%.
Thus the ex vivo study demonstrated feasibility of studying sequential changes during oral
carcinogenesis. As this approach is invasive, in vivo analysis were carried out to ascertain above
described findings.
(b) In vivo sequential study: In this approach, spectra were recorded from buccal pouch of
alive, but, anaesthetized animals. 2 test and 2 control animals were used each week and thus a
total of 56 animals were used. Post spectra acquisition, the animals were sacrificed. In vivo
Raman spectral features and trends of multivariate analysis were similar to ex vivo study. PCLDA based classification for Tx increased till week 8, plateaued between weeks 8-11 and then
increased beyond 90% by week 14.
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(c) In vivo follow up study: This approach was also in vivo, with an objective to monitor
sequential progression from the same set of animals during the entire period of 14 weeks. Such
approaches overcome inter-animal variations and require fewer animals. In vivo Raman spectra
were acquired from buccal pouch (3 test and 3 controls) post anaesthetization, each week for the
entire duration of 14 weeks, without sacrificing them. Findings were in agreement with ex vivo
and in vivo sequential study. (Technology in Cancer Research and Treatment, 2015)
Misclassification between spectra from DMBA treated and control HBP: Repeated observations
of misclassifications of Tx and Cx spectra were observed in the later weeks; the origin of such
misclassifications was explored. Histopathological analysis of such control tissues revealed
abnormal changes in some vehicle controls attributable to injuries due to repeated pulling out of
HBP by forceps. These changes in the control tissues were further explored in the next objective.

4. Objective 2: Comparison with histopathology and specific biomarkers to determine
whether RS can be developed as a sensitive diagnostic tool.
In this objective, spectra were evaluated against models based on standard diagnostic approaches
like histopathology and specific biomarkers, employing test (n=70) and control animals (n=45).
As mentioned in the ex vivo study, 5 test and 3 control animals were sacrificed each week and
spectra acquired after spreading HBP tissues on 3X3 grids. To facilitate RS, histopathology and
immunohistochemical analysis (IHC) of the same region, after spectra acquisition, the laser
probed region on HBP tissues were marked in waterproof ink (Camel, India), tissues cut along
gridlines and each tissue piece was immersed in separate tubes with 10% neutral buffered
formalin for 24-hour fixation. The fixed tissue pieces were embedded in paraffin blocks and
17

three 5 micron sections from the ink-marked spots were taken on glass slides for histopathology
while two successive 5 micron sections were taken on poly-L-Lysine (Sigma) coated glass slides
for IHC. Spectra with histopathological consensus among pathologists have been referred to as
„histopathology certified spectra‟ in this report. IHC was carried out for cell proliferation marker
Cyclin D1. In the next step, PC-LDA models were built using the spectra certified on basis of
histopathology and Cyclin D1 expression. LOOCV of models was followed by evaluation with
independent spectra from DMBA treated as well as control animals.
(a) Spectral model based on histopathology: 2 factors contributing 78% classification were
used to build PC-LDA models from spectra corresponding to the histopathological stagescontrol (healthy), hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC. Spectral features showed lipid dominance in
control while increasing protein/lipid ratio was observed with increasing severity of pathology.
PCA suggested tendency of classification for all stages.
Evaluation using independent data set of DMBA treated spectra: 3/100, 29/164, 87/151 and
86/101 spectra were predicted as higher pathologies for weeks 1-3, 4-7, 8-11 and 12-14,
respectively. Thus incidence of higher pathologies (dysplasia and SCC) increased with duration
of DMBA application.
(b) Spectral model based on Cyclin D1 expression: Cyclin D1, which has a major regulatory
role at G1/S checkpoint, is an important cell proliferation biomarker as deregulation of G1 to S
phase progression of cell cycle, is a common target in carcinogenesis[15]. Many studies have
reported overexpression of Cyclin D1 in oral cancers [16, 17]. Hence IHC was carried out for
cyclin D1 markers and spectra corresponding to pathologist certified grading of 0, 1, 2 and +3
(represented as G0, G1 G2 and G3) on basis of Cyclin D1 expression were used for multivariate
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analysis. G0 and G1 grades show zero or minimum expression of the biomarker, G2 shows
intermediate expression while G3 involves expression in maximum/entire region in a section. 2
factors contributing 78% classification were used to build PC-LDA models for G0, G1, G2 and
G3.
Evaluation using independent data set of DMBA treated spectra: Findings were similar to
histopathology based model. 9/98, 37/171, 70/167 and 89/102 spectra were predicted as higher
pathologies (G2,G3) for weeks 1-3, 4-7, 8-11 and 12-14, respectively, suggesting increased
incidence.
(c) Investigation of abnormal changes in control pouches: To explore abnormal changes in
controls, three different types of controls were employed: (a) vehicle controls (n=335): spectra
from right pouch of vehicle control animals; (b) vehicle contralateral (n=77): spectra from the
untreated left pouches of vehicle controls and (c) DMBA contralateral (n=375): spectra from the
untreated left pouch of DMBA treated animals.
Evaluation of control spectra against the models: In case of histopathology based model, 4, 36
and 65 vehicle contralateral, vehicle control and DMBA contralateral, were predicted as
dysplastic/SCC spectra, respectively. In case of IHC based model 3, 37 and 68 vehicle
contralateral, vehicle control and DMBA contralateral were predicted as G2/G3, respectively.
Thus incidence of higher pathologies (dysplasia/SCC/G2/G3) was least in case of vehicle
contralateral and highest for DMBA contralateral controls. A probable reason for this
observation could be minimal damage to the vehicle contralateral pouch due to lack of repeated
handling. DMBA contralaterals showed more abnormal changes, probably due to leaching and
mixing of DMBA in saliva. Thus increased incidence for weeks 11 to 14 indicated higher
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duration of handling and associated injuries/indirect exposure to DMBA may be a probable
cause. Such observations of higher pathologies has not been reported in control animals
although, isolated cases of tumor development in pet hamsters [18] and in contralateral HBP [19]
are reported.
In the present study, though small in number, some control spectra were predicted as higher
pathologies. In our previous in vivo studies on oral cancers [9-11], similar misclassifications
observed between normal (control) and tumors were attributed mainly to tumor heterogeneity.
No histopathological confirmation of normal tissues could be made due to ethical considerations.
In the present study, presence of abnormalities in vehicle control may be attributed to repeated
mechanical irritation similar to those observed in non-tobacco habitués, especially women. A
probable cause in such cases is chronic physico-mechanical irritations in the oral cavity due to
irregular/sharp teeth and improperly fit dentures [20, 21]. (Journal of Raman Spectroscopy,
2016).

5. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) to study abnormal changes in control pouches.
To explore the observed abnormalities in control tissues using another complementary technique,
OCT was selected to carry out this small scale study. OCT uses low-coherence interferometry to
produce two-dimensional images of optical backscattering from internal tissue microstructures
analogous to ultrasonic pulse-echo imaging [22]. OCT was carried out using an in-house
instrument at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Vishakhapatnam on 6 DMBA treated and 8
control tissues of early and late weeks. While OCT images suggested intact epithelial
architecture for 6 controls and 4 DMBA treated pouches of early weeks, the entire layer was
20

disrupted in case of tumors from week 13 (n=2). In 2 vehicle control tissues (week 12 and 13),
epithelial architecture was disrupted in OCT images suggesting damage to the epithelium of such
tissues and in concordance with Raman findings. (Asian Journal of Physics, 2015).

6. Effect of discontinuation of DMBA application in cancer progression.
As mentioned in Objective 1, plateauing of classification of Tx spectra from 8 to 11 weeks of
carcinogenesis was observed. A reason for this observation is accumulation of dysplastic
changes across the HBP. However, continuous application of DMBA, beyond 8 weeks results
into development of tumors (histopathologically SCC) by 13 weeks. In the present study, the
effect of discontinuation of DMBA after 8 weeks was studied to find out if progression to SCC is
observed. Following groups of animals were taken: (a) DMBA application for 14 weeks (n =5)
and then spectra acquired (T14, 34 spectra). (b) DMBA application only for 8 weeks and then
discontinued (n =5). Spectra were recorded from these animals at the end of 8 weeks (T8, 55
spectra) and 14 weeks (T14dc, 46 spectra). (c) Vehicle oil was applied (n =5) for 8 weeks and
then discontinued. Spectra were acquired at week 0 (C0, 37 spectra), week 8 (C8dc, 42 spectra)
and week 14 (C14dc, 57 spectra).
PCA scatter plot suggested 3 exclusive clusters: 1st for T14 spectra, 2nd for T8 spectra and 3rd
consisting of all the vehicle controls (C0, C8dc, C14dc). The spectra of interest, T14dc, were
spread across these clusters. Findings suggest most T14dc spectra overlapped with controls or T8
cluster. Some T8dc spectra (~13; 28%) overlapped with the T14 spectra indicating that some
area in mucosa can progress to higher pathologies even after withdrawal of the carcinogenic
agents. Thus people who quit tobacco habits at lesser risk than those who continue with the habit.
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Still, as a preventive measure, it would be prudent for them to visit preventive oncology
departments.
7. Summary
Sequential spectral changes were monitored over a 14-week period of carcinogenesis in the hamster
buccal pouch model ex vivo. Spectral changes showed decreasing lipid and increasing protein
dominance while multivariate analysis indicated increasing efficiency of classification with the
duration of carcinogen application. Sensitivity was 70% by week 8, 70 to 80% for week 9 to 11 and
80 to 100% for week 12 to 14. Further, spectral models were trained on basis of histopathological
stages (control, hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC) and Cyclin D1 expression (G0, G1, G2 and G3)
employing 2 factors contributing 78 and 87% classification, respectively. Evaluation of DMBA
treated spectra showed increasing incidence of higher pathologies with progression of weeks (3% for
week 1-3 to 89% for week 12-14). It should be noted that histopathology was carried out from three 5
µm sections from the laser probed region which were of 200 µm diameter in this study, posing a
technical limitation. Heterogeneity within the laser probed region cannot be ruled out and thus,
despite best efforts, pure models for intermediate stages such as hyperplasia and dysplasia is difficult.
Optical coherence tomography study on limited samples indicated abnormal changes in 2 control
pouches of week 12 and 13 which undergo more handling than hamsters from early weeks. These
pouches, further investigated using RS and histopathology, confirmed small regions of abnormalities.
Such changes appear similar to those observed in non-tobacco habitués who develop cancers as a
result of chronic physico-mechanical irritations in oral cavity. In another study, effect of
discontinuation of DMBA was investigated. DMBA application was carried out for 8 weeks only but
spectra were recorded at the end of 14th week. Evaluation of these spectra suggested that 72% and
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28% spectra getting classified as control/week 8 and tumors, respectively. Findings suggested
reduced risk in case of tobacco habitués who have quit, than those who continue with the habit.
Notwithstanding the limitations, findings suggest ability of RS in monitoring changes during
carcinogenesis and in identifying abnormal changes and microheterogenity in buccal mucosa which
may often go unnoticed in clinical examinations and conventional studies wherein tissue
extracts/homogenates are employed. Over all, results provide further proof of RS being a potential
adjunct for prospective non-invasive, label-free, online applications for screening purposes.
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction
Prelude
This chapter starts with the basic definition of cancers and a brief history to suggest cancer has
been affecting the living beings since ancient times. As the focus of this thesis is oral cancers,
etiology and epidemiology related to oral cancers has been presented. The conventional methods
of clinical diagnosis and their limitations have propelled the research towards tools and
technologies which may serve as possible adjuncts to the existing gold standards. In this respect,
various biomarkers and optic based techniques have been mentioned. Next, Raman spectroscopy,
being explored as a potential diagnostic adjunct, has been described along with the basic
principles and its selective advantages in oral cancer diagnosis. Developments in the field of
Raman based diagnosis in oral cancers have been categorized as invasive/ex vivo, minimally
invasive and non-invasive/in vivo approaches. Finally, animal models based explorations of RS
has been highlighted. Subsequently, the aim and objectives of the study has been presented.
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1.1 Cancer
Cancer is a genetic condition characterized by unregulated cell proliferation due to loss/gain of
several gene functions. To quote Weinberg, “The hallmarks of cancer comprise six biological
capabilities acquired during the multistep development of human tumours. The hallmarks
constitute an organizing principle for rationalizing the complexities of neoplastic disease. They
include sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth suppressors, resisting cell death,
enabling replicative immortality, inducing angiogenesis, and activating invasion and metastasis”
[23].
1.1.1 Brief history of cancer
Paleopathological evidences suggest that tumours have existed as long as the human beings have,
if not less. Brain tumour has been observed in a 72 million years old dinosaur (Gargosaurus)
fossil, on display at the Children‟s Museum of Indianapolis [24]. Nasopharyngeal carcinomas
and osteosarcomas have been observed in Egyptian mummies [25]. Ancient Greeks and Romans
had their own notions and philosophies regarding cancer-like conditions [26, 27] . Hippocrates is
supposed to have coined the term carcinos for a non-ulcerating tumour while carcinoma was
used for an ulcerating tumour. The Greek word for tumour is „oncos‟. Claudius Galenus,
popularly known as Galen, was a famous physician of the Roman period. He called tumours as
„cancer‟ and also introduced the term sarcoma. The basic understanding of cancers has majorly
emerged from the research in the last 2 centuries [28], with the most significant discoveries made
post revolution in the field of molecular and cell biology. Table 1.1 summarizes the major events
in the field of oncology.
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Table 1.1: Major events which have broadened the understanding of cancers.
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1.1.2 Cancer: a leading cause of death
Cancers have already surpassed heart diseases as the leading cause of death [29, 30] in the
United States. Nearly ten million new cancer cases are diagnosed annually in the world and out
of these about half of the cases are reported from developing nations. It is predicted that by 2020,
annually, over 10 million people would die of cancer globally, with 70% deaths from the
developing nations [31]. According to Global Adult Tobacco Survey–GATS (2010), an initiative
of World Health Organization (WHO), more than one-third (35%) of adults in India use tobacco
in some form or the other [32], which poses a great health risk.

1.2 Oral cancers
Oral cancers have emerged as a major hazard, with epidemic like status in the South Asian and
several developing nations, ascribed to rampant tobacco and alcohol abuse. In case of the Indian
subcontinent, oral cancer is the major killer in males, ranking third among both sexes, with a
poor five-year survival rate.
1.2.1 Epidemiology
India has the ninth highest incidence of oral cancer in the world (age-adjusted incidence in some
areas is as high as 17·1 per 100 000 men and 7·6 per 100 000 women. A poor 5-year survival
rate, between 54·3% and 60·2% for localized cancers of the mouth, can distressingly be as low
as 3·1–3·3% in advanced stages of oral cancer [33, 34].
1.2.2 Etiological factors
The major etiological factors for oral cancers include tobacco, betel quid (paan, betel leaf, areca
nut, sweeteners), alcohol, human papillomavirus (HPV) and poor hygiene/dietary habits [35-38].
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Tobacco is a known risk factor for oral cancers. Tobacco is known to

contain several

compounds including tobacco specific nitrosamines and poly aromatic hydrocarbons such as
benzo[a]pyrene and benz[a]anthracene which can be potential carcinogens [3][39]. It is estimated
that around 75% patients above the age of fifty and diagnosed with oral cancer have used
tobacco in one form or the other. In fact, tobacco use, alcohol consumption and poor oral
hygiene account for over 90% of all cases of oral cancers [40]. All forms of smoke (cigarettes,
pipes, cigars, bidis) and smokeless tobacco (chewing tobacco, snuff, and betel quid) are known
to play a role in oral cancer development. Cigarette smoking is associated with an increased risk
factor of 1·9–3·6 [35, 41] while chewing tobacco is associated with an even greater risk (relative
risk 4·7–12·8) [42, 43]. According to WHO, if serious measures are not taken, annual tobacco
related deaths are projected to increase to 8 million by 2030 (10% of all deaths) [44]. In case of
betel quid chewing, risks of oral cancer with simultaneous usage of tobacco are 1·5–5·4 times
greater than chewing without tobacco [36, 45].
Alcohol has been observed to play a synergistic role with tobacco in oral carcinogenesis [36, 46].
Alcohol possesses a risk of about 18% when taken alone. Combined exposure to alcohol and
tobacco poses an estimated risk from 35% to 80% [47, 48]. Some studies have suggested that
cohort of patients with both smoking and drinking habits can have hundred times greater risk
[49-55].
Infectious agents such as viruses have been shown to be associated with oral and oropharyngeal
cancers. HPV infection-related risk is apparently specific to cancers of the oropharynx (base of
tongue, soft palate, lingual tonsil, tonsil, uvula, oropharyngeal region) [36, 56], particularly in
case of non-tobacco habitué females below 40 years of age. Other than high-risk HPVs such as
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HPV-16 and HPV-18 [57], herpes simplex virus (HSV) and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) may also
play a role in oral carcinogenesis [58-61].
Additional factors such as nutritional deficiencies, genetic predisposition, occupational risks,
poor oral hygiene and irregular dentition can also lead to oral cancer [38, 62-67]. With increasing
incidence of cancers around the globe, it is necessary to understand events in cancer initiation
and progression in order to explore avenues to combat cancer. Cancer results from a series of
changes at cellular levels through the process of carcinogenesis which has been described in the
next section.

1.3 Carcinogenesis
Carcinogenesis is a multistage, multifactorial and long evolving process involving genetic
alterations in the cell cycle and signaling pathways. The combined effects of several factors, such
as stimulatory (e.g. cytokines and hormones), stress mediators (oxygen radicals) and exogenous
aggressions (radiation, viruses, carcinogens and xenobiotic compounds) can affect cell cycle
regulation, cellular proliferation and lead to tissue transformation.
1.3.1 Multistage process
Carcinogenesis majorly involves three major steps: initiation, promotion and progression [68].
The first stage of carcinogenesis, initiation, results from an irreversible genetic alteration, most
likely through one or more mutations, which may include transversions, translocations and/or
small deletions in DNA. The reversible stage of promotion does not involve changes in the
structure of DNA but rather in the expression of the genome mediated through promoter-receptor
interactions. It involves selective clonal expansion of initiated cells upon stimulation/promotion.
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The final stage of progression is characterized by karyotypic instability, increased proliferative
capacity and metastatic potential, leading to malignant growth. Critical molecular targets during
the stages of carcinogenesis include proto-oncogenes, cellular oncogenes, and tumour suppressor
genes. Although many such critical target genes and associated pathways have been identified,
the ultimate number and characteristics of molecular alterations that result into cancer still eludes
us.
1.3.2 Experimental carcinogenesis
Ethical considerations allow only selected clinical trials on human subjects. Animal models can
be employed to carry out research in a regulated environment. Research on animal models range
from prevention to treatment and cure of diseases. Animal models find applications in various
fields including vaccines to chemoprevention, diabetes to neurological disorders, patterns in
social behavior to preferences of mating partners; and have led to major medical breakthroughs.
Animal models can belong to (but are not limited to) one of the following categories: (1)
induced (experimental) models, (2) spontaneous (genetic, mutant) models, (3) genetically
modified models, (4) negative models, and (5) orphan models [69]. Rodents such as mice, rats
and hamsters are among the most commonly employed animals. Rabbits, guinea pigs and
primates are used, depending on the hypothesis and the experiments designed. The commonly
employed animal models for oral cancers have been described below:
1.3.2.1 Rats and mice
Water-soluble 4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide (4NQO) induced palatal carcinomas are observed in
these animals by seven months. 4NQO has been used in several studies to induce squamous cell
carcinomas (SCC) in the palatal mucosa of rats and mice [70, 71]. A close similarity was
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observed between the histologic features of 4NQO-induced dysplasia in the rat/mouse palatal
mucosa and human oral epithelial dysplasia. Repeated application of 4NQO on tongue can also
produce SCC of the tongue in rats. The sequential histopathological changes in the lingual
epithelium carcinogenesis progress from mild to moderate and then severe atypia before
development of SCC. Initiation, with its putative irreversible cellular changes, occurs within 4
weeks [72]. Systemic administrations of 4NQO via the drinking water has also been used to
induce massive tumours on the tongues of both CBA and C57Bl/6 female mice. Pathological
analyses indicated that these were flat squamous dysplasia, exophytic papillary squamous
tumours (papillomas), and invasive SCC [73]. Cancer initiation and progression were correlated
with abnormal expression of H-ras, Bcl-2 and Bax, P53, and, E- and P-cadherin [74, 75].
1.3.2.2 Rabbits
Rabbit as an oral cancer model involves implantation, often through intraoral injection, of VX2
tumour cell lines [76-78]. It is not produced in situ, consequently, its behavior relies on the
location of transplantation. Moreover, it is not considered suitable to monitor sequential
progression of oral cancers [76].
1.3.2.3 Hamsters
Since the 1950s, the Syrian Golden hamster cheek/buccal pouch (HBP) has been widely used on
account of its anatomical and physiological features [79]. A pouch on each side of the oral
cavity, under the cheek muscles, opens into the anterior part of the oral cavity and is associated
with small salivary glands that produce both serous and mucous secretions. The pouches extend
backwards along the oral cavity and are used for storage of food. Histologically, the buccal
cavity is lined with keratinizing squamous epithelium. Chemical induced carcinogenesis in HBP
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are extensively explored. The first successful production of tumours at this site was achieved by
Salley [12], who investigated the effects of the carcinogen DMBA, dissolved either in acetone or
benzene. Each solution was painted onto the pouch three times a week for 16 weeks. The first 2
weeks showed an inflammatory phase with necrosis and sloughing of the distal part of the pouch,
followed by healing and shrinkage. The mucosa subsequently passed through four histologically
recognizable stages: hyperplasia, papilloma, carcinoma in situ and SCC. This experimental
technique was further standardized by Morris [80]. He demonstrated that five week-old animals
were better suited for the commencement of experimental carcinogenesis. He also observed that
a 0.5% solution of DMBA in acetone applied three times a week, produced the maximum tumour
yield with minimum latency and no morbidity.
The hamster model reflects many aspects of human oral cancer development [13, 81-84]. The
common features include changes in oncogenic expression, such as p53 and/or ras [85-87],
expression of proliferation markers, early expression of c-glutamyl transpeptidase [88, 89],
downregulation of Keratin 76 expression [84], the requirement for neovascularization during oral
carcinogenesis [90, 91] and the response to retinoids, tocopherols and carotenoids that inhibit or
prevent the development of premalignant or invasive carcinoma [92, 93].
A common criticism against the hamster model is that the human oral cavity, of course, is devoid
of a similar pouch. Another objection to this model is that the HBP tissue is considerably thinner
[94-96]. However, in spite of these differences, based on its several similarities with human
buccal mucosa and stage wise development of oral cancers, the HBP model has been widely
employed in research as shown in a number of reports.

1.4 Role of prevention and early diagnosis
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A cancer subject expects a certainty in cure rather than a promising treatment module.
Notwithstanding the advancements in the field of biomedical research, the fact remains that a
perfect cure still eludes us and we can‟t offer our patients a promising hope. The only assurance
presented is that early diagnosis can be the key to a better survival rate. International cancer
burden is expected to increase due to the growth and ageing of the population, besides the
adoption of unhealthy lifestyles in general. Economically less developed nations, with
historically low rates, are now experiencing an increased frequency of cancers of breast, cervix,
lung, and colorectum. Cancer burden can be substantially reduced through preventive measures,
employing widespread application of existing cancer control knowledge, including tobacco
control, vaccination (for liver and cervical cancers), early detection, and the promotion of
physical activity and healthy dietary patterns. Additional suffering and premature death could be
alleviated through appropriate treatment modules and palliative care. However, in spite of
advancements in the treatment modalities, including chemotherapy, radiotherapy and chemoradiotherapy, survival rates are disappointingly low, especially in case of oral cancers. Often, this
is attributed to delayed diagnosis as well as lack of mechanisms to predict recurrences.

1.5 Diagnostics in oral cancers
Clinical oral examination followed by histopathology is still the gold standard for confirmatory
diagnosis since decades. In case of oral cancers, several methodologies such as staining
techniques and exfoliated cells are often employed additionally, for diagnosis [97, 98]. They are
discussed as follows:
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1.5.1 Conventional diagnosis
Conventionally, diagnosis includes a clinical oral examination followed by biopsy of the
suspected regions in the oral cavity. The biopsied sections are subjected to histopathology to
confirm the stage/grade of cancer.
1.5.1.1 Standard screening test
This involves visual inspection/ clinical oral examination (COE) of the oral cavity. The criteria
for identifying an oral premalignant disorder (OPMD) or oral SCC include changes in surface
texture, color, size, loss of surface integrity, contour deviation or mobility of intraoral or extra
oral structures [99]. A meta-analysis employing criteria such as sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, negative predictive value and diagnostic odds ratio of available literature
reported 93% of sensitivity for the COE, but specificity was only 31% [100]. COE has fared
poorly overall as a diagnostic method for predicting dysplasia and oral SCC (OSCC) and has
been shown to be effective as a preventive measure in early detection only in high risk groups,
reported by Sankaranarayanan et al [3]. Comparatively better prognosis is reported with early
diagnosis though definite evidences are still needed to conclude that organized and systematic,
population-based oral screening using COE can reduce mortality [3]. Often, COE also cannot
reliably differentiate between benign and dysplastic lesions [101].
1.5.1.2 Histopathology
Histopathology involves microscopic examination of tissue sections from biopsied samples of
the order of microns, by pathologists, after staining of the sections with dyes such as
hematoxylin and eosin.
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1.5.1.3 Limitations
Existing methodologies present several limitations in terms of scope and applications.
a) COE demands experienced medical practitioners. Clinical risk stratification often lacks
accuracy and reproducibility. Studies have shown that conventional visual screening was
effective mainly in the high-risk groups i.e. tobacco/alcohol habitués [102]. Thus, better
tools are needed for screening the general population.
b) Histopathology is prone to subjectivity, is time consuming and most importantly, is
invasive, which makes it inconvenient as a screening methodology of choice.
Additionally, it has practical limitations in the hugely populated nations such as India
where oral cancers are almost epidemic.
c) It is often difficult to recognize subtle clinical changes which are indicative of early
neoplastic transformation in pre-cancers. This can also lead to the dilemma of „when and
where to biopsy‟. Thus, histological risk stratification requires highly trained pathologists
and clinicians.
1.5.2 Common diagnostic adjuncts
1.5.2.1 Oral cytology
Oral brush biopsy involves collection of trans-epithelial cell samples from oral cavity. Cells from
superficial, intermediate and parabasal/basal layers of the epithelium are usually studied [103].
Cells are fixed onto a glass slide, stained with a modified Papanicolaou test and observed under a
microscope. „Positive/atypical‟ cellular morphology needs to be confirmed by tissue biopsy.
Several studies have evaluated sensitivity and specificity of brush biopsy in detecting dysplasia
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or OSCC. However, bias in such studies has been reported by different groups [104-107].
OralCDx® based approach has been observed to have high sensitivity and specificity in
detecting dysplastic changes in high-risk mucosal lesions. However, reduced accuracy and
increased rate of false-positive findings are observed in low-risk populations with benignappearing oral epithelial lesions [97].
1.5.2.2 Vital staining or dye based screening
These techniques employ a range of pigments to focus on cells with high reproductive rate, such
as neoplastic cells, to identify suitable areas to perform biopsies. Toluidine blue and methylene
blue are commonly used dyes for oral screening, Some other dyes reported in literature include
Lugol‟s iodine [108] and Rose Bengal [109].
Toluidine blue is the most commonly used vital dye which can selectively bind to free anionic
groups such as phosphate, sulphate, and carboxylate radicals of large molecules. It can bind to
the phosphate groups of the nucleic acids and be retained in the intercellular spaces of dysplastic
epithelium [101]. It has been exploited in clinical identification and demarcation of oral
premalignant disorders (OPMD) prior to excision [110-112]. Methylene blue dyes cells with
acidophilic characteristic and may penetrate into cells with abnormal increase in nucleic acid,
resulting into a differential uptake between normal and dysplastic/malignant cells. A study by
Chen et al (2007) revealed sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) of 90%, 69%, 74% and 87%, respectively [113]. Some studies have
explored efficiency of the combined use of more than one dye to overcome limitations of
individual dyes. The simultaneous use of Lugol‟s iodine and toluidine blue resulted in higher
specificity as reported by Epstein et al [108]. Peng et al [114] evaluated double staining with
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Lugol‟s Iodine and methylene blue and they obtained sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of
97.7%, 100%, 97.8% and 100%, respectively.
Several studies on toluidine blue present significant limitations and methodological bias [115,
116]. Reviewed in detail by Lingen et al, these limitations include (i) absence of randomized
controlled trials, (ii) absence of histological diagnosis as a gold standard, (iii) and variability in
methods of application [115]. Toluidine blue, though good at detecting carcinomas, suffers from
poor sensitivity in detecting dysplasia [115]. Moreover, a high percentage of false positives
impair its application in primary care settings as a reliable screening tool [115, 116].
Additionally, interpretation of mucosal staining is subjective while criteria for positive results
(e.g. dark royal blue versus pale blue staining) lacks unanimity [115]. Studies using other dyes
need further evaluation with larger sample size.
1.5.2.3 Chemiluminescence based techniques
Clinical inspection of oral mucosa in presence of chemiluminescent blue/white light is shown to
improve identification of mucosal abnormalities with respect to the regular incandescent light
[115-120]. Commercially available technologies based on chemiluminescence include
ViziLiteTM Plus and MicroluxTM DL.
ViziLite Plus: The technology (Zila Pharmaceuticals, USA) involves the use of an oral rinse with
1% acetic acid solution for a minute prior to the examination of the oral mucosa under diffuse
chemiluminescent blue/white light (wavelength: 490 to 510 nm). Acetic acid overcomes the
glycoprotein barrier and mildly desiccates the oral mucosa. The absorption/reflection of
blue/white light by abnormal mucosal cells is different compared to normal cells [115-120].
Thus, normal mucosa appears blue, while abnormal mucosal areas reflect the light (attributed to
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higher nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio) and appear more aceto-white with fairly distinct margins [117121].
MicroLux DL: MicroLux DL (AdDent Inc., USA) is a modification upon the ViziLite system
and includes the application of Toluidine blue. The Microlux DL and Orascoptic DK use a
reusable, battery-powered light-emitting diode (LED) light source that provides a similar bluewhite (440 nm range) illumination [121].
In many such studies, subjects with only visible lesions were included. The utility of enhanced
visual findings in low-risk populations is not known. Well-controlled clinical trials are needed
that specifically investigate the ability of those devices to detect OPMD that are invisible by
COE alone.
1.5.2.4 Biomarker present in body fluids
Blood/Serum: Blood and serum have been used to study the immunological/biochemical
perturbations for early diagnosis of oral cancers [122]. Lower serum iron and selenium levels
while higher copper levels were observed in patients with OSCC or precancerous lesions [122].
However, serum tumour markers for OSCC have not shown promising sensitivity in early
diagnosis. The serum concentrations of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), SCC associated
antigen (SCCAA), inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP), and cytokeratin fragments (CYFRA) have been
shown to have a sensitivity of 81% for the detection of OSCC [123]. Annexin A1 (ANXA1) is
identified in peripheral blood and can serve as a potential diagnostic biomarker for OSCC [124].
Saliva: Saliva analysis could be a proficient, non-invasive tool for the diagnosis of OSCC [125].
The diagnostic potential may arise from the intimacy with the site of cancer. Salivary levels of
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total sugar, protein-bound and free sialic acid, sodium, calcium, immunoglobulin G, albumin,
and lactate dehydrogenase have been observed to be higher in cancer subjects than the healthy
individuals [126, 127]. Significant surge in the concentrations of specific cancer related
cytokines, insulin-like growth factor (IGF), and matrix metalloproteinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9)
in saliva are reported [125]. Significant alterations of epithelial tumour markers CYFRA 21-1,
tissue polypeptide specific (TPS) antigen, several oxidative stress-related parameters, and RNA
transcripts of interleukin (IL) 8, IL-1B, dual specificity phosphatase (DUSP1) (regulator of cell
proliferation), HA3 (oncogene), OAZ1 (regulator of polyamine synthesis), S100P (calcium
binding protein), and the spermidine N1-acetyltransferase (SAT, involved in polyamine
metabolism) are also reported. Hypermethylation of some promoters as well as salivary microRNA (miRNA) has been found to be an efficient tool for the detection of oral cancer [128].
Biomarkers with good sensitivity and specificity for oral cancers are still debatable. Moreover,
results may be affected by the storage and transportation conditions. Other methodologies
mentioned in the previous section still need the scrutiny over large clinical samples. Present
studies have revealed reduced accuracy and increased false-positive findings in low-risk
populations with apparent benign lesions [97].
It is a fortunate development that there has been an increase in the number of potential oral
cancer screening methods/tools recently. Unfortunately, definitive evidence of significantly
improved sensitivity or specificity of oral cancer screening beyond COE alone has not been
observed. Moreover, many of the studies had flawed designs while certain others were employed
in a “case-finding” fashion, rather than as true screening tools [97]. Currently, large scale mass
screening based studies to support the contention that these technologies can help the clinician to
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identify premalignant lesions before they are detectable by COE alone are lacking. Reliable
biomarkers with good sensitivity/specificity in for oral cancers are still under exploration.
Moreover, the storage and transportation conditions can influence results. Other methodologies
based on vital dyes and transcriptomics still need the scrutiny over large clinical samples as
studies have revealed reduced accuracy and increased false-positive findings in low-risk
populations [97]. Thus, search for an efficient diagnostic tool is still not over. In the recent
decades, optical techniques have been widely explored as diagnostic tools and the findings have
been discussed in the next section.
1.5.3 Optical techniques
Rapid, objective and non-invasive technologies which are sensitive to tissue biochemistry could
be more effective for early diagnosis and screening, as biochemical changes often precede visible
morphological alterations. These changes in biochemical properties are also reflected in the
optical properties. The electromagnetic spectrum provides an array to explore potential tools to
probe and exploit the optical changes in biological systems. Often, such optical techniques utilize
ultraviolet (UV), visible, near infrared (NIR) and infrared (IR) regions to measure absorption,
scattering and/or fluorescence in biological samples. Optical techniques, being widely explored,
as will be discussed, have shown great promise in discrimination of diseased and healthy tissues
and organs. Multimodal methodologies involving two or more techniques to gain additional and
complementary information simultaneously are also being explored. The following Jablonski
diagram, first proposed by Professor Alexander Jablonski (1935), summarizes some optical
phenomena in response to interaction of light and matter, in terms of energy exchange.
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Figure 1.1: Jablonski diagram depicting phenomena of IR, Raleigh and Raman scattering, and
fluorescence.
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Though fluorescence spectroscopy gained an early momentum due to requirement of simple
instrumentation, of late, Raman spectroscopy (RS) has been taking rapid strides in the field of
optical biopsy, accentuated by rapid developments in the field of lasers and detection system.
Moreover, RS can give a global biochemical profile and is also not affected by the presence of
water. A summary of major developments in some optical techniques have been provided before
describing RS and its applications in oral cancer diagnosis.
1.5.3.1 Fluorescence spectroscopy
Sir David Brewster reported several observations related to fluorescence, a term which was
coined by Sir George Gabriel Stokes in 1840‟s [129]. Explained as Stoke‟s law, fluorescence is
often characterized by the wavelength of the emitted light, longer than that used for excitation
[130]. Fluorescence spectroscopy can exploit endogenous fluorophores present in the tissues
(autofluorescence) or exogenous fluorophores (light-sensitive chemicals/photosensitizers) which
can be introduced in the biological system to induce fluorescence (induced fluorescence).
Typically, this technique involves irradiation of organs/tissues at some specific wavelength
(mostly near-ultraviolet or visible) to excite fluorophores. The selection of wavelength depends
on the fluorophore being targeted. The fluorescent emission is represented as an emission
spectrum (fluorescence emission intensity vs. wavelength).
Induced fluorescence: Photosensitizers or precursors to photosensitizers are introduced in
subjects, which leads to a differential accumulation of fluorophores in healthy and tumour
tissues. Some examples of photosensitizers include hematoporphyrin derivative (HpD), mesotetra-(hydroxyphenyl)-chlorin (MTHPC), benzoporphyrin derivative (BPD), and pthalocyanine
[131]. One of the most commonly used fluorophore in oral cancers is 5-aminolaevulinic acid
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(ALA) which is a precursor of protoporphyrin IX (PpIX), a fluorescent photosensitizer. ALA can
be applied topically to the oral mucosa/facial skin [132]. Subsequent irradiation of the ALA
applied area with visible light, to excite the main absorption peak of PpIX (405 nm), leads to red
fluorescence emission at 635 nm [132]. Non photosensitizers such as Nile blue derivatives and
caretenoporphyrins have also been explored as exogenous fluorophores [133].
Autofluorescence: Few biomolecules, such as amino acids (tyrosine and tryptophan), proteins
(collagen), coenzymes (flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NAD)), vitamins and porphyrins, can fluoresce and thus contribute to autofluorescence when
excited with suitable wavelengths. For the endogenous fluorophores, excitation maxima often lie
in the 250–450 nm range (spanning the UV/visible spectral range), whereas their emission
maxima fall in the 280–700 nm range (spanning the UV/visible/NIR spectral range) [134].
Various pathological changes can alter endogenous fluorophore distribution. The changes may
be in the structure (e.g., hyperkeratosis, hyperchromatin and increased cellular/nuclear
pleomorphism) and metabolism (e.g. FAD [135] and NAD concentration) in the epithelium; and
sub-epithelial stroma (e.g. composition of collagen matrix and elastin) [115, 136].
Many studies have explored utility of fluorescence spectroscopy in oral cancers [115, 116, 136145]. Initial studies using 300 nm excitation on hamster buccal pouch (HBP) tissues showed
discrimination of healthy, premalignant and tumour tissues [138, 139]. In vivo autofluorescence
spectra from oral mucosa have explored various wavelengths for excitation, such as using 337,
365, and 410 and 635 nm using healthy volunteers as well as patients. Gillenwater et al studied
8 healthy volunteers and 15 patients and reported that the ratio of red region (635 nm) to blue
region (455 to 490 nm) intensities was greater in abnormal areas on basis of NADH and
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porphyrin, with best discrimination provided by 410 nm [141]. Ebenezar et al used 635 nm to
characterize variation in porphyrin excitation between normal volunteers and oral cancer patients
[143]. Heintzelman et al reported in their study that optimal excitation wavelengths for detection
of oral neoplasia were 350, 380 and 400 nm [140]. Autofluorescence spectroscopy can also
differentiate potentially malignant conditions such as oral submucous fibrosis (OSMF),
leukoplakia [145], erythroplakia and lichen planus from normal oral sites. Haris et al
differentiated oral mucosa of healthy volunteers and patients with OSMF using 320 nm [146].
Venugopal et al using 410 nm excitation wavelength, reported a sensitivity of 96 and 100% and
overall specificity of 100% in differentiating between normal area and leukoplakia [145].
Autofluorescence spectroscopy could discriminate between oral cavity cancers with varying
pathological grading using porphyrin emission peaks [147]. Early perturbations in oral cavity
owing to tobacco/areca nut habit have been reported by Shaizu et al. Their findings suggest a
variation in collagen and flavin levels (areca nut-habitues) and hemoglobin and porphyrin levels
(tobacco-habitues) with respect to non-habitues [148, 149]. LED Medical Diagnostics Inc. in
partnership with the British Columbia Cancer Agency, has been using tissues fluorescence
applications in cancer diagnostics, marketed as VELscope system [115, 116, 136].
1.5.3.2 Elastic scattering spectroscopy (ESS)
The process of scattering may be classified as elastic and inelastic scattering. When photons
interact with matter, the energy of the scattered photons may remain the same or undergo a
change. The former process is called elastic while the latter is referred to as inelastic scattering.
Elastic scattering is also called Rayleigh scattering. Inelastic scattering is being described under
the heading Raman scattering.
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ESS is wavelength dependent and provides information about the structural and morphological
changes in tissues, being sensitive to size and shape of dense sub-cellular organelles like nucleus,
nucleolus; chromatin content and nuclear: cytoplasmic ratio. ESS is an attractive technique as it
provides information about the sub-cellular morphology of the tissue as well as the chromophore
content [150]. ESS is distinguished from a similar technique, diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy
(described in the next section) in that the source-detector separation is very small in comparison
to the scattering mean free path in case of ESS [150]. The tissue is subjected to short pulses of
white light, while the elastically scattered light is collected to gain information.
In one of the first studies, a trimodal spectroscopic approach which included intrinsic
fluorescence, diffuse reflectance and elastic scattering was used to study 91 tissue sites from 15
patients and 8 healthy volunteers in vivo [144]. Cancerous sites could be distinguished from
normal sites. Jerjes et al explored feasibility of identifying metastasis in 130 cervical lymph node
sites from 13 patients who underwent neck dissection [151]. The nodes (formalin fixed, bivalve)
were subjected to ESS and processed for histopathology yielding a sensitivity of 98% and a
specificity of 68%. In another study by Jerjes et al, bony resection margins from formalin fixed
samples were assessed by ESS and correlated with the histopathological diagnosis [152]. 231
spectra (21 patients) were acquired from histologically positive sites while 110 spectra were
acquired from normal tissues. A sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 80% was obtained using
linear discriminant analysis (LDA). In another study, investigation of premalignant and
malignant oral lesions was carried out along with a corresponding histopathological analysis on
25 oral sites from 25 patients with oral leukoplakia. LDA yielded a sensitivity of 72% and a
specificity of 75% [153]. These results suggest potential of ESS to identify oral dysplasia.
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1.5.3.3 Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS)
DRS measures tissue scattering/absorption properties, to provide information like nuclear size,
distribution, collagen content, and the oxy/deoxy status of haemoglobin, utilizing UV-visibleNIR excitation (300 to 800 nm). DR is generated from single and multiple backscattering of the
excitation light and is sensitive to the absorption and scattering properties of epithelial tissues.
The relationship between reflectance, absorbance, and light scattering is given by the Kubelka–
Munk equation [154]. A simplified form of the equation is as follows:

(R = absolute reflectance; K = molar absorbance coefficient; S = scattering coefficient of the
specimen)
In biological samples, heamoglobin (both oxygenated, HbO2, and deoxygenated, Hb), in blood
vessels/stroma are dominant absorbers while light scattering is caused mainly by cell nuclei and
other organelles in epithelium and stroma, collagen and cross-links in stroma. During neoplastic
transformation, stromal layer absorption increases due to angiogenesis while scattering in stroma
decreases due to degradation of extracellular matrix. On the contrary, epithelial scattering
increases due to hyperplasia, increase in nuclear size and DNA content. DRS is a cost-effective,
rapid and sensitive technique with portable modifications available.
DRS has been explored to identify malignant changes in oral and cervical epithelium. De Veld et
al have employed bimodal autofluorescence and DR spectra and shown classification of normal,
benign, premalignant and malignant lesions [155]. Spectral ratio R540/R575 of oxygenated
hemoglobin bands can distinguish normal oral mucosal areas from hyperplastic and dysplastic
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sites on basis of angiogenesis [156, 157]. Reflectance spectral intensity from malignant lesions is
observed to be greater than that from normal mucosa [158]. Tungsten-halogen lamp is often
employed as an excitation source on biopsy specimens (tongue, buccal mucosa, and alveolus) to
measure diffusely reflected light. Advancements such as multi-spectral imaging camera system
that records diffuse reflectance (DR) images of the oral lesion at 545 and 575 nm with white
light illumination can scan entire oral lesions [159]. DRS study on HBP model showed
encouraging results, employing 500–800 nm spectral range [160, 161]. Changes in the DR ratio
have been observed according to the stage of oral malignancy. The potential of DRS has also
been explored for tongue cancer detection. Under in vivo conditions (carried out by Jayanthi et
al) spectra from the buccal mucosa of healthy controls, precancerous, and cancerous subjects
using a fiber-optic probe coupled system in the 400 to 700 nm regions, compared against the
gold standard, histopathology, DR spectra of healthy and pathological conditions show a
significant dip around 545 and 575 nm, assigned to oxygenated hemoglobin [157]. The ratio
(R545/R575) increases significantly with the severity in pathology, i.e., from healthy to
cancerous lesions through hyperplasic and dysplastic stages. Sensitivities and specificities
ranging from 95% to 100% have been observed for different groups. Additionally,
methemoglobin and melanin absorption by tissues can also be exploited alongside and
enhancements can be achieved using Monte Carlo method and inverse algorithms to simulate the
tissue diffuse reflectance of normal and oral cancer tissues [162] .
1.5.3.4 Optical coherence tomography
OCT uses low-coherence interferometry to produce

two-dimensional images of optical

backscattering from internal tissue microstructures analogous to ultrasonic pulse-echo imaging
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[22]. One can term OCT as an optical analog of ultrasound imaging wherein backscattered
intensity of light is measured instead of sound. OCT enables in vivo, non-invasive imaging of the
macroscopic characteristics of epithelial and subepithelial structures. OCT images can also be
used to obtain functional information to detect the presence of embedded blood vessels. Such
measures can preclude bleeding or stroke-related complications during surgery [163] .
OCT imaging in biomedical field was originally introduced in 1991 for noninvasive imaging of
retina [22]. In the last two decades, OCT underwent rapid and dramatic developments with
major applications in ophthalmology [164, 165], oncology [166-168], cardiology [169], and
developmental biology [170]. OCT has been used ex vivo for 2D imaging as well as 3D en face
imaging [171, 172]. OCT has been explored in several cancer conditions including skin, larynx,
esophagus, cervix, brain and oral cancers [171-184]. Preliminary studies by Wilder Smith et al
have demonstrated the capability of OCT to detect and diagnose oral premalignant lesions in
vivo on 50 patients [185]. Prestin et al measured epithelial thickness within the oral cavity using
OCT [184] while Tsai et al reported discrimination of oral lesions in different carcinogenesis
stages. HBP model of oral carcinogenesis has also been employed in OCT studies [185-190].
Mathney et al showed for the first time feasibility of OCT in detecting malignancy in HBP
model [185]. As a part of this thesis, OCT was carried out on carcinogen (DMBA) treated and
normal HBP tissues using protocol mentioned elsewhere [191]. Tissues corresponding to
intermediate stages of DMBA-induced carcinogenesis were employed.
1.5.3.5 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
An infrared spectrum represents a fingerprint of a sample with absorption peaks corresponding to
the frequencies of vibrations between the bonds of the atoms that make up the material being
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probed and can provide rapid information. The energy of the absorbed infrared radiation by a
molecule is equal to the difference between two energy levels of the molecule‟s vibration. Thus,
the absorption occurs on the basis of transition between the energy levels of molecular vibration,
leading to a vibrational spectrum of a molecule. A schematic is shown in Figure 1.1. The advent
of Fourier transformed spectrometers, around 1970, revolutionized the field of FTIR
spectroscopy, permitting simultaneous measurement of spectra in the entire wavenumber region
with higher accuracy and resolution.
Vibrational spectroscopic techniques such as FTIR and Raman spectroscopy (RS) are relatively
simple, nondestructive to the tissue and require a very small amount of sample with minimum
sample preparation. In addition, these techniques also provide molecular-level information
allowing investigation of functional groups, bonding types, and molecular conformations.
Spectral bands in vibrational spectra are molecule specific and provide direct information about
the biochemical composition, leading to a „molecular fingerprint‟. As biochemical composition
is affected during pathogenesis, spectral features are altered, which can be exploited for disease
detection. The bands are relatively narrow, easy to resolve, and sensitive to molecular structure,
conformation, and environment. Both RS and FTIR exploit changes in vibrational modes of
biological tissues/organs with respect to the changing tissue biochemistry in response to
pathological changes. Raman and FTIR are complementary techniques. However, while FTIR is
based on the principle of absorption, RS is based on inelastic scattering. RS is described in
Section 1.6.
Spectral differences between normal and malignant tissues suggest applicability of FTIR to a
range of biological and medical problems [192]. Collagen presence in tissues is especially useful
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in disease diagnosis by infrared spectroscopic method, with particular reference to cancer [193].
FTIR spectral differences have been studied by Fukuyama et al using samples such as OSCC (n
=15) and normal gingival epithelium (NGE) or normal subgingival tissue (NST) (n =10) [194].
Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were employed by Banerjee et al from 47 human subjects (8
normal, 16 OLK, and 23 OSCC) [195]. Linear and quadratic support vector machine (SVM) at
10-fold cross-validation was used for classification, using different combinations of spectral
features. They could classify OLK and OSCC with 81.3 % sensitivity, 95.7 % specificity, and
89.7 % overall accuracy.
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1.6 Raman spectroscopy (RS)
1.6.1 Basic Principle
RS, based on the principle of inelastic or Raman scattering, was experimentally verified by
Nobel Laureate Sir C. V. Raman [4]. Depending on changes in energy or frequency, the scattered
photons may be classified as inelastic (change in energy) and elastic (no change in energy).
Inelastic scattering constitutes Raman scattering, further classified as anti-Stokes (the scattered
photon gains energy) or Stokes (the scattered photon loses energy). The different types of
scattering are illustrated in Figure 1.1. The energy difference between the incident and scattered
photon (Raman shift) is usually represented as wavenumber (cm-1) and is plotted against the
intensity of scattered light to obtain a Raman spectrum. The principles of RS are well explained
in several books [196-201]. As mentioned in Section 1.5, RS is a vibrational spectroscopic
technique which can detect biochemical perturbations in an organ or tissue. Further, due to
negligible interference of water, a major constituent of living cells and organs, Raman can serve
as a promising tool for in vivo biomedical investigations. Since RS is a weak phenomenon, its
applications were initially very much limited in biological systems. Development of powerful
lasers, Raleigh rejection filters and better detection systems, such as CCDs, gave an impetus to
biological applications of RS Many portable/transportable instruments are now available at
reduced costs. Further, various adaptations of the conventional RS have also been reported over
the last decade. A schematic of a typical Raman spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.2. The
components of a typical Raman spectrometer have been explained in chapter 2 (Materials and
Methods).
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a typical Raman spectrometer
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1.6.2 Advantages of RS
RS, with features like non-destructiveness, minimal sample preparation needs, rapidity,
objectivity and negligible interference with water, is better suited for biological applications
compared to other optical techniques. The Raman spectra provide global information and thus a
single wavelength of light can be used to obtain a unique molecular fingerprint, allowing
chemical identity of a sample. The contribution of molecules in the Raman spectrum is
proportional to their relative abundance in the sample, which is the basis for determining the
quantity of a sample. Such features facilitate spectral interpretation, creation of spectral libraries,
sample molecular quantitation and application of chemometric tools [202-204].
1.6.3 Adaptations for enhancement of Raman signal
RS being an inherently weak process (1 in 10 million photons are Raman scattered), several
modifications to the conventional Raman methodology have enhanced the overall efficiency and
the range of applications. Spectrometer can be coupled to a microscope to design a Raman
microscope for analysis of samples using smaller spot-size and desired magnification; facilitating
bio-fluids and cells/organelles-based experiments. Various improvisations have led to
development of techniques such as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [205, 206],
coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) [207, 208], stimulated Raman spectroscopy
(SRS) [209-211], drop coating deposition Raman (DCDR) spectroscopy [212-214], spatially
offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) [215], and surface-enhanced spatially offset Raman
spectroscopy (SESORS) [216, 217].
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1.6.4 Raman applications
The unique attributes of RS have enabled extensive application in fields such as chemistry,
forensics, geology, biology, pharmacology, pharmaceuticals, archaeology and material sciences.
Some specific applications include process monitoring, detection of pollutants (environmental
science), gunpowder residues, blood and semen (forensics), identification of possibly hazardous
chemicals (security); identification of paintings and materials found during excavations (art and
archaeology), microbial identification, food adulterations and authentications [218-224]. As
pathology is associated with biochemical changes, RS has been explored as a biomedical
diagnostic tool in several conditions such as bladder dysfunction, atherosclerotic plaques,
Parkinson‟s and Alzheimer‟s disease, rheumatoid arthritis and osteogenesis imperfecta along
with several clinico-oncological applications [225-235]. RS is now finding applications in almost
all disciplines of life sciences, including microbiology, immunology, biophysics, regenerative
medicine and oncology [236-243].
1.6.5 RS based explorations in cancers
1.6.5.1 Invasive/Ex vivo approach
This approach involves RS of tissue biopsies. One of the first study on human oral cancers
biopsies was reported by Venkatakrishna et al (2001). One hundred forty spectra from 49
biopsies were acquired using 785 nm excitation and SpeX Triax 320 spectrometer. Using PCA
based multivariate analysis, sensitivity and specificity of 85% and 90% was observed [6]. A
successive study by the same group (2004) demonstrated the suitability of formalin-fixed tissues
for Raman spectroscopy [230]. Malini et al (2006), using 785 nm excitation and 30 s integration
time, reported classification of normal, cancerous, precancerous and inflammatory conditions.
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Lipid rich features in normal conditions and predominant protein features were observed in the
pathological conditions, including tumours. Classification between different groups was explored
using PCA coupled with multi-parametric „limit test‟ to achieve high sensitivity and specificity
[244]. In the same year, Oliveira et al explored the feasibility of differentiating normal,
dysplastic and SCC tissues in the HBP model of oral carcinogenesis. The FT-RS study, using
1064-nm Nd:YAG laser line, reported distinct properties of DMBA induced cancer tissues from
the healthy buccal pouch of hamsters. Major differences between normal and malignant spectra
were attributed to composition, conformational, and structural changes of proteins, and possible
increase in their content in the malignant epithelia yielding 91% and 69% sensitivity and
specificity [245]. Hu et al acquired spectra of 66 human oral mucosa tissues (43 normal and 23
malignant) using confocal Raman micro-spectroscopy in 2008. After preprocessing spectra using
wavelet-based analysis, PCA along with calculation of areas under bands 1004, 1156, 1360 1587
and 1660 cm-1 were used as a classification method [246]. Another study by Sunder et al in
2011 was carried out to evaluate the applicability of near infrared (NIR) Raman spectroscopy in
differentiating normal epithelium and different grades of oral cancer. Findings demonstrated that
oral carcinomas of different pathological grades can also be identified with Raman spectroscopy.
On the basis of protein and lipid conformations, authors have noted changes in the relative
intensities of bands at 1656, 1440 and 1450 cm-1 [231]. Singh et al conducted a study to
correlate spectral and biochemical markers [247].
1.6.5.2 Minimally invasive approaches
Minimally invasive approaches involve samples such as blood, other body fluids and exfoliated
cells which can be obtained with minimal discomfort to patients or healthy volunteers.
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Serum: Serum, obtained from blood, is often employed in a range of biochemical tests for
disease diagnosis. Serum Raman spectroscopy has been investigated for detection of preeclampsia [232], sepsis and systemic immune response syndrome (SIRS) [225], Hepatitis C
[226], Alzheimer‟s [227, 248] and Parkinson‟s disease [228], dengue fever [229, 233], sickle cell
anemia [234, 235, 249] and asthma [250]. Diagnosis of several cancers has been investigated
using serum Raman spectroscopy. One of the first studies on cancer diagnosis was carried out by
Li et al [251]. Breast cancers were explored by Pichardo et al [252] who analyzed ratio of band
intensities

corresponding

to

proteins,

phospholipids,

and

polysaccharides.

Recently,

Bhattacharjee et al [253] in an animal model of breast cancer has shown that serum from tumourbearing Sprague-Dawley rats is different before and after surgical excision, and both groups are
also different from healthy controls. Colorectal cancer was explored by Lin et al [254, 255].
Serum RS has also been reported in case of pancreatic cancers [256], cervical cancers [257] and
ovarian cancers [258]. Prospects of biofluids vibrational spectroscopy has been recently
reviewed by Baker et al [259]
Serum RS in oral cancer diagnosis: In a study by Harris et al [260], potential of a peripheral
blood sample to achieve diagnosis of head and neck cancers was evaluated using 20 head and
neck cancer patients and 20 patients with respiratory diseases. Conventional LDA approaches
showed an accuracy of around 65% while genetic evolutionary algorithm obtained an accuracy
of 83%. Feng et al [261] carried out a study for SERS-based specific identification of
nasopharyngeal cancers. ATR (attenuated total reflectance)-FTIR and RS were simultaneously
explored. Diagnosis of oral cancers using both resonance and conventional Raman spectroscopy
was explored by Sahu et al with an efficiency of 78% and 70%, respectively, between normal
and oral cancer groups [262, 263]. These studies were followed up with a large cohort of 328
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subjects belonging to healthy controls, premalignant, disease controls, and oral cancer groups. A
sensitivity and specificity rates of 64 and 80%, respectively was obtained which is comparable to
standard screening approaches [264]. Recurrence in oral cancers was identified by serum RS of
post-surgery samples with ∼80% efficiency [265]. Serum was collected from 22 oral cancer
subjects [with recurrence (n = 10) and no-recurrence (n = 12)] before and after surgery. PC-LDA
suggest that recurrent and non-recurrent cases cannot be classified in before surgery serum
samples while an average classification efficiency of ∼78% was obtained in after-surgery
samples [265].
Other body fluids: Blood, saliva and urine have also been explored for oral cancer diagnosis.
SERS studies on 10 saliva samples were carried out by Kho et al in 2005 on gold particle films
and spectra were acquired with He-Ne laser excitation. Additional peaks at 1097 and 1627 cm-1,
as compared to conventional Raman, were observed in cancer saliva samples [266]. Blood
plasma was explored for oral cancer diagnosis by Rekha et al in 2013 using 28 plasma samples.
Spectra were acquired from Labram HR 800 in the spectral range 800-1800 cm-1. Marked
spectral differences were observed between plasma from cancer patients and healthy people,
corresponding to protein, amino acid, glucose and lipids [267]. A recent study for oral cancer
diagnosis using urine was carried out by Elumalai et al where characterization of the metabolites
of human urine of normal subjects and oral cancer patients in the finger print region (500–
1800 cm−1) was explored. PC-LDA findings yield sensitivity and specificity of 98.6% and
87.1%, respectively to discriminate healthy and cancer patients [268].
Oral exfoliated cells: The feasibility of Raman oral exfoliative cytology along with
cytopathology for oral cancer diagnosis was evaluated by Sahu et al in 70 specimens. Exfoliated
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cells were obtained from 15 healthy volunteers (HV), 15 healthy tobacco users (HT), and 20
contralateral or disease control (DC) and 20 tumour (T) sites of same oral-cancer patients. Pap
staining was carried out post Raman spectral acquisition. Spectral findings demonstrate that with
increase in severity of pathology from HV to T, higher DNA and changes in secondary structure
of proteins were encountered. PC-LDA findings indicate that HV and HT are distinct from
cancer groups DC and T. Misclassifications were also observed between HT and DC. The
findings were relatable with cytopathological observations [269].
1.6.5.3 Non-invasive/In vivo Raman spectroscopy
Even though Raman based optical diagnosis of tissues has shown efficiency in detection of
potentially pre-cancerous tissues and real-time tissue evaluation, biopsy is an inherently invasive
procedure. In most cases, this procedure has some associated morbidity and in some cases poses
a high risk when involvement of vital anatomy is encountered. The actual promise of optical
techniques such as RS lies in non-invasive or in vivo diagnosis, without disruption of native
conformation of the organs.
Developments in in vivo RS: After successful classification of normal, benign and cancer breast
tissues, in vivo Raman studies were undertaken for intraoperative tumour margin assessment in 9
patients undergoing partial mastectomy procedure in 2006 [270]. Even though data set were
small, 100% sensitivity and specificity was observed. Interestingly, Raman spectra from one
margin correlated to a cancerous lesion which was grossly invisible, and upon postoperative
pathological findings the margin was deemed positive, leading to further surgery for excision of
the lesion. These findings provided evidence about sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy in
identification of pathological conditions. Lieber et al (2008) developed a portable confocal
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Raman device along with a hand-held probe and demonstrated feasibility of in vivo spectra
acquisition on 19 patients. Successful discrimination between normal, inflamed, basal cell
carcinoma (BCC) and SCC with efficiency of 95% was achieved [271]. In the same year, Bitar et
al (2008) demonstrated feasibility of transcutaneous spectral acquisition from the DMBA
induced tumours and their margins in Sprague-Dawley rats [272]. Application of RS in brain
cancer diagnosis is widely reported. In vivo studies have been conducted in animal models by
Kirsch et al [273] and Beljebbar et al [274]. Several studies coupled RS with endoscopy and
white light imaging to assess internal organs such as stomach [275-281]. Several in vivo studies
have been carried out in the last decade with a portable fiber-probe based Raman spectroscopic
system for diagnosis of cervical abnormalities [282-287]. In one study, Duraipandian et al
explored the combined Raman /Autofluorescence spectroscopy modality for improving early
diagnosis of cervical precancers [288]. Buckley et al (2014) demonstrated that SORS can
noninvasively detect a known compositional, genetic bone abnormality, osteogenesis imperfecta
[289]. A study conducted by Rubina et al (2014) [290] also confirmed utility of in vivo RS in
detection of cervical cancers. Recent studies by Bergholt et al reported in vivo RS of normal
colorectal tissues and adenomatous polyps [291, 292]. Significant progress in detection of brain
cancer in vivo using Raman spectroscopy has been made. Studies by Jerymn et al [293] first
demonstrated intra-operative acquisition of Raman spectra from normal and cancerous areas of
the brain, followed by resection of glioma affected region. Findings indicate successful
distinguishing of necrosis from tumour and normal brain tissue with an accuracy of 87% [294].
In vivo Raman spectroscopy in oral cancers:
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The first in vivo Raman spectroscopic applications in oral cancers were investigated by Schut et
al in 2000 in a rat model. Raman spectra of normal and dysplastic tissues were obtained with 100
s integration time and sensitivity and specificity of 100% for detecting high-grade dysplasia/ CIS
were observed[295]. Successful ex vivo studies on human biopsies paved the way for in vivo
oral cancer studies, with the first report by Guze et al (2009) identifying site wise variations in
the human oral cavity. In this study, reproducibility of Raman spectra from normal oral mucosa
among anatomic oral sites (buccal mucosa, tongue, floor of mouth, lip and hard palate) in
subjects across races and gender were explored, employing 51 subjects (25 Caucasian and 26
Asian). The authors reported that subject ethnicity and gender do not influence spectra. Further,
different oral cavity sites can be discriminated based on degree of keratinization[7]. Bergholt et
al (2011) characterized in vivo spectra of different anatomical regions (inner lip, attached
gingiva, floor, dorsal tongue, ventral tongue, hard palate, soft palate, and buccal) in the oral
cavity in the fingerprint region (800-1800 cm-1). Findings suggested that anatomical
characteristics of different sites have influence on spectra and these sites can be grouped together
based on anatomical and spectral similarity to develop diagnostic algorithms [8]. Singh et al
(2012) reported the first in vivo spectral acquisition from oral cancer subjects in clinically
implementable time [296, 297]. Subsequently studies suggested that premalignant conditions can
be objectively discriminated against normal and tumour conditions [9]. In an another study, the
origin of Raman signals in tissues was also investigated by the same group [298]. Singh et al
conducted further studies to detect malignancy-associated-changes (MAC) or cancer-field-effects
(CFE) in oral cancer subjects [10]. Studies by Krishna et al investigated spectral differences
among oral cavity subsites. Their findings suggested clustering of sub-sites into 4 major
anatomical clusters- a) outer lip, and lip vermillion, b) buccal mucosa c) hard palate d) dorsal,
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lateral and ventral tongue and soft palate. Further, the authors also suggested the use of anatomymatched algorithms to increase discrimination between healthy and abnormal conditions [299,
300]. Anatomical differences between subsites and their possible influence on healthy vs
pathological classification were evaluated on 85 oral cancer and 72 healthy subjects by Sahu et
al. Spectra were acquired from buccal mucosa, lip and tongue in healthy, contralateral (internal
healthy control), premalignant and cancer conditions using fiber-optic Raman spectrometer.
Mean spectra indicate predominance of lipids in healthy buccal mucosa, contribution of both
lipids and proteins in lip while major dominance of protein in tongue spectra. Findings indicated
buccal mucosa and tongue are distinct entities, while lip misclassifies with both these subsites
[301].
Animal models of oral cancers: scope of application
Most of the in vivo studies described above have explored differences between frank tumours
and healthy tissues only. Some studies have also explored classification between clinically
visible premalignant patches like leukoplakia and the buccal mucosa of apparently healthy
contralateral mucosa and healthy volunteers. For translation of RS to clinics as a non-invasive
tool, in vivo clinical studies involving sequential progression of carcinogenesis from a healthy
till development of tumours, along with proper age matched controls are required. This cannot be
undertaken on human beings due to ethical and practical considerations. Moreover, the patients
coming to hospitals belong to a range of socio economic strata with different genetic
susceptibilities; many patients are presented with late stages of cancers and thus maintaining
uniform experimental conditions may not be easy.
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To circumvent this problem, animal models can be used. Genetically similar strains of animal
models can be maintained under controlled environmental (temperature, pressure and humidity)
and dietary conditions. Rodents are one of the most commonly employed models in experimental
carcinogenesis. They can be exposed to carcinogen and spectra can be acquired at regular
intervals post carcinogen treatment till tumour appearance. Moreover, further corroboration with
the existing diagnostic gold standard of histopathology can be carried out for not only the
carcinogen treated animals but also for the healthy age matched control animals, which cannot be
done in case of human subjects.
1.6.5.4 Raman spectroscopy of animal models
There are several major reviews focusing on utility of RS in biomedical applications [242, 302]
and diagnostics [303-305] using both ex vivo and in vivo approaches on human subjects.
However, as already mentioned, due to ethical and practical considerations, several experiments
need to be performed on animal models. The earliest application of RS on animal model dates
back to late 80s with diabetic cataract model [306-309]. Further, studies were carried out in rat
models for mineralization in 1995 [310, 311]. Classification between tumour and normal
conditions has been demonstrated in many cancers. One of the first cancers to be studied in an
animal model was palate cancer by Schut et al (2000) [312]. This study was also the first in vivo
Raman study in oral cancers. RS has been explored in several other animal models of cancers
such as esophagus [313-315], breast [316-322], brain [273, 274, 323-325], skin [326], pancreas
[327], cervix [328], liver [329] and colon [330].
Raman applications in animal models of oral cancer
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Rodents have been commonly employed in oral cancer research [331]. Schut et al used the
carcinogen 4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide to develop palate cancers in rats, through topical
application. They obtained specificity as well as sensitivity of 1 for detecting high-grade
dysplasia/ carcinoma in situ [312]. The next major study in experimental oral carcinogenesis was
reported by Oliveira et al in 1996 in HBP model [332]. They used DMBA induced HBP model
[12, 13] for their study. Employing 1064 nm as excitation, they used FT-Raman followed by
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to achieve 100% sensitivity and 55% specificity. Another
ex vivo study on DMBA treated HBP tissues for 0, 2, 4 , 8 and 12 weeks demonstrated feasibility
of identifying early changes [333]. The spectra reported for normal buccal pouch and tumours in
these studies were found to have features similar to those reported later on in human studies [9,
334-337].
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1.7 Aims and Objectives
The information presented in this chapter suggests that despite advancements in treatment
modalities, oral cancers still suffer from a poor 5-year survival rate of ~50%. Studies have shown
that early detection improves prognosis and 5-year survival rate [2, 3]. However, the currently
practiced diagnostic gold-standard, biopsy followed by histopathology, is invasive (and painful),
prone to subjective errors and not convenient for repeated samplings during screening and
therapeutic monitoring. Hence, rapid, objective, non-invasive techniques which are sensitive to
tissue biochemistry could be more effective in early diagnosis as biochemical changes precede
visible morphological alterations. As the change in biochemical properties is also reflected in the
optical properties, spectroscopic techniques such as RS [4] has been explored as a rapid, noninvasive and label-free diagnostic adjunct. RS has shown promising results in the diagnosis of
several cancers [5] including oral cancers [6-11]. RS studies in oral cancers have shown
classification of pathological conditions and detection of factors such as cancer field effects,
demonstrating efficiency of the technique. These studies have relied on clinical examination and
histopathology for pathological status. However, as mentioned earlier, biopsies are performed
only when cancerous/premalignant conditions present clinical changes in oral mucosa. It would
be imperative that biochemical changes preceding visible tumour conditions be explored and
confirmed with gold standard. As such studies cannot be undertaken on human beings due to
ethical and practical considerations, HBP model was employed to carry out RS based evaluation
of oral carcinogenesis.
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Aim: Comparative evaluation of diagnostic efficacy of Raman spectroscopy and histopathology
using a sequential animal model study.
The work was majorly carried out as following objectives:
Objective 1: Sequential and comparative evaluation of Raman spectral changes in DMBAinduced HBP carcinogenesis at various time periods.
Objective 2: Comparison with histopathology and specific biomarkers to determine whether RS
can be developed as a sensitive diagnostic tool.
To address the first objective, sequential progression of oral carcinogenesis was followed using
both ex vivo and in vivo approaches while for second objective, RS models based on gold
standards (histopathology and immunohistochemistry) was employed. Studies were also carried
out to look into the contribution of physico-mechanical factors in carcinogenesis, using suitable
controls. All these experiments included age matched controls.
Following additional experiments were also performed:


Optical coherence tomography study of buccal pouches.



Raman based investigation of discontinuation of DMBA application and its effect on
cancer progression in hamster buccal pouch model.

The materials and methods employed to achieve the objectives have been described in
Chapter 2 while the findings have been described in Chapter 3.
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2 Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
Prelude

This chapter presents materials and methodologies used in the experiments for better
understanding of the results. The chapter includes details related to animals, animal handling,
carcinogenesis, instrumentation and multivariate analysis; and protocols related to carcinogen
application, Raman spectroscopy, histopathology, immunohistochemical evaluations, spectral
acquisition, preprocessing and analysis.
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2.1 Ethics Approval
The study was approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee of Advanced Centre for
Treatment, Research and Education in Cancer (ACTREC), Navi Mumbai, which is endorsed by
the Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experiments on Animals
(CPCSEA), Government of India: Approval no. 12/2009, ACTREC.

2.2 Animal model:
Hamsters [338], as mentioned in Chapter 1, have two buccal pouches in their oral cavity. Owing
to similarities to human buccal mucosa, the hamster buccal pouch (HBP) model is commonly
employed in experimental oral carcinogenesis. Golden Syrian hamsters are one of the most
commonly employed species in oral experimental carcinogenesis. Table 2.1 gives the scientific
classification for Syrian hamsters. Figure 2.1 shows HBP pulled out using a pair of forceps.
The animals used in the experiment were obtained from Laboratory Animal Facility (LAF) of
ACTREC, where they were bred as well as maintained during the period of the study. All the
hamsters employed in the study were males and were obtained at the age of 6 to 7 weeks.
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Figure 2.1: Hamster buccal pouch pulled out using a pair of forceps. Each hamster has two
buccal pouches in their oral cavity which is used for temporary storage of food.

Kingdom

Animalia

Phylum

Chordata

Class

Mammalia

Order

Rodentia

Family

Cricetidae

Scientific name:

Mesocricetus auratus

Common name in English

Golden Syrian hamster

Natural distribution

Aleppinian plateau in Syria [339]

Table 2.1: Classification of Golden Syrian hamsters
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2.3 Experimental animals
The experimental animals were randomly distributed into various groups, housed in
polypropylene cages (4-5 animals per cage) and maintained under standard conditions of
temperature: 22 ± 2 °C, relative humidity: 40 ± 5 % and 12 h light/dark cycles in the LAF,
ACTREC. Corncob bedding material was provided for comfort of animals and a well labeled tag
was used for identification of animals, as shown in Figure 2.2. The hamsters were transferred to
cages with fresh bedding material twice a week to maintain hygiene. All animals were fed a diet
of in-house-prepared pellets and provided with water ad libitum. Drinking water was provided
from a UV based water purifier.

Sacrificing animals: Hamsters were sacrificed using standard guidelines of the CPCSEA,
employing CO2 as a euthanasia agent. Hamsters were placed in a CO2 chamber and kept there till
they stopped breathing.
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Figure 2.2: Maintenance of hamsters. (a) Hamsters inside the polypropylene cages, on the
corncob bedding material. (b) Label hooked outside a cage for identification of animals.
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2.4 Test and control animals
Test animals: Test animals were treated with the carcinogen DMBA dissolved in vegetable oil
(Groundnut oil, Dhara) on their right buccal pouch. These pouches are referred to as DMBA
treated pouches (T). The left buccal pouches of these animals served as contralateral control and
are referred as DMBA contralateral controls.
Vehicle control animals: The right buccal pouches of these animals were treated with the
vehicle oil (Groundnut oil, Dhara). In the thesis, these pouches have been addressed as vehicle
controls. The left buccal pouches of these animals have been addressed as vehicle contralateral
pouches.

Carcinogen: 7,12-Dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA; SID 24893738) [340]
DMBA is a potent carcinogen used for experimental carcinogenesis. The ring structure is shown
in Figure 2.3. Most of the experiments involving HBP oral carcinogenesis employ DMBA as the
carcinogen of choice. DMBA has also been observed in high concentration in the tar fraction of
cigarette smoke [341]. DMBA can induce oxidative stress as well as modification of DNA in
vivo. Further, it leads to formation of oxidized DNA bases as observed in response to ionizing
radiation. Multiple/repeated applications of DMBA to mucosal surface leads to both "initiation"
and "promotion", the steps in carcinogenesis [342].
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PubChem CID:

6001
DMBA;
7,12-dimethylbenz[a]anthracene;

Chemical Names:
7,12-dimethylbenzanthracene;
7,12-dimethylbenzo[a]phenanthrene (IUPAC)
Molecular
Formula:

C20H16

Molecular Weight:

256.34104 g/mol

Source

Sigma Aldrich, USA

Purity

95%

Storage

40C, in dark

Table 2.2: Details of DMBA

Figure 2.3: Structure of DMBA
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Carcinogen application
0.5% DMBA (Sigma-Aldrich, SID 24893738, purity 95%) dissolved in groundnut oil (Dhara,
India) was topically applied using a paint-brush (Camlin, no. 4) on the right buccal pouch of test
animals thrice a week for 14 weeks; this process will be referred to as „painting‟ in the thesis.
Vehicle control animals were painted with only oil (Dhara, India) on their right buccal pouch. It
is estimated that application of oil/DMBA leads to transfer of approximately 0.1 ml oil/DMBA
on the HBP. Schematics of carcinogenesis regime has been shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Painting or application of DMBA (on test HBP) or oil (on vehicle control HBP) over
14 weeks using a paint brush. Before painting a pouch, paint brush was dipped in a tube
containing DMBA solution, wrapped in aluminium foil, and excess solution was drained at the
rim of the tube. Similar protocol was followed for vehicle control animals using a different
brush. Each arrow indicates one application using paint brush. Thus there were three applications
each week over the period of 14 weeks. The animals were 8 weeks old when painting started.
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2.5 Raman spectroscopy
Commercially available HE 785 Raman spectrometer (Jobin Yvon Horiba, France) was used in
this study, the components of which are shown in

Figure 2.5.
2.5.1 Components of Raman spectrometer
The advent of powerful lasers and better and sensitive detector systems like charge coupled
device (CCD), along with development of miniature and endoscope coupled fiber optic probes
have revolutionized Raman spectroscopy mediated diagnostics and therapeutics research.
Increasing avenues of research and development have reduced the cost of Raman instruments
and many portable/transportable instruments are now available. Further, several improved
multivariate analysis algorithms have greatly reduced the time of analysis. Typically, Raman
spectroscopic studies involve spectral acquisition, preprocessing and multivariate analysis to
explore spectral features, differences and classifications among the groups of specimens being
studied.
Excitation: While Sir Raman used sunlight for his experiments, now lasers have become an
integral part of Raman experiments since their discovery. Near Infrared (NIR) lasers are
commonly used for biomedical application and 785 nm is one of the most commonly employed
wavelengths. 1064 nm is often employed to minimize fluorescence in Fourier Transformed (FT)
Raman experiments. The experiments mentioned in this thesis have employed 785 nm laser for
excitation (Process Instruments, USA).
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Figure 2.5: Raman spectrometer used in the study. It is a commercially available from Jobin
Yvon Horiba, France. The detection system and laser source (Process Instruments, USA; 785
nm) are coupled with InPhotonics (USA) fiber optic probe. The XYZ stage is used to place the
samples. The figure shows a hamster kept on the sample stage.
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Sample illumination: RS, being an inherently weak phenomenon, requires proper focusing of
laser beam onto the sample as well as efficient collection of the scattered photons for higher
efficiency. Excitation and collection can be achieved by combinations of lenses through optical
configurations like 90 and 180 degree scattering geometry. Lenses play a very important role in
both excitation and collection. The ratio of the focal length of the lens (f) and the diameter of
lens (D) is called F number, which determines the gathering power of a lens. The light gathering
power of a lens is inversely proportional to F number. To obtain maximum light throughput, F
number should be in accordance with the wavelength selector. The instrument room must be kept
as dark as possible during spectroscopy.
Spectral Acquisition: Nowadays, microprobes (microscope objectives) and fiber-optic probes are
used to expose samples to laser and channel the scattered photons to the spectrometer. Compact
and highly efficient fiber optic probes are commercially available. In the studies mentioned in
this thesis, a fiber optic probe (InPhotonics Inc, USA), which can be fixed on a sample stage with
movable axes, was used for sample illumination as well as collection of scattered photons, as
shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. The probe consists of 105 µm excitation fiber and 200 µm
collection fiber. Back scattering geometry is employed for collection of scattered photons. As per
manufacturer‟s specifications, theoretical spot size and depth of penetration of the Raman probe
are 105 µm and 1 mm, respectively. Typically, laser power of ~70 mW was used for excitation.
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Figure 2.6: Fiber optic probe from InPhotonics Inc. The probe consists of 105 µm excitation
fiber and 200 µm collection fiber. The probe uses back scattering geometry for collection of
scattered photons.

Figure 2.7: Acquisition of Raman spectra from an ex vivo tissue sample kept on aluminium
substrate, placed under fiber optic probe, being excited with 785 nm laser.
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Spectrometer: It may include a simple device like an interference filter and prism to grating
monochromators and spectrographs. The resolution of an instrument is greatly dependent on
gratings. With higher number of grooves, better dispersion and thus greater resolution can be
obtained. The spectrograph in the present experiment is equipped with a fixed 950 gr/mm
grating.
Detection: The inherently weak Raman signals require sensitive detection techniques. This is a
major reason for poor development of Raman spectroscopy in spite of the discovery of Raman
effect, way back in 1928. Most of the early works involved photographic plates exposed over a
long time. Various detection devices developed with time include photon counting, photodiode
array and CCD.
CCDs: CCDs are commonly used detectors in at present. By definition, a CCD is a silicon-based
semiconductor, arranged as an array of photosensitive elements with each capable of generating
photoelectrons and storing them as a small charge. The charge stored on each pixel is a function
of number of photons hitting that pixel. Charges are shifted to next higher row from left to right
and finally read by an analogue to digital converter. The CCD (Synapse) containing 1024 X 256
pixels employed in the study is available from Horiba, France. Specifications of the Synapse
CCD are available at the following web link (date of access: January 19, 2017:
(http://www.horiba.com/fileadmin/uploads/Scientific/Documents/OSD/OSD0061256BIUV.pdf )
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2.5.2 Raman spectral acquisition in in vivo studies
In vivo Raman spectra were acquired from test and control HBP of anaesthetized animals (Figure
2.8). The following anaesthetic agents were administered simultaneously:


Ketamine hydrochloride: 150 mg per kg body weight of hamsters.



Xylazine hydrochloride: 10 mg per kg body weight of hamsters.

Ketamine and Xylazine are commonly employed for anaesthetizing pets/domesticated animals
for veterinary purposes. The anaesthetic agents were administered intraperitoneally. At the
mentioned dosage, the hamsters lost consciousness within 10 minutes of injection and remained
unconscious for about 30 minutes. The unconscious hamsters were placed on the sample stage,
buccal pouches were pulled out using forceps and spectra were acquired from 10 to 15 different
regions on the buccal pouch, depending on how soon the hamsters revived.
Typically, laser power-70 mW was used for excitation. Spectra were integrated for 15 seconds
and averaged over 3 accumulations.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic for in vivo spectroscopy.
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2.5.3 Raman spectral acquisition in ex vivo studies
Test and controls animals, as per protocol, were sacrificed every week after due carcinogen
application for 14 weeks. Buccal pouches were then excised out of the sacrificed hamsters, snap
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC till spectra recording. Spectra were recorded from
these tissues after passive thawing on ice. After tissues thawed, they were washed in normal
saline once to get rid of any food particle or blood and spread on an aluminium plate with grids
(3X3) etched on surface . The grid was placed on a sample holder attached with an XYZ stage,
with the fiber optic probe fixed within the apparatus as shown in Figure 2.9. After spectra
acquisition, the sites of laser irradiation were marked in ink for identification during preparation
of tissue sections for histopathology. Spectral acquisition parameters were same as those in the
in vivo studies. Typically, laser power-70 mW was used for excitation. Spectra were integrated
for 15 seconds and averaged over 3 accumulations. Approximately 9 spectra were recorded
from each pouch, with one spectrum acquired from each grid. After spectral acquisition, tissues
sections were cut along gridlines, fixed in neutral buffered formalin (NBF) for 24 hours, paraffin
embedded and processed for further histopathological or histochemical analysis.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic for the ex vivo study. After spectral acquisition, tissues were fixed in 10%
neutral buffered formalin and then embedded in paraffin wax blocks were prepared. The paraffin
sections obtained were used for corroboration with histopathology and immunohistochemical
analysis.
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2.6 Histopathology
To identify sites of spectral acquisition on buccal pouches, they were marked in waterproof India
ink, the tissues were then cut along gridlines and immersed in formalin for 24 hours for fixation
(Figure 2.10).

The formalin fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin blocks. To obtain a precise
histopathological evaluation for the laser probed area, three parallel sections of 5 micron each
were taken from the paraffin embedded tissues at the sites marked in ink. These sections were
stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin dyes (H&E) and were evaluated by trained pathologists,
blinded to Raman findings. Based on the histopathological assessment of all the parallel sections
by the pathologists, the corresponding spectra were labeled as per their pathological statushealthy, hyperplasia, dysplasia or SCC; which are the major stages observed in oral
carcinogenesis. The spectra corresponding to the evaluated tissue sections have been referred to
as „histopathologically certified spectra‟ in the thesis.
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Figure 2.10: Preparatory steps for histopathology. (a) The tissue stored at -800C was thawed over
ice and rinsed with normal saline. (b) The rinsed tissue was spread over aluminium plate with
grids etched. After spectral acquisition, the site of spectral acquisition was marked in ink and the
tissues were cut along gridlines. (c) The tissues were immersed for 24 hours in separate well
labeled tubes containing neutral buffered formalin for fixation.
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2.7 IHC
Immunohistochemical evaluation (IHC) for cyclin D1 expression was also employed in the
present study. IHC based spectral models were built after evaluation of sections on the basis of
cyclin D1 expression on a commonly employed scale of 0 to +3. An expression of 0 grade
signified minimum/baseline level of expression.. +1, +2 and +3 signified low, medium and high
amount of expression of cyclin D1, respectively in the tissue sections being investigated. In this
thesis, grade 0, +1, +2 and +3 have been denoted as G0, G1, G2 and G3 respectively.

The major steps followed are shown in Figure 2.11. For IHC, two 5 µm tissue sections were
taken on poly-L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) coated glass slides. These slides were kept at 600C
in an incubator for one hour and were deparaffinized with xylene and rehydrated with sequential
ethanol washes. To quench the endogenous peroxidase activity, sections were incubated with 2%
hydrogen peroxide (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in methanol for 30 minutes in dark. After heat based
antigen retrieval with sodium citrate buffer (pH = 5.8), sections were incubated with normal
horse serum (Vector laboratories, USA) at room temperature. Next, the sections were incubated
overnight with rabbit polyclonal anti-human cyclin D1 antibody (1:100, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, USA) at 4°C for sixteen hours. Sections were then incubated with biotinylated
Universal® secondary antibody solution (Vector Laboratories, USA) for 30 minutes followed by
incubation with Vectastain Universal® ABC (Vector Laboratories, USA) reagent for the same
time. The immunoreaction in tissue sections was visualized using 3,3′–diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloridehydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The slides were finally counterstained with
hematoxylin and evaluated by pathologists and assigned with grades corresponding to Cyclin D1
expression.
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Figure 2.11: Major steps in immunohistochemical analysis.
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2.8 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
Typically, OCT components would consist of a Michelson-type interferometer with a focused
sample arm beam and a lateral-scanning mechanism. OCT has evolved from the field of optical
coherence-domain reflectometry, a 1-D distance mapping technique originally developed to
localize reflections from faults in fiber optic networks and was quickly adapted for biological
applications [343]. The spatial resolution of modern OCT systems is ~1-15 μm, and the imaging
depth in scattering tissues is around 1-3 mm [344, 345]. In recent years, OCT has emerged as a
powerful tool striving to bring together microscopy and ultrasound. The combination of
coherence gating of OCT and confocal gating of microscopy has led to development of optical
coherence microscope (OCM) that provides tomographic images with cellular resolution due to
better rejection of unwanted photons. A schematic of the instrument used in the experiment is
shown in Figure 2.12. The instrument is installed at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC),
Vishakhapatnam.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of OCT system; BPF- Bandpass filter; C- collimator; D- Photodetector;
FC- Fiber coupler; L –lens; M-Mirror; MTS- motorized translation stage; S- Sample; SLDsuperluminescent diode.
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2.9 Data analysis
Raw Raman spectra may be contaminated with contributions from background elements, fibers
and optical components. Data pre-processing is carried out to remove contaminating spectral
contributions for improved signal to noise ratio before subjecting spectra to data analysis.
Calibration based on standard reference material available from National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) or white light correction to compare spectra acquired from different
instruments may be carried out. The environmental background noise may be subtracted from the
acquired spectra. Further, spectral interpolation in defined regions (fingerprint region or high
wave number regions) may improve the final analysis. Normalization of the spectra is carried out
before multivariate analysis to remove intensity related changes.

Spectral preprocessing: Raw spectra were corrected for CCD response using a NIST certified
SRM 2241 material followed by subtraction of spectral contribution from optical elements[346].
To remove interference of slow moving background, first derivatives of spectra were computed
[347]. Spectra were interpolated in the 1200-1800 cm-1 region as previous studies on oral cancer
have already demonstrated the efficacy of this region in classification [296, 297, 337]. Moreover,
this region is free from interference of fiber signals which are generated due to fused silica fibers
[347]. Interpolated spectra were vector normalized to remove intensity related variations and
subjected to multivariate analysis. A summary of steps followed during spectral preprocessing is
shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Steps followed during spectral preprocessing in the studies mentioned. Mean spectra
were used for identifying major spectral features and for spectral comparison across various
groups of specimens while multivariate analysis was used to explore classification among the
groups.
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Computation of mean spectra: Average or mean spectra were computed from the background
corrected spectra for each class and baseline corrected by fitting a 5th order polynomial function
using LabSpec 4.18 (Horiba Jobin Yvon, France). These baseline corrected spectra followed by
vector normalization were used for obtaining an average for spectral comparison across different
groups.
Sometimes a difference spectrum is also used to identify subtle differences across groups.
Usually, it is computed by subtracting normalized mean spectra of one group from another. The
positive bands indicate contribution from the first group while the negative bands indicate
contributions from the second group.
Data analysis
Spectroscopic techniques in conjunction with proper chemometric tools can distinguish subtle
but significant changes in the complex biological environment. However, it is important to know
the limits and assumptions employed in each analysis method for a reliable and reproducible
diagnosis. Both univariate and multivariate analyses can be carried out for spectroscopic data.
However, in view of levels of complexity in living organisms, multivariate analysis may be a
suitable approach.

2.9.1 Multivariate analysis
The aim of multivariate analysis is to train models that distinguish seemingly similar patterns in
certain conditions and identify independent samples. Multivariate analysis can be unsupervised
where no prior information is given and the method tries to establish relationships or trends in
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classification de novo. In the absence of preliminary information, non-supervised methods
provide a first-hand estimate about the nature of data. Supervised learning methods are used to
predict the association of new variables to one of the pre-existing groups. In this case, model is
trained using available information and evaluated with an independent data set.
A flowchart explaining the commonly employed methods of analysis is shown in Figure 2.14.
2.9.1.1 Unsupervised analysis
The analysis is called „unsupervised‟ since no prior knowledge of the sample class or group is
provided. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most popular unsupervised
multivariate analysis methods. PCA [348, 349] explores the variation in the data, extracts
spectral features contributing to the variation (eigenvectors) and arranges them in the order of
importance based on their contribution to the variation (eigenvalues) - such that eigenvectors
affecting maximum variation is placed first and so on. The data set is then transformed with the
highest eigenvectors forming the x and y axes (and z axis in 3D plots) of the new system,
displaying variation in the data. PCA is usually used to reveal patterns in unknown data as well
as to remove noise. It can be used in conjunction with supervised techniques such as LDA where
PCA supplies non-redundant spectral features for further analysis. Another commonly used
methods, Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA), also does not need prior knowledge of groups
and is an excellent exploratory method [350].
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Figure 2.14: Flowchart for data analysis.
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Method

Attributes

Univariate analysis

Corresponding p values are measure of significance.
Prone to false positive unless corrected significance limit
is used.

Cluster analysis

Classification scheme to divide data in clusters.
Hierarchical clustering provides relationships between
clusters.

Partial Least Square Regression

To predict a set of dependent variables from a (very) large
set of independent variables.

Principal Component Analysis

Provides an overview for large data sets. Identify outliers,
clusters and trends in dataset.

Bayes Classifier

Leads to classification but a large training set is needed.

Linear Discriminant Analysis

Discrimination method related to multiple linear
regressions. Number of variables must be smaller than
number of observations.

Neural Networks

High flexibility in modelling non-linear data but prone to
overfitting.

Support Vector Machines

High flexibility in modelling non linearities. Careful
model selection reduces possibility of overfitting.

Table 2.3: Summary of some commonly employed analysis methods.
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2.9.1.2 Supervised analysis
Supervised methods involve training an algorithm to discriminate between two groups so as to
allow classification of unknown sample. Evaluation is usually carried out by independent data
set. Methods such as Artificial neural networks (ANN), Support vector machines (SVM) and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) are commonly employed for classification of biological
samples ANN use several layers (input, intermediate and output) to select spectral features that
will force classification into designated classes. The method is prone to overfitting or under
fitting resulting in poor outcome during validation. SVM use classifying hyperplane coupled
with margins, support vectors, to achieve best separation between classes. SVM also suffers from
the problem of overfitting if precautions are not taken. LDA increases inter class variance and
reduce intra class variance and classifies different groups. This method has been used widely for
biological data. In cases where linear function cannot distinguish the groups, non-linear functions
such as factorial (Factorial Discriminant Analysis), quadratic (Quadratic Discriminant Analysis)
and partial least square (Partial Least Square Discriminant analysis) can be explored for
classification [351-356].

2.10 Multivariate analysis employed in thesis
Preprocessed spectra were subjected to unsupervised Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as
well as supervised Principal Component based Linear Discriminant Analysis (PC-LDA) using
algorithms implemented in MATLAB-based in-house software [357].
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PCA: As already mentioned, PCA is the most frequently applied method for computing linear
latent variables which allows visual inspection of clustering of objects or variables through
unsupervised classification. The main aim of PCA is dimension reduction by which it explains
maximum variability with few Principal Components (PCs)/factors [349]. Most variance is often
captured by the first 10 PCs [358, 359].
PC-LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), as mentioned earlier, maximizes inter-class
separation and reduces intra-class separation to bring out discrimination [360]. For data with
high-dimensionality, dimension reduction may be achieved by application of PC-LDA: PCA
followed by LDA, using PCA scores, instead of original variables. Further, for classification
methods like LDA the first few factors/PCs often account for more than 90% classification when
PC-LDA is carried out [359]. Classification efficiency of standard models was evaluated by
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) which is based on a hypothetical validation set used in
absence of an explicit validation set. Leave-one-out involves using a single observation from the
original sample as the validation data, and the remaining observations as training data. This is
repeated such that each observation in the sample is used once as the validation data and
averaged over the rounds. The flowchart for preprocessing and data analysis employed in the
present study is presented in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Steps in spectral data analysis followed in the experiments.
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3 Chapter 3: Results and Discussion
Prelude
Chapter 3 provides the detailed findings and the discussion based on the results of the studies
carried out. Entire work has been described under four sub chapters 3.1 to 3.4. Chapter 3.1
explains the findings of the first objective: sequential and comparative evaluation of Raman
spectral changes in DMBA-induced HBP carcinogenesis at various time periods. Chapter 3.2
describes Raman spectroscopy vis-a-vis histopathology and cyclin D1 expression to build
spectral models and investigation of abnormal changes in control tissues based on these models.
Next, the combined Raman and OCT study on limited samples were carried out to verify
abnormal changes in control tissues and have been discussed in section 3.3. Finally, in vivo
Raman based investigation of discontinuation of carcinogen on the process of carcinogenesis has
been debated in Section 3.4.
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3.1 Sequential and comparative evaluation of Raman spectral changes in DMBAinduced HBP carcinogenesis at various time periods
The present section describes sequential Raman spectroscopic evaluation of buccal pouch
carcinogenesis with respect to vehicle treated age-matched controls using three approaches: i)
ex-vivo ii) in-vivo sequential and iii) in vivo follow-up, described below:
a) Ex-vivo study: In this approach, animals were sacrificed and the spectra were recorded from
ex vivo buccal pouch tissues of test and control animals. 5 test and 3 control animals were
sacrificed every week over the 14 week duration as mentioned in Chapter 2.5.3.
b) In vivo sequential study: Spectra were recorded from buccal pouch of alive, anaesthetized
animals. Each week Raman spectra were recorded from buccal pouch of 2 test and 2 control
animals. After spectra acquisition, the animals were sacrificed, pouches excised out and
processed for histopathology. Thus a total of 60 animals were used over the period of 14 weeks.
c) In vivo follow up study: This approach was also an in vivo approach, with an objective to
follow sequential progression in same animals. In vivo Raman spectra were acquired from buccal
pouch of these hamsters (3 test and 3 controls) post anaesthetization each week for the entire
duration of 14 weeks. The animals were sacrificed at the end of 14 weeks.
A total of 181 six to eight weeks old Golden Syrian male hamsters were used in the study. Oral
carcinogenesis was induced in 103 HBP (treated group) using DMBA carcinogenesis protocol
[84]. 78 HBP were painted with only oil (vehicle control group) using paint brush. A schematic
of experimental approach is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of experimental approach followed for ex vivo, in vivo sequential and in
vivo follow up study. In ex vivo study, animals were first sacrificed and then spectra were
recorded from ex vivo tissues. In in vivo sequential study, spectra were recorded in vivo from
different animals in different weeks and then animals were sacrificed. In case of follow up study,
same six animals were followed up in vivo for the period of 14 weeks.
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3.1.1 Spectral acquisition
Spectra were integrated for 15 s and averaged over 3 accumulations. Approximately 9
spectra were recorded from each pouch in ex vivo study, 1 spectrum from each aluminium grid,
as shown in Figure 2.9. In case of in vivo sequential study, 15 spectra were recorded from
selected sites and 10–15 spectra were recorded from each pouch for in vivo follow up study.
In this and subsequent sections, control and DMBA-painted groups have been designated as C
and T respectively while the number succeeding C (Cx) or T (Tx) denotes the number of weeks
of DMBA or oil application/painting. Thus, C0, C1 and C14 indicate control of 0, 1 and 14
weeks of oil painting and T0, T1 and T14 indicate DMBA painting for 0, 1 and 14 weeks,
respectively.

3.1.2 Findings
In all the approaches, a 3-group classification system involving week 0 controls (C0) along with
DMBA-treated HBP (Tx) and age-matched controls (Cx) was used (e.g. C0 vs C1 vs T1, C0 vs
C2 vs T2, C0 vs C3 vs T3 and so on up to C0 vs C14 vs T14) for data analysis. This is expected
to make the spectral model more robust, compared to a two group classification system involving
only DMBA painted and age-matched controls (e.g. C1 vs T1). RS studies on human oral
mucosa have already demonstrated that despite feasibility of classifying early and late
physiological age groups of healthy volunteers, it has no bearing on classification of normal and
abnormal conditions [337]. No age-related physiological changes have been reported hitherto in
hamsters. A 3-group classification system (C0 vs Cx vs Tx) can also highlight any possible agerelated changes.
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3.1.2.1 Ex vivo study:
Spectral features: Spectral features of week 0 control (C0) and DMBA-painted buccal pouches
(T1 to T14) have been shown in Figure 3.2. C0 and T0 spectra were similar and show dominance
of lipid features- 1303 cm-1, δCH 2 (1448 cm-1), Amide I (1655 cm-1), and ester bands (1750 cm1

), whereas T14 (frank tumours) spectra show dominance of proteins and nucleic acids with

change in features in 1200-1400 cm-1 regions corresponding to Amide III, CH 2 (1454 cm-1), 1583
cm-1, and broad Amide I (1651 cm-1). The spectra from T2 to T13 also show changes in Amide
III and Amide I regions which progressively indicate increasing protein dominance. These
spectral features correlate well with human buccal mucosa, featuring similar bands [6, 244]. A
probable reason for loss of lipids and increased dominance of proteins in tumours or other
pathological conditions could be the changes in the architectural arrangement of epithelial layers,
leading to loss of lipid features. Moreover, cells under pathological conditions undergo changes
in the amounts of surface and receptor proteins, enzymes, antigens, and antibodies which can
give rise to a protein dominated spectrum [7]. These findings further corroborate earlier reports
of ex vivo and in vivo RS studies on human subjects [8, 246, 361]. The 1583 cm-1 band,
attributed to heme proteins and prominently observed in DMBA-treated pouches of later weeks
could be due to angiogenesis- a well-known hallmark of carcinogenesis.
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Figure 3.2: Mean spectra of DMBA treated hamster buccal pouch. a- week 0, b- week 1, cweek2, d-week 3, e-week 4, f-week 5, g-week 6, h-week 7, i-week 8, j-week 9, k-week 10, lweek 11, m-week 12, n-week 13, o-week 14. The spectra are shown in the 1200 to 1800 cm-1
range and show decreasing lipid dominance and increasing protein/nucleic acid dominance with
progression of carcinogenesis.
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Multivariate analysis: PCA scatter plots for all 14 weeks using scores of factor 1 vs 2 are shown
in Figure 3.3. These plots exhibit overlapping clusters for all the three groups in the initial
weeks, i.e. from 0 to 4 weeks. An increased classification of treated pouch spectra was observed
from 5th week onwards, attributable to DMBA induced changes. Plateauing of classification was
observed for week 8-11 while exclusive clusters were observed from 12th week onwards showing
the best classification between treated and control spectra during these later weeks. Poor
classification was observed between C0 and age-matched controls suggesting lack of appreciable
age-related changes in the 14 week period of carcinogenesis.
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots of PCA over the period of 14 weeks of DMBA treatment of Hamster
buccal pouch; Segregation of spectra from DMBA treated pouches (triangles) can be observed
from 6 weeks onwards while exclusive cluster can be observed in the 14 week spectra. (X-axis:
Score of factor 1, Y-axis: Score of factor 2; C0- week 0 control spectra, Cx- age-matched control
spectra for a given week; Tx- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a given week).
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PC-LDA: As PCA is an overview tool used to visualize trends in the data and not a classification
tool, PC-LDA was carried out to explore feasibility of classification through supervised analysis
between C0, Cx and Tx. 2-4 factors were used. The confusion matrix for PC-LDA is shown in
Table 3.1 Efficiency of models was evaluated by LOOCV. Week-wise LOOCV findings are
presented in the form of confusion matrices in Table 3.2. On the basis of PC-LDA findings, the
14 weeks can be sub-divided into three phases: week 0-7 (T0-T7), week 8-11 (T8-T11) and week
12-14 (T12-T14). T0-T7 showed progressive increase in classification, up to 70%. T8 - T11
showed a plateauing phase where classification efficiency remained around 70% while T12 –
T14 showed classification up to 100%. Thus an overall sequential increase in classification
efficiency was observed from 0 to 14 weeks of DMBA application.
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Table 3.1: PC-LDA for ex vivo study, C0: week 0 control spectra, CX- age-matched control
spectra for a given week; TX- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a given week, TOT- total
(Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal elements represent
misclassifications)
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Table 3.2: LOOCV confusion matrix for ex vivo study, C0: week 0 control spectra, CX- agematched control spectra for a given week; TX- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a given
week, TOT- total (Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal elements
represent misclassifications).
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For additional insights, the LOOCV confusion matrices are also presented graphically in Figure
3.4. It is noteworthy that true classification is indicative of differences between the groups while
misclassifications between groups suggest homogeneity and similarity in biochemical properties
[321, 362, 363]. First, to understand true classification of Tx over 14 weeks, percentage of
correct classification for treated group (Tx) was plotted against each week (Figure 3.4a). As
continuous application of DMBA leads to development of tumours, the classification between
spectra from DMBA treated pouch and vehicle control should increase with time. Percentage of
correct classification for Tx (Figure 3.4a) increases from about 50% in week 1 to ~70% by the 7th
week, remains similar between 8-11 weeks, then increases to >90% by 14th week.
Second, to understand trends of misclassification over 14 weeks during carcinogenesis,
misclassifications were plotted- percentage of misclassification of Cx with C0; Tx with C0 and
Tx with Cx; and are shown in Figure 3.4b.
Misclassifications between Cx vs C0 would suggest age related changes: if there is lack of
significant age related changes, the misclassifications would remain almost same throughout 14
weeks and there should not be increase in classification efficiency. Graph suggests lack of age
related changes.
Misclassifications in case of Tx vs C0 and Tx vs Cx: This should decrease with time due to
increasing biochemical changes in DMBA painted pouches. In the initial weeks, all the pouches
are healthy and thus misclassifications are expected. With time, due to DMBA application, HBP
would change biochemically and similarities of C0 and Cx with Tx would decrease leading to
decreasing percentage misclassification with respect to the controls. Thus Tx vs Cx/C0 would be
indicative of changes due to DMBA induced carcinogenesis. As per the graph, misclassification
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plot of Tx vs Cx/C0 suggests decreasing classification efficiency, which indirectly states that
differences in DMBA treated pouches with respect to the two controls increased over the 14
week period of carcinogenesis.
Thus the ex vivo study demonstrates feasibility of studying sequential changes during DMBA
induced carcinogenesis. However, this approach is invasive. It is known that non-invasive, in
vivo approach is always desirable in a clinical set-up, especially for screening and therapeutic
monitoring. Hence in vivo studies were carried out to ascertain above described findings of the
ex vivo study.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Week wise true percentage classification of Tx for the ex vivo study (b) Week
wise percentage misclassification of Cx with C0, Cx with Tx and C0 with Tx for the ex vivo
study for the period of 14 weeks. Cx vs C0 suggests lack of significant age related changes as
misclassifications are within a range throughout 14 weeks. Decreasing Tx vs C0 and Tx vs Cx
suggests that over 14 weeks, misclassification decreased to 0 due to cancerous changes in
DMBA painted pouches (X axis- Weeks; Y axis- percentage).
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3.1.2.2 In-vivo sequential study:
In vivo study also exhibits changes similar to ex vivo study. Spectral features (Figure 3.5) and
trends of PCA classification similar to the ex vivo study were observed in this approach. PCA
plots are shown in Figure 3.6. To demonstrate these similarities PC-LDA and LOOCV data are
shown as confusion matrices in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively and graphically presented
in Figure 3.7. Percentage of correct classification for Tx (Figure 3.7a) increased from about 50%
in week 1 to more than 60% by the 7th week, remained similar between 8-11 weeks, then
increased to more than 90% by 14th week. Misclassification (Figure 3.7b) between C0 and Cx
(continuous line) remained constant while C0 vs Tx (broken line) and Cx vs Tx (dotted line)
decreased over the period of 14 weeks. Thus, trends were similar in ex vivo and in vivo
sequential studies.
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Figure 3.5: Mean spectra of DMBA treated hamster buccal pouch for in vivo sequential study. aweek 0, b- week 1, c-week2, d-week 3, e-week 4, f-week 5, g-week 6, h-week 7, i-week 8, jweek 9, k-week 10, l-week 11, m-week 12, n-week 13, o-week 14. The spectra are shown in the
1200 to 1800 cm-1 range and show decreasing lipid dominance and increasing protein/nucleic
acid dominance with progression of carcinogenesis as in case of ex vivo study.
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Figure 3.6: Scatter plots of PCA over the period of 14 weeks of DMBA treatment of Hamster
buccal pouch; Segregation of spectra from DMBA treated pouches (triangles) can be observed
from 6 weeks onwards while exclusive cluster can be observed in the 14 week spectra. (X-axis:
Score of factor 1, Y-axis: Score of factor 2; C0- week 0 control spectra ( ), Cx- age-matched
control spectra for a given week (

); Tx- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch (

) for a given

week).
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Table 3.3: PC-LDA Confusion matrix for in vivo sequential study, C0: week 0 control spectra,
CX- age-matched control spectra for a given week; TX- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a
given week, TOT- total (Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal
elements represent misclassifications).
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Table 3.4: LOOCV Confusion matrix for in vivo sequential study, C0: week 0 control spectra,
CX- age-matched control spectra for a given week; TX- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a
given week, TOT- total (Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal
elements represent misclassifications).
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Figure 3.7: (a) Week wise true percentage classification of Tx; (b) Week wise percentage
misclassification of Cx with C0, Cx with Tx and C0 with Tx for in vivo sequential study for the
period of 14 weeks. Cx vs C0 suggests lack of significant age related changes as
misclassifications are within a range throughout 14 weeks. Decreasing Tx vs C0 and Tx vs Cx
suggests that over 14 weeks, misclassification approaches to 0 due to cancerous changes in
DMBA painted pouches (X axis- Weeks; Y axis- percentage).
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3.1.2.3 In-vivo follow-up study
Follow up studies allow monitoring of changes in vivo in the same animals, avoiding interanimal variations and also require fewer animals. Thus in vivo follow up approach was also
employed. Spectral features and PCA trends were observed to be similar to ex-vivo and
sequential in vivo studies as shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, respectively. PC-LDA and
LOOCV results show similarities to the previous approaches, as shown as confusion matrices in
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively and graphically presented in Figure 3.10. True
classification as shown in Figure 3.10 a increased from 0-7 weeks, plateaued around 8-11 weeks
and then increased beyond 80% by 14th week, whereas misclassifications between C0 and Tx, Cx
and Tx decreased while C0 and Cx remained almost similar (Figure 3.10b).
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Figure 3.8: Mean spectra of DMBA treated hamster buccal pouch for in vivo follow up study. aweek 1, b- week 2, c-week 4, d-week 5, e-week 6, f-week 8, g-week 9, h-week 10, i-week 12, jweek 13, k-week 14. The spectra are shown in the 1200 to 1800 cm-1 range and show decreasing
lipid dominance and increasing protein/nucleic acid dominance with progression of
carcinogenesis as in case of ex vivo study. Some data points are missing (Week 3,7,11) as
spectra could not be acquired due to reasons such as bleeding from buccal pouch (week 3 and
11) or early revival of hamsters in spite of anaesthetization (week 7).
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Figure 3.9: Scatter plots of PCA for in vivo follow up study; Segregation of spectra from DMBA
treated pouches (triangles) can be observed from 6 weeks onwards while exclusive cluster can be
observed in the 14 week spectra. (X-axis: Score of factor 1, Y-axis: Score of factor 2; C0- week
0 control spectra ( ), Cx- age-matched control spectra for a given week ( ); Tx- spectra from
DMBA-treated pouch (

) for a given week). Some data points are missing (Week 3,7,11) as

spectra could not be acquired due to reasons such as bleeding from buccal pouch (week 3 and
11) or early revival of hamsters in spite of anaesthetization (week 7).
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Table 3.5: PC-LDA Confusion matrix for in vivo follow up study, C0: week 0 control spectra,
CX- age-matched control spectra for a given week; TX- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a
given week, TOT- total (Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal
elements represent misclassifications). Some data points are missing (Week 3,7,11) as spectra
could not be acquired due to reasons such as bleeding from buccal pouch (week 3 and 11) or
early revival of hamsters in spite of anaesthetization (week 7).
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Table 3.6: LOOCV Confusion matrix for in vivo follow up study, C0: week 0 control spectra,
CX- age-matched control spectra for a given week; TX- spectra from DMBA-treated pouch for a
given week, TOT- total (Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal
elements represent misclassifications). Some data points are missing (Week 3,7,11) as spectra
could not be acquired due to reasons such as bleeding from buccal pouch (week 3 and 11) or
early revival of hamsters in spite of anaesthetization (week 7).
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Figure 3.10: a) Week wise true percentage classification of Tx; (b) Week wise percentage
misclassification of Cx with C0, Cx with Tx and C0 with Tx for in vivo follow-up study for the
period of 14 weeks.

Cx vs C0 suggests lack of significant age related changes as

misclassifications are within a range throughout 14 weeks. Decreasing Tx vs C0 and Tx vs Cx
suggests that over 14 weeks, misclassification approaches to 0 due to cancerous changes in
DMBA painted pouches (X axis- Weeks; Y axis- percentage).
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3.1.2.4 A note on classifications and misclassification
True classification is indicative of differences between the groups while misclassifications
between groups suggest homogeneity and similarity in biochemical properties. Hence, both true
classifications and misclassifications have been used to draw inference in this study. In case of
the DMBA painted pouches (Figure 3.4a-Figure 3.10a), true classification trend shows
progressive increase from ~50% in week 1 to ~100% in week 14, indicating potential of RS in
identifying sequential changes. But, sometimes, true classification may not represent the
complete picture in case of biochemically similar groups. For example, as C0 and age matched
controls are of similar nature, they are expected to misclassify, leading to poorer classifications.
Had there been a significant age-related difference over 14 weeks, misclassifications between C0
and age-matched controls should have decreased by 14 weeks leading to better classification. No
change in misclassification between C0 and Cx over 14 weeks suggest homogeneity owing to
possible lack of appreciable age-related changes. On similar lines, higher misclassifications
between Tx and Cx/C0 during the early weeks indicate similarity. The similarities decrease with
progression of carcinogenesis, leading to decreased misclassification which, as expected, reaches
to a minimum by 14 weeks of DMBA application.
3.1.2.5 Visual and histopathological support
The animals were inspected for visual changes thrice a week and photograph was taken weekly.
As shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12, following changes were observed in buccal pouches of
hamsters:
a) visibly and histopathologically normal – Vehicle controls; pouches with 0, 1 week post
carcinogen application.
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b) inflammatory and ulcerative changes in response to DMBA toxicity are observed after 2 and 3
weeks of carcinogen application (histopathologically hyperplastic).
c) visually normal/ ablation of inflammation (attributable to mucosal recovery), are observed
from 3 to 6/7 week; histopathologically these tissues show hyperplasia and a few low grade
dysplasia (LGD) regions.
d) visible reddening of mucosa (erythema) appear after 7 weeks; histopathologically these tissues
present hyperplasia, LGD and high grade dysplasia (HGD).
e) mucosal roughening and small papillomas are observed 9th week onwards while, f) frank
tumours which are pathologically SCC are seen 12 to 14 weeks post carcinogen application.
Majority of vehicle-treated HBPs were visibly and histopathologically normal throughout the
duration of the study.
Representative H&E stained images for weeks 1 to 14 for the DMBA treated HBP has been
shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.11: Representative photographs showing visual changes in hamster buccal pouch over
weeks 1 to 7 in response to application of DMBA. Most of the pouches were visually normal,
except for week 2/3 pouches which show inflammatory and ulcerative changes in response to
DMBA toxicity, and week 6 where the circled region shows a leukoplakia like patch.
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Figure 3.12: Representative photographs showing visual changes in hamster buccal pouch over
weeks 8 to 14 in response to application of DMBA. Small papillomas start appearing (indicated
by arrow in week 8). Tumours can be observed from week 12 onwards.
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Figure 3.13: Representative histopathology images of hamster buccal pouch over the 14 weeks of
DMBA painting. Normal epithelium with all the epithelial layers were observed in the healthy
controls and early weeks of DMBA treatment. This was followed by increased cell division and
hyperplastic changes (week 3 onwards), dysplastic changes (week 7 onwards) and SCC (week 12
onwards). It should be noted that any tissue section doesn‟t contain one particular stage
exclusively; rather, a given section can have more than two stages. In the present studies, best
efforts were made to get assess the histopathological status of the laser probed regions.
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3.1.2.6 Misclassifications between treated and controls
Repeated observations of misclassifications of Tx spectra with controls suggested a relook into
the analysis. Instead of attributing the observation to tissue heterogeneity in the DMBA painted
pouches, it was decided to carefully re-examine the histopathology of control pouches as well.
Histopathological analysis of these control tissues have revealed hyperplastic changes in small
areas in many age-matched controls and dysplastic changes in small regions in a few control
slides. A probable reason for these abnormal changes could be injuries in the pouch due to
repeated pulling out of HBP by forceps. Moreover, hamsters store the food pellets in their pouch
which may lead to further mechanical irritation, resulting into small areas of abnormalities.
Chronic mechanical irritation has also been shown to be a causative factor in oral cancers [20,
21]. Representative abnormal areas in histopathological sections from two different control
pouches are shown in Figure 3.14. Another reason for observed misclassification could be due to
differences in the Raman probed area (~200 microns) and the sections used for histopathology
evaluation. In order to get better histopathological evaluation, three sections of 5 micron were
analyzed owing to practical limitations. Thus despite best of efforts, microheterogenity within
the 200 micron of probed area cannot be ruled out.
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Figure 3.14: Representative images of abnormal areas (in circle) observed in control pouches. As
these sections were obtained from vehicle control buccal pouch tissues, they were supposed to be
normal. However, certain regions showed higher cell proliferation which could be attributed to
repeated mechanical injuries, caused by forceps and food pellets. In the present studies, best
efforts were made to assess the histopathological status of the laser probed regions. These control
pouches were from the 12th and 14th week of the experiment.
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On the basis of observations in this section, the process of carcinogenesis in HBP model can be
grouped into three sub-phases- week 0-7, week 8-11 and week 12 to 14. Weeks 0 to 7 show
progressive increase in classification efficiency of DMBA treated pouches due to accumulation
of hyperplastic and dysplastic changes. Week 8-11 show a similar classification efficiency
(plateau phase) suggesting non-appreciable changes during this phase. Histopathology-based
evaluation suggests accumulation of hyperplastic and dysplastic changes over these weeks.
Various studies on biomarkers like P53, c-Myc, Ki67 have shown culmination of marker coexpression, around 10 weeks of DMBA painting in HBP model [364, 365]. Thus, homogeneity
in these conditions could have led to plateauing phase around 8-11 weeks. By 12th week, these
changes progress towards SCC with well-defined tumours, and might explain increased
classification from 12th to 14th week. Similar trends of classification and misclassification were
observed in both, the ex vivo and in vivo approaches. Thus, in vivo diagnosis through RS is quite
comparable to ex vivo findings supported by the gold-standard histopathology, giving further
proof of RS being a promising non-invasive diagnostic adjunct for screening/diagnosis of oral
cancers.
3.1.3 Summary
In this RS study, sequential progression in experimental oral carcinogenesis in the HBP model
was explored using three approaches- ex vivo, in vivo sequential and in vivo follow up. In all
these studies, spectral changes show lipid dominance in early stages while later stages and
tumours showed increased protein to lipid ratio, nucleic acids. On similar lines, early weeks of
DMBA treated and control groups showed higher overlap and low classification. Multivariate
analysis indicated increasing efficiency of classification with the duration of carcinogen
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application. Sensitivity was 70% by week 8, 70 to 80% for week 9 to 11 and 80 to 100% for
week 12 to 14. Thus classification increased progressively till 8 weeks, reached a plateau phase
between 8 and 12 weeks and subsequently increased upto 100 % by 14 weeks.

The

misclassifications between treated and control spectra suggested some changes in controls as
well, which was confirmed by careful examination of histopathological slides. This suggests RS
may be able to identify microheterogeneity which can often go unnoticed in conventional
biochemistry wherein tissue extracts are employed, as well as in histopathology. Further, good
correlation between both ex vivo and in vivo approaches indicate in vivo diagnosis through RS is
quite comparable to ex vivo findings supported by gold-standard, giving further proof of RS
being a promising label-free, non-invasive diagnostic adjunct for future clinical applications.
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3.2 Comparison of RS vis a vis histopathology and cyclin D1 and investigation of
abnormal changes in control tissues
As described in Chapter 3.1, ex vivo and in vivo Raman spectroscopic evaluation of progression
of buccal pouch carcinogenesis with respect to vehicle controls was monitored. Further, some
control sections suggested abnormalities [191]. In this chapter, standard spectral models were
built using spectra corresponding to intermediate stages in carcinogenesis based on
histopathological status, i.e. normal, hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC; and abnormal cell
proliferation through IHC of cyclin D1. The models were used to evaluate independent spectra
obtained from exclusive set of DMBA treated animals (not used in standard models) and
different controls. To investigate abnormal changes in controls tissues, three different types of
controls - vehicle controls, DMBA contralateral controls and vehicle contralateral controls,
which were exposed to varying period of forceps-handling, were analyzed along with DMBA
painted pouches.
3.2.1 Spectral Acquisition
A total of 115 six to eight weeks old Golden Syrian male hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) were
used in the study. 70 HBP were painted with DMBA (test group) while 45 were oil painted
(vehicle control) using protocol [191, 333, 366] described in Chapter 2. The schematic of
experimental protocol is shown in Figure 3.15. In order to carry out stage wise histopathology
and immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis, the study was carried out, ex vivo. 5 test and 3
controls animals were sacrificed each week. Buccal pouches were then excised out and further
processed for RS and histopathology, as mentioned in Chapter 2.5.3.
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Figure 3.15: Overall schematic of the study. As explained in the text, Raman spectra were
acquired ex vivo and were labeled on the basis of the histopathological status of the Raman
probed regions. Further, Cyclin D1 expression was studied and another set of labeling was done
on basis of Cyclin D1 expression. These two sets of labeled spectra were used for building 2
different models and were evaluated by independent test and control spectra obtained from
another set of hamsters.
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3.2.2 Findings
PC-LDA models were built using spectra selected with respect to histopathology stages as well
as IHC grades; followed by LOOCV and test spectra from exclusive set of DMBA treated
animals. In the final step, in order to understand the nature of misclassifications, different types
of controls (vehicle control, vehicle contralateral control and DMBA contralateral control) were
evaluated against the above developed standard models.
3.2.2.1 Histopathology based spectral model
Bearing in mind that histopathology is the gold-standard, the first standard model was built using
histopathologically-certified spectra. Spectra were labeled as per the pathological status- healthy,
hyperplasia, dysplasia or SCC of their corresponding tissue sections, and have been referred as
„histopathologically certified spectra‟. Thus identified 43, 46, 36 and 37 histopathologically
certified spectra from 31 animals for normal, hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC, respectively were
used for model building.
Spectral features:
Mean spectra were calculated from the above mentioned histopathologically certified spectra.
Figure 3.16 shows the mean spectra corresponding to 43 healthy, 46 hyperplastic, 36 dysplastic
and 37 SCC sections. Healthy spectra showed - 1301 cm-1, 1310 cm-1, δCH2 (1448 cm-1) and
ester bands (1750 cm-1) which indicate dominance of lipid features[367] whereas SCC spectra
showed dominance of proteins and nucleic acids with change in features in 1200-1400 cm-1
regions, CH2 (1454 cm-1), 1560 cm-1 to 1583 cm-1, and broad Amide I (1651 cm-1). The
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pathological tissues, through hyperplastic, dysplastic and SCC spectra showed changes in Amide
III and Amide I regions which progressively indicate increased protein dominance. The changes
also include broadening of Amide I band. These spectral features corroborate with reports on
spectra of human buccal mucosa [336, 337]. A probable explanation for this observation could
be changes in expression profile of various proteins during pathological conditions, leading to
protein dominating spectra [10]. These findings further corroborate with earlier reports of ex
vivo and in vivo RS studies on human subjects as well as hamster models [9, 332, 336, 337].
1563 cm-1 band may be attributed to increased nucleic acids, also observed in prior studies [332].
As per our observations in the pathological HBP, extensive blood vessel network was
prominently visible, especially in late weeks. Thus 1583 cm-1 band may be assigned to heme
proteins abundant on account of angiogenesis- a hallmark of carcinogenesis[23].
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Figure 3.16: Mean spectra of intermediate histopathological stages in experimental oral
carcinogenesis. a: control, b: hyperplasia, c: dysplasia, d: SCC.
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Unsupervised analysis
Vector normalized first derivatives of the prereprocessed spectra were subjected to unsupervised
PCA. Ten factors were explored for trends in classification. Scores of factor 1 was plotted
against scores of factor 2 to obtain the scatter plot. The scatter plot reveals tendency of
classification for the cancer stages, with healthy controls and SCC spectra forming exclusive
clusters. Hyperplasia and dysplastic spectra showed overlap with each other as well as spectra
from healthy controls. Loading factors and scatter plots have been shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Histopathology based model. a and b: Factor loadings for PC1 and PC2; c: PC-LDA
scree plot for correct classification; d: PCA scatter plot for factor 1 (X axis) against factor 2 (Y
axis).
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Supervised analysis
Supervised analysis was used to build the standard model to explore classification as well as
evaluation of independently obtained spectra.
Standard model: As mentioned earlier, PC-LDA models were built for normal, hyperplasia,
dysplasia and SCC. The classification contributed by 10 factors has been shown as scree plot in
Figure 3.17c. First 2 factors accounted for 78% classification were subsequently used for model
building. PC-LDA findings were evaluated by LOOCV and results have been presented in Table
3.7 (PC-LDA model) and Table 3.8 (LOOCV data). LOOCV results suggest that out of 43
control spectra, 28 were correctly classified, 11 misclassified with hyperplasia and 4 with
dysplasia. In case of hyperplasia, 29 out of 46 spectra were truly classified while 12, 2 and 3
spectra misclassified respectively with control, dysplasia and SCC. Dysplasia showed true
classification for 24 out of 36 spectra. Misclassifications with control and hyperplasia were 1 and
10, respectively. For SCC spectra, true classification was observed for 31 out of 37 spectra while
3 spectra each misclassified with hyperplasia and dysplasia.
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Control

Hyperplasia

Dysplasia

SCC

Total

Control

28

11

4

0

43

Hyperplasia

12

29

2

3

46

Dysplasia

1

10

24

1

36

SCC

0

4

3

30

37

Table 3.7: Histopathology based spectral model- confusion matrix for PC-LDA training model
(Diagonal elements are true positive predictions while non-diagonal elements represent
misclassifications).

Control

Hyperplasia

Dysplasia

SCC

Total

Control

28

11

4

0

43

Hyperplasia

12

29

2

3

46

Dysplasia

1

10

24

1

36

SCC

0

3

3

31

37

Table 3.8: Histopathology based spectral model- confusion matrix after LOOCV. (Diagonal
elements, shown in bold, are true positive predictions while non-diagonal elements represent
misclassifications).
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Evaluation of standard model
The standard model was first evaluated against Tx spectra from DMBA treated pouches. For
ease in understanding, the Tx spectra obtained over the period of 14 weeks were subdivided into
4 groups: T1-T3, T4-T7, T8-T11 and T12-T14 spectra. These four groups were created on basis
of histopathological observations as majority spectra in these groups consist of healthy,
hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC, respectively. As shown in Table 3.9, for T1 to T3, out of 100
spectra 63, 34 and 3 spectra were predicted as control, hyperplastic and dysplastic, respectively.
For T4-T7, out of 164 spectra, 60, 79 and 23 spectra were predicted as control, hyperplastic and
dysplastic, respectively. For T8-T11, out of 151 spectra, 24, 40, 61 and 26 spectra were predicted
respectively as control, hyperplastic, dysplastic and SCC. Thus the number of spectra being
predicted as higher pathologies increased with the duration of DMBA application. In case of
T12 to T14, out of 101 spectra, none were predicted as controls while 86 spectra were classified
as dysplastic or SCC. As hyperplasia could be due to various reasons like injury and
inflammation, it may not necessarily be a precancer stage. Thus, Spectra being predicted as
dysplastic or SCC are being considered potentially cancerous. We observe that almost 85% (86
out of 101) spectra from 12 to 14 weeks are predicted as dysplastic/SCC, whereas only 3% (3 out
of 100) spectra from week 1 to 3 are classified as dysplastic/SCC or as potentially cancerous.
The observations suggest Raman spectroscopy based prediction is in agreement with
histopathological observations.
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Control

Hyperplasia

Dysplasia

SCC

Total

T1-T3

63

34

3

0

100

T4-T7

60

79

23

2

164

T8-T11

24

40

61

26

151

T12-T14

0

15

32

54

101

Table 3.9: Evaluation of histopathology based model using exclusive spectra from DMBA
painted HBP. The spectra were grouped as T1-T3, T4-T7, T8-T11 and T12-T14. With increase
in the duration of DMBA application, the number of spectra being predicted as higher
pathologies (dysplastic/SCC) increases. Almost 85% (86 out of 101) spectra from 12 to 14 weeks
are predicted as dysplastic/SCC.
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3.2.2.2 Cyclin D1 based spectral model
As is well known, biochemical changes precede morphological changes, evaluation based on
suitable biomarker expressions can also serve as a reliable additional scrutiny. HBP has shown
comparable expression of biomarkers like P53, Bcl2, PCNA and Cyclin D1 with respect to
human oral mucosa [83]. Cyclin D1 has a major regulatory role at G1/S checkpoint and is an
important biomarker as deregulation of G1 to S phase progression of cell cycle and is a common
target in carcinogenesis [368]. Many studies have reported over expression of Cyclin D1 in head
and neck, oral, laryngeal and nasopharyngeal carcinoma [17, 369]. Hence, abnormal cell
proliferation through cyclin D1 expression was also employed to build standard model and
evaluate the independent test set, which included controls. Cyclin D1 expression was graded on
scale of 0 to +3 (minimum/healthy to maximum/SCC). In this thesis, 0, +1, +2 and +3 levels of
expression have been denoted as G0, G1, G2 and G3 respectively. G0 and G1 grades show zero
or minimum expression of the biomarkers, usually observed in controls and early weeks, G2
shows intermediate amount of expression in tissue sections which could be histopathologically
severely hyperplastic/dysplastic while G3 involves expression in maximum/entire regions in a
tissue section, usually in tumours or later stages of carcinogenesis.

IHC

Following the protocol mentioned in Chapter 2, IHC based models were built from 30 animals
after evaluation of sections on the basis of cyclin D1 expression. Standard model was built using
23, 20, 20 and 19 spectra corresponding to G0, G1, G2 and G3 grades, respectively.
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Spectral Features: Figure 3.18 shows the mean spectra for G0, G1, G2 and G3. G0 spectra
resemble healthy spectra with dominance of lipid features- 1303 cm-1, δCH2 (1448 cm-1), Amide
I (1655 cm-1), and ester bands (1750 cm-1), whereas G3 spectra show dominance of proteins and
nucleic acids with change in features in 1200-1400 cm-1 regions corresponding to Amide III, CH
2 (1454 cm-1), 1583 cm-1, and broad Amide I (1651 cm-1) similar to SCC spectra. A reason for
this similarity with mean spectra of histopathological stages is that G0 expression of cyclin D1 is
observed in healthy tissues G1 in hyperplasia and LGD, G2 in various grades of dysplasia, G3 is
usually expressed in tissue regions which are histopathologically SCC. Thus features of G0, G1,
G2 and G3 mean spectra are comparable to healthy, hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC mean
spectra, respectively.
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Figure 3.18: Mean spectra - a: G0, b: G1, c: G2, d:G3.
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Unsupervised analysis

As in case of spectra evaluated on basis of histopathology, vector normalized first derivatives of
the preprocessed spectra were subjected to unsupervised PCA. Ten factors were explored for
trends in classification. Scores of factor 1 was plotted against scores of factor 2 to obtain the
scatter plot. The scatter plot reveals tendency of classification for the spectra. While G0 and G3
spectra have formed exclusive clusters, G1 and G2 spectra showed overlap with each other as
well as with G1 spectra. Loading factors and scatter plots have been shown in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Cyclin D1 based model. a and b: Factor loadings for PC1 and PC2; c: PC-LDA
scree plot for correct classification; d: PCA scatter plot for factor 1 (X axis) against factor 2 (Y
axis).
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Supervised analysis
Supervised analysis was used to build the standard model to explore classification as well as
evaluation of independently obtained spectra.
Standard model: PC-LDA model (Table 3.10) was trained for spectra belonging to the tissue
sections which showed G0, G1, G2 and G3 gradings based on Cyclin D1 biomarker expression.
The classification contributed by 10 factors were calculated using MATLAB based software and
a scree plot for the same has been shown in Figure 3.19c. First 2 factors were used for model
building. The model was further evaluated by LOOCV (Table 3.11). As seen in Table 3.11, for
G0 spectra, obtained from 7 animals, 19 spectra were truly classified while 4 spectra
misclassified with G1. In case of G1, where 8 animals were used, 15 out of 20 spectra were truly
classified while 3, 2 and 0 misclassified respectively with G0, G2 and G3. 20 spectra from 7
animals, graded as G2, showed true classification for 14 spectra. Misclassifications with G0 and
G1 were 1 and 5, respectively. For G3 spectra from 8 animals, true classification was observed
for 17 out of 19 spectra while 2 spectra misclassified with G2.
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G0

G1

G2

G3

G0

19

4

0

0

G1

3

15

2

0

G2

1

4

15

0

G3

0

0

2

17

Table 3.10: Cyclin D1 based spectral model- Confusion matrix for training model using PC
LDA.

G0

G1

G2

G3

G0

19

4

0

0

G1

3

15

2

0

G2

1

5

14

0

G3

0

0

2

17

Table 3.11: Cyclin D1 based spectral model- LOOCV of training model. (Diagonal elements are
true positive predictions while non-diagonal elements represent misclassifications).
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Evaluation of standard model
As in case of histopathology based model, the standard model was evaluated against Tx spectra
from DMBA treated pouches. For ease in understanding, the Tx spectra obtained over the period
of 14 weeks were subdivided into 4 groups: T1-T3, T4-T7, T8-T11 and T12-T14. These four
groups were created on basis of histopathological observations as majority spectra in these
groups consist of healthy, hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC respectively. As shown in Table 3.12,
for T1-T3, out of 98 spectra, 39, 50, 6 and 3 spectra were classified as G0, G1, G2 and G3,
respectively. For T4-T7 out of 171 spectra, 53, 81, 36 and 1 spectra were classified as G0, G1,
G2 and G3, respectively. T8-T11 spectra show classification of 48, 49, 56 and 14 spectra with
G0, G1, G2 and G3, respectively. For T12 to T14, 52 out of 102 spectra classified as G3, while
37 spectra classified as G2. In concordance with observations in case of histopathology based
model, 89 out of 102 (87%) spectra were predicted as higher pathologies, showing moderate to
severe expression of cyclin D1 and thus abnormal proliferation.
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G0

G1

G2

G3

Total

T1-T3

39

50

6

3

98

T4-T7

53

81

36

1

171

T8-T11

48

49

56

14

167

T12-T14

0

13

37

52

102

Table 3.12: Evaluation of Cyclin D1 based model using exclusive spectra from DMBA painted
HBP. The spectra were grouped as T1-T3, T4-T7, T8-T11 and T12-T14. With increase in the
duration of DMBA application, the number of spectra being predicted as higher pathologies
(G2/G3) increases. Almost 89% (89 out of 102) spectra from 12 to 14 weeks are predicted as
G2/G3.
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3.2.2.3 Investigation of abnormal changes in controls: evaluation against standard models
As observed during evaluation of spectra from DMBA painted HBP against the two standard
models, RS based findings were in agreement with histopathological/IHC reports available. In
the next step, spectra from the control HBP were evaluated against the 2 standard models with
the hypothesis that the control spectra predicted in the pathological groups can indicate changes
in their respective tissue, due to repeated mechanical irritations. To explore and understand
abnormal change in controls, three different types of controls were employed in this study: (i)
vehicle controls- spectra recorded from oil painted right buccal pouches of control animals; (ii)
vehicle contralateral- spectra were acquired from the left pouches of vehicle controls and (iii)
DMBA contralateral- spectra were acquired from the left pouches of DMBA painted animals.
Evaluation against histopathology based model: As hyperplasia may be caused by injuries and
inflammations hence only those spectra which were predicted as dysplasia or SCC have been
considered for analysis. As shown in Table 3.13, 4, 36 and 65 vehicle contralateral, vehicle
control and DMBA contralateral, were predicted as dysplastic or SCC spectra, respectively.
These results also indicate that prediction as dysplasia and SCC were least in case of vehicle
contralaterals and highest for DMBA contralateral.
Evaluation against IHC based model: In case of IHC based model, (Table 3.14) 3, 37 and 68
vehicle contralateral, vehicle control and DMBA contralateral were predicted as G2 or G3,
respectively. Thus, similar to histopathological findings, predictions as G2 and G3 were least in
case of vehicle contralaterals and highest for DMBA contralateral spectra.
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Control

Hyperplasia

Dysplasia

SCC

Total

Vehicle Control

189

110

30

6

335

DMBA
Contralateral

149

160

59

9

377

Vehicle
Contralateral

41

30

4

0

75

Table 3.13: Evaluation of training models with control spectra from independent animals for
histopathology based model. Prediction as dysplasia and SCC were least in case of vehicle
contralaterals and highest for DMBA contralateral, suggesting least amount of changes due to
repeated irritations in case of vehicle contralaterals. DMBA contralaterals show highest
prediction as abnormal pathologies probably because these pouches undergo transformation due
to leaching of DMBA in saliva when DMBA is applied on the right buccal pouch of test animals.

G0

G1

G2

G3

Total

Vehicle Controls

191

107

29

8

335

DMBA Contralateral

146

163

54

14

377

Vehicle Contralateral

51

21

3

0

75

Table 3.14: Evaluation of training models with control spectra from independent animals for
cyclin D1 based model. Prediction as G2 and G3 were least in case of vehicle contralaterals and
highest for DMBA contralateral, suggesting least amount of changes due to repeated irritations in
case of vehicle contralaterals. DMBA contralaterals show highest prediction as abnormal
pathologies probably because these pouches undergo transformation due to leaching of DMBA
in saliva when DMBA is applied on the right buccal pouch of test animals.
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To further confirm if the tissue region, corresponding to spectra which were predicted as
abnormal by RS, actually harboured any abnormality, the histopathology sections corresponding
to such spectra were re-evaluated by the pathologists. Small foci of dysplasia were observed in 3
such sections while one section showed presence of carcinoma. It is understood that it is a rare
observation, not reported so far. IHC of some of these sections showed higher expression of
cyclin D1 in the circled areas, (Figure 3.20) compared to other control regions.
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Figure 3.20: Representative images of histopathology (A1 to D1) and IHC (A2 to D2) for (A)
vehicle contralateral, (B) vehicle control, (C) DMBA contralateral and (D) DMBA treated
pouches.
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The prediction of control spectra with treated groups can be attributed to abnormal changes in
the mucosa in response to chronic mechanical irritation [370]. Chronic irritation can lead to
increased mitotic activity which occurs during repair of the ulcerated tissues and may precede
neoplasia [21]. Injuries/wounds resulting from irritations can also elicit inflammatory response
leading to neoplasia [371]. Oral cancer incidences are also reported in non-tobacco habitués,
especially in women [372]. A probable cause in such cases is chronic physico-mechanical
irritations in the oral cavity due to irregular/sharp teeth, poor fillings and improperly fit dentures
[20, 21, 370]. In case of HBP carcinogenesis, as a pair of forceps is used to pull out pouches
during painting, visual observations and spectral acquisition, forceps induced repeated irritations
and injuries cannot be ruled out. In addition, hamsters store food pellets in these pouches, which
may further aggravate the irritations/injuries resulting into small areas of abnormalities.
When rate of misclassification/prediction with dysplasia and SCC between the three types of
controls- vehicle control, vehicle contralateral and DMBA contralaterals are compared, least
misclassifications are observed in case of vehicle contralateral, followed by vehicle controls and
DMBA contralaterals. A probable reason for this observation in the vehicle contralateral pouches
could be minimal damage to the mucosa as they were not subected to repeated handling, sparing
continuous mechanical irritations/injuries. DMBA contralaterals, on the other hand show more
misclassification than vehicle contralaterals and controls. This could be due to leaching and
mixing of DMBA in saliva, and indirectly, but continuously affecting the contralateral pouches,
though all these pouches were visually normal. On further analysis, it was also observed that
these animals belonged to 11 to 14 weeks of treatment, indicating that higher duration of
handling and associated injuries may be a reason for these abnormal developments. To the best
of our knowledge, these observations of higher pathologies has not been reported in control
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animals although, cases of tumour development in pet hamsters [18, 373] and in contralateral
HBP [19] are reported.
In the present study, though only a small number of control spectra were predicted as higher
pathologies, these are important as they could easily be misunderstood as false positives. In our
previous in vivo studies on human oral cancers [9, 10, 337], similar misclassifications observed
between normal (control) and tumours were attributed mainly to tumour heterogeneity- presence
of normal and/or inflammatory islands in the tumours. No histopathological confirmation of
normal tissues could be made due to ethical considerations. The use of animal models therefore
offered an advantage in this study by facilitatinng histopathological confirmation of the
suspected abnormalities in the control tissues. As definite histopathological and biochemical
changes could be detected in these control sections, all such misclassifications should be given
due consideration as such changes arising from chronic irritations can progress into neoplasms.
Such observations in control tissues are usually not observed during experiments. A probable
reason for this could be the use of tissue extracts (in case of many biochemical studies) wherein
such small abnormalities may get overlooked. Moreover, typical biological experiments may
involve many different methods and thus same tissue area may not be available for all the
techniques.
Another highlight of this study was the approach used for histopathological corroboration. The
usual approach in case of an in vivo approach involves spectra acquisition from the suspected
sites under the guidance of a medical practitioner and histopathology is carried out from 1 or 2
sections from surgical excisions/biopsies. As a standard practice, the highest pathology observed
in the section is assigned as the histopathological status. Thus, spectral and histopathological
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information may not arise from the same tissue regions. Moreover, control tissues from healthy
volunteers cannot be made available due to ethical reasons and thus spectra are acquired from cut
margins from patients. In the present study, a uniform protocol was adopted for spectral
acquisition to avoid any bias and the best efforts were made to carry out spectral acquisition and
histopathology from the same tissue regions from carcinogen painted as well as healthy control
groups. Overall findings demonstrate that RS can detect clinically invisible micro-changes,
which were also corroborated with histopathology and IHC.
3.2.3 Summary
Spectral models were trained on basis of histopathological stages (control, hyperplasia, dysplasia
and SCC) and Cyclin D1 expression (G0, G1, G2 and G3), respectively. Evaluation of spectra
from DMBA treated tissues showed increasing incidence of higher pathologies with progression
of weeks (3% for week 1-3 to 89% for week 12-14). To explore and understand abnormal
changes in controls, three different types of controls: vehicle controls, vehicle contralateral
controls and DMBA contralateral controls were evaluated against the models. Prediction of
control spectra as higher pathologies (dysplasia/SCC/G2/G3) were least in case of vehicle
contralaterals and highest for DMBA contralateral. A probable reason for this observation in the
vehicle contralateral pouches could be minimal damage to the mucosa as they were not subjected
to repeated handling, sparing continuous mechanical irritations/injuries. DMBA contralaterals,
showed the most misclassifications probably due to changes induced by indirect exposure to
DMBA (present in saliva) which could have leached out from the DMBA painted pouches. All
these pouches were visually normal. It was also observed that these animals belonged to 11 to 14
weeks of treatment, indicating that higher duration of handling and associated injuries may be a
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reason for these abnormal developments. Small foci of higher pathologies were observed in
histopathological sections.
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3.3 Combined Raman and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) study on
hamster buccal pouch model
Recent years have revealed a renewed interest in the simultaneous applications of optical
spectroscopy and imaging techniques for disease diagnosis [374] as both morphological and
biochemical changes can be explored, leading to a better prognosis. Such studies can be
informative in conditions like cancer which involve significant changes in tissue architecture and
biochemistry. While, imaging systems can acquire morphological and structural information, the
complementary molecular and biochemical information may be obtained through spectroscopy in
an objective manner. Thus, their simultaneous application can provide valuable diagnostic
information [375] as has been shown in various multimodal approaches.
In the RS based studies described in Chapter 3.2, misclassifications of control spectra with
tumour spectra were investigated and changes were observed in some control tissues. In the
present study, DMBA painted and control tissues were also subjected to OCT for further
corroboration. As already mentioned in Chapter 1.5.3, OCT is an interferometric imaging
technique that maps depth-wise reflections. A typical set up for OCT is described in Chapter 2.
3.3.1 Combined RS and OCT
Complementary nature of RS and OCT were demonstrated in a study by Ko et al where the two
diverse techniques were used to analyze the micro-structural and biochemical features of dental
caries [376]. OCT imaging of teeth demonstrated increased light backscattering intensity at sites
of carious lesions. OCT imaging was found to be useful for screening carious sites and
determining lesion depth, while RS could provide biochemical information of caries. This study
suggested the benefit of a single device capable of RS and OCT for complete tissue
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characterization. Patil et al (2008) reported about a dual-modal device capable of sequential
acquisition of RS and OCT along a common optical axis [377]. The device enhanced application
of both RS and OCT by guiding RS acquisition with OCT images while also compensating for
the lack of molecular specificity in OCT with the biochemical specificity of RS. They acquired
NIR RS and OCT data through common sampling optics. Patil et al also reported morphological
and biochemical characterization of skin cancers to discriminate malignant and non-malignant
lesions [378]. Qi et al performed experiments on mouse kidneys, livers, and small intestines
tissues and observed increased prediction accuracy through support vector machines [379].
Combined RS/OCT could effectively improve tissue classification compared to OCT alone.
Zakharov et al carried out a comparative analysis of combined RS and OCT method for
detection of skin and lung cancers using back scattering, with improved specificity and
sensitivity [380].
3.3.2 Combined Raman and OCT study in oral cancers
3.3.2.1 Sample selection and processing
Control and DMBA painted tissues corresponding to week 1 and week 13 (C1, C13, T1 and T13)
were employed which included 6 DMBA painted and 8 control tissues.
RS: In vivo Raman spectra were recorded from 2 animals each, at the end of 1 and 13 weeks
after anaesthetizing the animals. Approximately 10 spectra were recorded from each tissue
integrated for 15 seconds and averaged over 3 accumulations. The HBP from which spectra were
acquired were excised out after sacrificing the animals, fixed in NBF for 24 hours and
transported to Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Vishakhapatnam for OCT study.
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OCT imaging: The formalin fixed tissues were thoroughly rinsed with saline solution prior to
OCT imaging. A schematics of the OCT instrument employed in the study has been shown in
Figure 2.12.
3.3.2.2 Findings
Visible and histopathological changes: C1 and T1 tissues were visually normal and showed
intact epithelium in the H&E stained histopathological sections. T13 tissue showed presence of
tumours and revealed SCC, with presence of keratin pearls in the H&E stained section [191].
RS: In concordance with the mentioned spectral features in the previous sections, Raman spectra
showed lipid dominance in the early weeks while later weeks and tumours showed increased
protein to lipid ratio (Figure 3.21).
OCT: While OCT images suggested intact epithelial architecture for 6 controls and 4 DMBA
treated pouches of early weeks, the entire layer was disrupted in case of tumours from week 13
(n=2). Also, the carcinogen treated tissues appeared to show higher scattering with a total loss of
layered architecture by 13 weeks of DMBA application, also reported earlier by Matheny et al
[187].
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Figure 3.21: Mean spectra reveal loss of lipids and increase in protein contents in carcinogentreated tumour spectra (week13) as compared to control (week 0) and early week (week 1).
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Figure 3.22: OCT images of a: week 1 and b: week 13, showing layered and disrupted
architecture of epithelium in control and DMBA treated tissues, respectively. Scale bar is 0.2
mm.
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Abnormal changes in control tissues: When the OCT images of control tissues of later weeks
were examined, higher scattering was observed in some samples. In 2 vehicle control tissues,
epithelial architecture was disrupted in OCT images, suggesting damage to the epithelium of
such tissues and in concordance with Raman findings. The OCT images showing disrupted
epithelium have been shown in Figure 3.23.

This being a parallel study can lead to a mismatch in the tissue regions investigated by two
techniques. A combined RS-OCT instrument with a common integrated clinical probe but
independent RS and OCT detectors, will help signal acquisition simultaneously for both the
techniques and at the same time to allow better correlation. Such an instrument can be used to
study a large cohort. Further improvements in the results can be achieved by advanced analysis
of the RS and OCT signal itself [381] and by combining OCT with other modalities such as
Raman spectroscopy (RS) [382]. A multi-modal and multi-functional OCT imaging and RS
system integrated with the existing clinical modalities may provide high resolution diagnostic
images of morphological, biochemical, molecular and functional information for early cancer
diagnosis[383]. The use of OCT in combination with other optical techniques can hereby assist
in screening and eventually even optically diagnose malignancies non-invasively.
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Figure 3.23: OCT images of late week vehicle controls (both a and b) showing disrupted
architecture of epithelium. Scale bar is 0.2 mm.
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3.3.3 Summary
Both RS and OCT hold the potential to provide functional optical biopsies of cancers. Raman
spectroscopy showed efficiency in classifying normal and cancer cases. OCT images showed
higher scattering with increasing duration of DMBA application and complete loss of layered
architecture in tumour tissues. OCT images of 2 control tissues of later weeks showed disrupted
epithelial architecture, suggesting damage to the epithelium of such tissues and in concordance
with Raman findings in Chapter 3.1 and 3.2. Further improvements can be achieved by signal
acquisition through a common probe for both Raman and OCT and advanced analysis of the RS
and OCT signal.
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3.4 Effect of discontinuation of carcinogen in experimental oral carcinogenesis: in
vivo Raman spectroscopic investigation
In the study on sequential progression of experimental carcinogenesis (Section 3.1) using HBP
model, plateauing of classification efficiency was observed from 8 to 11 weeks [191].
Continuous application of DMBA, beyond 8 weeks results into development of tumours
(histopathologically SCC) after 12 weeks. Thus, in the present study, the effect of
discontinuation of DMBA after 8 weeks was studied to investigate progression to tumours. Such
study can be considered analogous to quitting tobacco habits, a major etiological agent, and its
effect on cancer progression. However, not many studies have explored cancer risk and
progression after cessation of habit. Most such studies are association studies which derive their
conclusion retrospectively. An intervention study associated regression of premalignant
conditions to discontinued or reduced tobacco habit [384]. In this study, HBP model was used to
achieve the objective. A set of hamsters was treated with carcinogen for 14 weeks while another
set was treated with carcinogen for 8 weeks only and animals were kept alive after that. Spectra
were recorded at the end of 8 and 14 weeks from all animals. Spectra were also recorded from
appropriate control animals. Findings are discussed.
3.4.1 Spectra acquisition and model building
Following set of animals were employed. A schematic has been shown in Figure 3.24.
(a) Set 1 (Carcinogen control): DMBA application for 14 weeks (n =5) and then spectra acquired
(T14c, 34 spectra).
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(b) Set 2 (Discontinuation experiment): DMBA application only for 8 weeks and then
discontinued (n =5). Spectra were recorded from these animals at the end of 8 weeks (T8dc, 55
spectra) and 14 weeks (T14dc, 46 spectra).
(c) Set 3 (Vehicle control): Vehicle oil was applied (n =5) for 8 weeks and then discontinued.
Spectra were acquired at week 0 (C0, 37 spectra), week 8 (C8dc, 42 spectra) and week 14
(C14dc, 57 spectra).
(d) Set 4 (For model training): DMBA application was carried out for 14 weeks continuously and
spectra were recorded at the end of 0, 8 and 14 weeks of treatment. Spectra employed for model
building were: week 0 (T0, 32 spectra), week 8 (T8, 37 spectra), week 14 (T14, 28 spectra). The
spectra model was used for evaluation of spectra from Set 1 to 3.
All spectra were acquired in vivo using protocols mentioned in the Chapter 2 (Materials and
Methods).
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Figure 3.24: Schematics of protocol followed. a: Set 1(Carcinogen control): DMBA was applied
for 14 weeks and spectra recorded at the end of 14 weeks. b: Set 2 (Discontinuous experiment):
DMBA was applied for 8 weeks. Spectra were recorded at the end of 8 and 14 weeks. c: Set 3
(Vehicle control): Vehicle oil was applied for 8 weeks and spectra were recorded at the end of 0,
8 and 14 weeks. d: Set 4 (For model building). DMBA was applied continuously for 1 weeks,
spectra were recorded at week 0, at the end of 8 weeks and at the end of 14 weeks. All spectra
were acquired in vivo using protocols mentioned in the Chapter on Materials and Methods.
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3.4.2 Findings
Mean spectra: Figure 3.25 (i) shows the in vivo mean spectra of C0, T8dc, T14dc and T14. C0
spectra (Figure 3.25 i a) show lipid rich features with bands at - 1301 cm-1, 1448 cm-1, 1720 cm-1
and 1745 cm-1 [367]. As T0 and C0 spectra were acquired at week 0 (prior to DMBA
application), both have similar features. Mean spectra for T8dc and T14dc show similar features
which increasing protein dominance, showing bands at 1324 cm-1, 1454 cm-1, broader Amide I
(1651 cm-1) and lack of 1745 cm-1 band. T14 spectra show dominance of proteins and nucleic
acids with change in features in 1200-1400 cm-1 regions, CH2 (1454 cm-1), 1560 cm-1 to 1580
cm-1, and broad Amide I (1651 cm-1). Changes in Amide III and Amide I regions suggest
progressively increasing protein dominance. A probable explanation for this observation could
be changes in expression profile of proteins such as surface/receptor proteins, enzymes, antigens,
and antibodies during pathological conditions [10]. These findings further corroborate earlier
reports of ex vivo and in vivo RS studies on human subjects as well as hamster models [191,
332, 337, 385]. 1563 cm-1 band may be attributed to increased nucleic acids which has also been
observed in prior studies and can be attributed to high concentration of nucleic acids in cancer
tissues [332]. As per our previous observations in the pathological HBP [191, 366], 1583 cm-1
band may be assigned to heme proteins abundant on account of angiogenesis- a well-known
hallmark of carcinogenesis[23].
Difference spectra: Difference spectra were computed to understand subtle differences between
two groups of spectra and have been shown in Figure 2 (ii). First, differences between DMBA
treated and C0 spectra were explored by subtracting mean C0 spectra from T14, T14dc and T8dc
spectra (Figure 3.25 ii a to c). The negative bands were contributed by C0 spectra. As control
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spectra have high lipid to protein ratio, difference spectra suggest positive features for proteins
(and also nucleic acids) and negative features for lipid bands (Negative bands at 1300, 1440 and
1745 cm-1). Next, differences between the DMBA treated spectra were explored. Differences
were similar between T14-T14dc and T14-T8dc spectra, with positive bands for nucleic acids
and proteins. Negative bands for lipids were present, suggesting T8dc spectra having features
intermediate to C0 and T14 spectra. Difference spectrum between T8dc and T14dc revealed poor
features, indicating similarities between the two groups (Figure 3.25 ii f).
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Figure 3.25: (i) Mean spectra a: C0, b: T8dc, c: T14dc and d: T14.
(ii) Difference spectra. a:T14-C0, b: T14dc-C0, c: T8dc-C0, d: T14-T14dc, e: T14-T8dc, f:
T14dc-T8dc.
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PCA: PCA scatter plot, shown in Figure 3.26: (a) PC1 (b) PC2 and (c) PCA scatter plot. c shows
3 exclusive clusters: 1st for T14 spectra, 2nd for T8 spectra and 3rd consisting of all the vehicle
controls (C0, C8dc, C14dc). The spectra of interest, T14dc, were spread across these clusters. As
seen in scatter plot, most T14dc spectra overlapped with controls or T8 cluster. Some T14dc
spectra (~13; 28%) overlapped with the T14 spectra indicating that some area in mucosa can
progress to higher pathologies even after withdrawal of the carcinogenic agents.
PC-LDA: PC-LDA model was trained using C0, T8 and T14 tumour 5 DMBA treated animals. 2
factors contributing 90% classification were employed. LOOCV confusion matrix is shown in
Table 3.15a. As shown in the table, 30/32 T0, 29/37 T8 and 22/28 T14 spectra were correctly
classified. Misclassifications can be attributed to tissue heterogeneity.
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Figure 3.26: (a) PC1 (b) PC2 and (c) PCA scatter plot.
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Evaluation of spectra against PC-LDA model: All spectra acquired in the present experiment
were evaluated against the training model as shown in Table 3.15b. Most control spectra were
correctly predicted as C0 (91/136). The control spectra predicted as T8 can be attributed to tissue
heterogeneity in T8. In case of T14c, 22/34 and 10/34 spectra were predicted as tumour and T8
respectively. Though, 14 weeks of DMBA application results into SCC and severe dysplasia in
most regions, it should be noted that not all regions get uniformly transformed in the buccal
mucosa and small patches of healthy, hyperplasia and mild dysplasia are often observed. This
can explain prediction of 2 spectra as T0. In case of T8dc, where DMBA was applied till 8
weeks, majority of spectra were predicted as T0 (13/55) or T8 (34/55) as most regions are
normal, hyperplastic or mild dysplastic after 8 weeks. 8/55 spectra were predicted as tumour
which could be attributed to development of higher pathologies. T14dc spectra, DMBA
application was withdrawn after 8 weeks are the focus of this study. In this case, 9/46 spectra
were predicted as T0 while 24/46 spectra were predicted as T8. Thus, 72% of T14dc spectra
resembled either T8 or control spectra. 13/46 spectra were predicted as T14 group which
suggests that 28% spectra resembled tumour features. As a comparison, 65% spectra (22/34) of
14 weeks of continuous application of DMBA (T14c), were predicted as T14 while in case of 8
weeks of DMBA application, 14% (8/55) spectra were predicted as T14. This observation
suggests that discontinuation/withdrawal of carcinogen application may reduce cancer
progression vis a vis continuous application. However, interestingly, visual inspection of
pouches on which DMBA application was stopped after 8 weeks did not show macroscopic
tumour development after 14 weeks, unlike the pouches undergoing continuous application of
carcinogen where visible tumours were observed at the end of 14 weeks.
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T0

T8

T14

T0

30

1

1

T8

3

29

5

T14

2

4

22

(a)

T0

T8

T14

Total

T14 dc (Discontinued DMBA painting
after 8 weeks, spectra after 14 weeks)

9

24

13

46

T8dc (spectra after DMBA application
for 8 weeks)

13

34

8

55

C14dc (Discontinued oil painting after 8
weeks, spectra after 14 weeks)

32

23

2

57

C8 dc (Spectra from vehicle control
after oil painting for 8 weeks)

30

11

1

42

C0 (No painting, Spectra from 0 week)

29

8

0

37

T14 c (continuous DMBA treatment for
14 week)

2

10

22

34

Table 3.15: (a) PC-LDA model and (b) Evaluation of independent spectra.
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Histopathological evaluation of the T14dc pouches majorly revealed epithelial hyperplasia or
mild dysplasia. Also, higher pathologies such a severe dysplasia and carcinoma in situ were
observed in some sections of the buccal pouch mucosa indicating cancer progression in spite of
carcinogen withdrawal, corroborating classification of T14dc spectra with T14. In case of buccal
pouch which were continuously painted for 14 weeks with DMBA, mostly severe dysplasia and
SCC were observed. Representative images have been shown in Figure 3.27 .
Histopathologically, the buccal mucosa, after 8 weeks of DMBA application presents
hyperplasia, hyperkeratosis and small regions of early and mild dysplastic changes as observed
previously and also in phase 1 experiment. Dysplasia is a precancerous condition which can have
a malignant transformation rate of 12.1 in 4.3 years in case of human beings [386]. However,
risk of progression from dysplasia to higher pathology can be reduced/delayed by withdrawal of
carcinogenic insult. Interestingly, such an observation also tows the line of „cancer prevention of
delay‟ by Lippman and Hong [387]. In the present experiment, delay was induced by
discontinuation of DMBA application on HBP after 8 weeks. As per guidelines of IAEC, the
animals were sacrificed after 14 weeks of experiment. Till this time, no visible tumours were
observed on HBP where DMBA application was discontinued but histopathological evaluation
of these pouches revealed higher pathologies including severe dysplasia and carcinoma in situ in
some sections of the buccal pouch mucosa. Findings further show that RS has been successful in
identification of changes before visual or palpable tumours suggesting RS as a promising labelfree, non-invasive candidate tool for screening general population and also monitor disease
progression which can often remain unnoticed by conventional screening tools.
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Figure 3.27: Representative hematoxylin and eosin stained histopathology images. (N: normal,
H: hyperplasia, D: dysplasia, CIS: carcinoma in situ). a to c: normal images from vehicle control
pouches; d to f: images from T14dc tissues showing hyperplasia and severe dysplasia (d), severe
dysplasia and carcinoma in situ (e) and hyperplasia (f); g and h: images from week 8 showing
hyperplasia and mild to moderate dysplasia (g), and hyperplasia and mild dysplasia (h); i: image
from T14 tissue showing carcinoma.
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Tobacco is a major etiological agent for oral as well as lungs cancers, supported by many
association studies. Cross sectional studies have shown decreased prevalence of oral
premalignant disorders (OPMD) such as leukoplakia in non-habitués. Regression of leukoplakia
has been attributed to discontinued or reduced tobacco habit [384]. However, such studies, based
on conventional oral examinations, do not provide concrete evidence about changes in risk after
cessation of tobacco habit. Moreover, such studies, based on human subjects have variabilities in
terms of socio economic, dietary and environmental conditions and genetic susceptibility, which
varies from individual to individual. Further, quitting tobacco is a difficult task and people who
quit may be tempted to expose themselves to tobacco even during intervention experiments [388,
389]. The present study using HBP model of carcinogenesis suggests that 28% spectra (T14dc)
were predicted as T14/tumour group when DMBA application was discontinued after 8 weeks;
while in case of 14 (T14c) and 8 weeks (T8dc) of continuous application of DMBA, 65% and
14% spectra were predicted as T14/tumour group, respectively. Though the results may not be
directly extrapolated to human subjects due to difference in terms of the dosage and duration of
carcinogen exposure, the present experiment is indicative of a direct cause and consequence
effect between withdrawal of carcinogen and reduced risk of cancers over a defined time period
(14 weeks in this case). Tobacco habit is rampant in various forms across the world, exposing the
habitués to several potentially carcinogenic compounds. DMBA has been observed in high
concentration in the tar fraction of cigarette smoke [341]. Quitting tobacco habit can thus reduce
exposure to such carcinogens, however, the feasibility of cancer progression cannot be ruled out
as indicated by the 28% spectra which matched with tumours and also showed higher pathology
during histopathological evaluation. However, on the brighter side, the progression would be
very less compared to those continuing with the habit (28% vs 65%). The present study has
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implications in increasing awareness among the general population against the ill effects of
tobacco abuse. Further, findings suggest that RS can be used for prospective screening as a label
free and noninvasive tool to identify risk prone population.
3.4.3 Summary
Multivariate analysis revealed that when DMBA application was discontinued after 8 weeks (but
spectra acquired after 14 weeks), 28% spectra were predicted with tumour group; while in case
of 14 and 8 weeks of continuous DMBA application, 65% and 14% spectra were predicted with
tumour-group, respectively. The study suggests a cause-and-consequence effect between
DMBA-withdrawal and reduced cancer-progression in HBP model in a definite time-period
(28% vs 65%), which could be investigated by RS. On similar lines, quitting tobacco can reduce
carcinogen-exposure and thus risk of cancer-progression. Findings further suggest RS as a
prospective label-free and noninvasive tool to screen risk-prone population.
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4 Chapter 4: Conclusion and Outlook
Prelude
This chapter summarizes the thesis and provide an outlook of the work done.
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4.1 Conclusion
Oral cancers are a major health concern in the South Asian nations as well as the developed
world. Despite advancements in treatment modalities, oral cancers still suffer from a poor 5-year
survival rate of ~50%. Studies have shown that early detection improves prognosis and 5-year
survival rate [2, 3]. Moreover, cancer treatment is a costly affair and poses huge financial burden
to the families affected. Thus, prevention and early detection are the most viable and practical
solution for successful management of oral cancers. The currently practiced diagnostic goldstandard, biopsy followed by histopathology, is invasive (and painful), prone to subjective errors
and not convenient for repeated sampling during screening and therapeutic monitoring. Hence,
Raman spectroscopy (RS), a rapid, objective, non-invasive technique which is sensitive to tissue
biochemistry could be more effective in early diagnosis, as biochemical changes precede visible
morphological alterations during carcinogenesis. RS has shown promising results in the
diagnosis of several cancers, [5] including oral cancers wherein classification of pathological
conditions and detection of factors such as cancer field effects, demonstrates efficiency of the
technique. These studies have relied on clinical examination and histopathology for pathological
status. However, as mentioned earlier, histopathology suffers from limitations; and biopsy is
carried out only after clinically apparent premalignant/cancerous conditions develop in oral
mucosa. It would be imperative to that biochemical changes preceding malignant conditions be
explored and verified vis a vis gold standard histopathology. Hence, the present study was
undertaken on the widely used hamster buccal pouch (HBP) model of oral carcinogenesis for RS
based investigation of sequential changes in oral carcinogenesis, from healthy condition to
tumour condition, along with suitable age-matched controls. A summary of the findings
presented in the thesis have been mentioned in the following sub sections.
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4.1.1 Sequential cancer progression in hamster buccal pouch model
In this objective, sequential progression in experimental oral carcinogenesis in the HBP model
was monitored using three approaches- ex vivo, in vivo sequential and in vivo follow up. Ex vivo
study employed ex vivo tissues while in vivo studies employed anaesthetized animals for
spectral acquisition. In case of in vivo sequential study, animals were sacrificed each week after
spectral acquisition while in vivo follow up study was used to follow up the same animals
throughout the study. In all these studies, spectral changes showed lipid dominance in early
stages while later stages and tumours showed increased protein to lipid ratio and nucleic acids.
On similar lines, early weeks of DMBA painted and control groups showed higher overlap and
low classification. Multivariate analysis indicated increasing efficiency of classification with the
duration of carcinogen application. Sensitivity was 70% by week 8, 70 to 80% for week 9 to 11
and 80 to 100% for week 12 to 14. Thus classification increased progressively till 8 weeks,
reached a plateau phase between 8 and 12 weeks and finally increased up to 100 % by 14 weeks.
Various studies have shown culmination of expression of biomarkers such as P53, C-myc, and
Ki67 around 10 weeks, justifying the observation. Few misclassifications between carcinogen
painted and control spectra suggested some abnormalities in controls as well, which were
subsequently corroborated by careful examination of histopathological slides. In vivo findings,
quite comparable to gold-standard supported ex vivo findings, give further proof of RS being a
promising diagnostic adjunct for future clinical applications.
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4.1.2 Comparison of RS with histopathology and biomarker and investigation of
abnormal changes in control tissues
This study was carried out to further explore the abnormal observations in control pouches by
employing spectral models based on pathological stages in oral carcinogenesis. Spectral models
were trained on basis of histopathological stages (control, hyperplasia, dysplasia and SCC) and
Cyclin D1 expression (G0, G1, G2 and G3), respectively. These models were evaluated by
spectra from DMBA treated tissues. Results showed increasing incidence of higher pathologies
(dysplasia/SCC/G2, G3) with progression of weeks (3% for week 1-3 to 89% for week 12-14).
To explore and understand abnormal changes in control tissues, three different types of controls:
vehicle controls, vehicle contralateral controls and DMBA contralateral controls were evaluated
against the models. Prediction of control spectra as higher pathologies (dysplasia/SCC/G2/G3)
were least in case of vehicle contralaterals and highest for DMBA contralateral. A probable
reason for this observation in the vehicle contralateral pouches could be minimal damage to the
mucosa as they were not exposed to repeated handling, sparing continuous mechanical
irritations/injuries. DMBA contralaterals, on the other hand, showed the maximum
misclassifications, possibly due to changes induced by indirect exposure to DMBA which could
have leached out from the DMBA treated pouches. All these pouches were visually normal. It
was also observed that these animals belonged to 11 to 14 weeks of treatment, indicating that
higher duration of handling and associated injuries and longer exposure to DMBA may be a
reason for these abnormal developments. Small foci of higher pathologies were observed in
histopathological sections indicating RS could identify abnormalities at microscopic level.
Raman mapping of tissue sections from various time points in the HBP carcinogenesis may lead
to elucidation of changes at the cellular and sub-cellular level. These changes can be further
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explored through complementary biological studies to gain additional insights. Overall,
observations demonstrate that clinically invisible micro-changes may be detected using RS,
which were also corroborated by gold standard histopathology and IHC studies, further
supporting the role of RS as a screening tool for both high risk (habitués) and general
populations.
4.1.3 Combined Raman and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) study
This study was carried out to verify abnormal changes mentioned above using complementary
techniques such as OCT which provide structural information. Raman spectra were acquired
from limited early and late week DMBA treated and control buccal pouches followed by OCT
imaging of the same regions. OCT images showed higher scattering with increasing duration of
DMBA application and complete loss of layered architecture in tumor tissues. OCT images of
control tissues of later weeks also showed disrupted epithelial architecture, suggesting damage to
the epithelium of such tissues and in concordance with Raman findings in Chapter 3.1 and 3.2.
Further improvements can be achieved by signal acquisition through a common probe for both
Raman and OCT and advanced analysis of the RS and OCT signal. Observations suggest
potential of multimodal application of spectroscopic and imaging techniques in identification of
abnormalities.
4.1.4 Effect of discontinuation of carcinogen in experimental oral carcinogenesis
The effect of discontinuation of DMBA was also investigated to study the cause and
consequences between withdrawal of carcinogen and reduced risk of cancers in a defined time
period. DMBA application was carried out only for 8 weeks but spectra were recorded at the end
8 and 14 weeks. Multivariate analysis revealed that when DMBA application was discontinued
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after 8 weeks (but spectra acquired after 14 weeks), 28% spectra were predicted with tumor
group; while in case of 14 and 8 weeks of continuous DMBA application, 65% and 14% spectra
were predicted with tumour-group, respectively. Thus, withdrawal of carcinogen may not rule
out cancer progression but can prevent/delay further damage (28% vs 65%). The preliminary
finding suggests cause and consequences between exposure to carcinogen and tumours. Further
studies on carcinogen withdrawal at different weeks/stages may help assess the
regression/progression rate of risk prone sites and also provide first experimental evidence to
assist public awareness programmes against the ill effects of well-known etiological agents such
as tobacco.

4.2

Outlook

A metaphorical war is ongoing against cancer to raise public awareness and strengthen scientific
and clinical resources [390]. However, in spite of developments in the field, we are yet to
achieve a vantage point to understand cancers. With increasing incidence, at present, early
detection poses a feasible solution to decrease mortality rates and provide a better quality life to
the survivors. Amidst the diagnostic adjuncts being extensively explored, techniques such as RS
hold the potential to translate to clinics and mass screening programmes. While the present study
was carried out on animal models using both ex vivo and in vivo approaches, several groups,
including ours, have also been simultaneously exploring the avenue of RS based
diagnosis/detection on human subjects and volunteers over the last few years. Rapid
developments in technology can enhance Raman applications [391] and further reduce spectra
acquisition times to enable quicker diagnosis and general screening in a clinical scenario.
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In the present study, for the first time, RS based investigation of sequential changes in oral
carcinogenesis was carried out from absolutely healthy condition to tumour condition, along with
suitable age matched controls. The study included both in vivo and ex vivo approaches supported
by gold standard, with a sufficiently large sample size. Spectral models were trained using gold
standard histopathology and IHC. It should be noted that cancer progression in tissues/organs is
not uniform, especially during intermediate stages. Thus, heterogeneity within the Raman probed
region cannot be ruled out and despite best efforts, pose a hurdle to develop pure models for
intermediate stages such as hyperplasia and mild dysplasia. Another major outcome of the
present study has been Raman spectroscopic identification of abnormal changes in apparently
normal control mucosa, subsequently corroborated by gold standard and IHC. These abnormal
changes, which may often be wrongly concluded as „false positives‟, have revealed small foci of
higher pathologies and also showed higher expression of cyclin D1 with respect to
histopathologically normal regions. These observations strengthen the applicability of RS as a
candidate tool for screening due to the sensitivity of the technique in detecting abnormal changes
at microscopic level. Various in vivo clinical studies further indicate that mass screening
campaigns can be carried out, starting with the high risk populations. In the next step, such
screening can identify low risk populations and educate them about dental care as irregular/sharp
dentures may also lead to cancer after years of repeated irritations of the adjacent oral mucosa.
Such campaigns will facilitate translation of RS as a screening tool and reduce workload on
clinicians and pathologists, especially in the highly populated developing nations.
Overall, findings suggest potential of RS in monitoring progression during carcinogenesis and in
identifying abnormal changes and microheterogenity in buccal pouch which may often go
unnoticed in clinical examinations and conventional studies wherein tissue extracts/homogenates
206

are employed. Over all, results provide further proof of RS being a potential adjunct for
prospective non-invasive, label-free, online applications for screening in general, vis a vis
conventional screening which is shown to be effective in high risk groups.
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Abstract
Oral cancers suffer from poor 5-year survival rates, owing to late detection of the disease. Current diagnostic/screening tools
need to be upgraded in view of disadvantages like invasiveness, tedious sample preparation, long output times, and interobserver
variances. Raman spectroscopy has been shown to identify many disease conditions, including oral cancers, from healthy conditions. Further studies in exploring sequential changes in oral carcinogenesis are warranted. In this Raman spectroscopy study,
sequential progression in experimental oral carcinogenesis in Hamster buccal pouch model was investigated using 3 approaches—
ex vivo, in vivo sequential, and in vivo follow-up. In all these studies, spectral changes show lipid dominance in early stages while later
stages and tumors showed increased protein to lipid ratio and nucleic acids. On similar lines, early weeks of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-treated and control groups showed higher overlap and low classification. The classification efficiency increased
progressively, reached a plateau phase and subsequently increased up to 100% by 14 weeks. The misclassifications between
treated and control spectra suggested some changes in controls as well, which was confirmed by a careful reexamination of
histopathological slides. These findings suggests Raman spectroscopy may be able to identify microheterogeneity, which may often
go unnoticed in conventional biochemistry wherein tissue extracts are employed, as well as in histopathology. In vivo findings, quite
comparable to gold-standard supported ex vivo findings, give further proof of Raman spectroscopy being a promising label-free,
noninvasive diagnostic adjunct for future clinical applications.
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Introduction
Oral cancer is the most common cancer in Indian males with a
poor 5-year survival rate,1,2 ascribed to late detection of the
disease and recurrences. Early detection of oral cancers is
important as it leads to better prognosis and increased 5-year
survival rate up to 90%.3-5 Currently practiced screening/diagnostic tools suffer from several disadvantages like tedious sample preparation, long output times, and interobserver
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variances.6,7 Biopsy followed by histopathology, the current
gold standard, is not only invasive but also depends on selection of appropriate region. Further, it may not be very convenient for screening and therapeutic monitoring which require
repeated sampling. Rapid, objective, and preferably noninvasive alternatives as screening/diagnostic techniques are hence
being extensively explored.8
Raman spectroscopy (RS) is one such tool, which has found
applicability in discriminating many diseases from healthy
conditions.9 The RS, which can provide chemical fingerprint/
biochemical profile, has shown promising results in the diagnosis of several cancers,8,10-15 including oral cancers.16-25 Both
ex vivo and in vivo RS studies in oral cancers have shown
classification of pathological conditions along with detection
of confounding factors like age-related changes and early
events like cancer field effects in oral cancer,16,17,21-25 demonstrating efficiency of the technique. Still, further studies in
exploring sequential changes in oral carcinogenesis are warranted. As such studies are not feasible in humans due to practical considerations, experimental carcinogenesis is the ideal
approach. Hamster buccal pouch (HBP) is a widely used model
for experimental oral carcinogenesis,26-28 owing to attributes
such as cancer progression through stages similar to human oral
carcinogenesis and 100% incidence of tumors in 14 weeks on
treatment with 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA).29,30
In fact, feasibility of RS-based classification of frank tumors31
as well as carcinogen-induced variations in HBP32 on a limited
sample size has already been reported.
The current study aims for sequential Raman spectroscopic
evaluation of DMBA-induced buccal pouch carcinogenesis
with respect to vehicle-treated age-matched controls. The following 3 approaches were adopted in this study: (1) Ex vivo—
RS of excised snap frozen buccal pouches from hamsters 0 to
14 weeks postcarcinogen treatment, (2) In vivo—In vivo RS of
buccal pouch 0 to 14 weeks posttreatment, and (3) follow-up
approach—In vivo RS of buccal pouch of the same animals
for 0 to 14 weeks posttreatment. Multivariate analyses were
carried out to evaluate sequential changes associated with
progression of cancer. Findings of the study are reported in
the manuscript.

Materials and Methods
Ethics Approval
The study was approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics
Committee, Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research and
Education in Cancer (ACTREC), endorsed by the Committee
for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experiments on
Animals, Government of India: approval no. 12/2009,
ACTREC.

Animal Model
A total of 181 six- to eight-week-old Golden Syrian male hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) were used in the study. Oral
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carcinogenesis was induced in 103 HBPs (treated group) using
standard DMBA carcinogenesis protocols.33 Briefly, 0.5%
DMBA (Sigma-Aldrich, purity 95%, MO, USA) dissolved in
groundnut oil (Dhara, Mumbai, India) was topically applied
using a paint-brush (Camlin, no. 4, Mumbai, India) on the right
buccal pouch thrice a week for 14 weeks. Seventy-eight HBPs
were treated with only oil (vehicle control group). All animals
were housed under standard laboratory conditions, fed a diet of
in-house-prepared pellets, and provided with water ad libitum.
The schematics of experimental protocol are shown in Figure 1A.
The study was carried out using the following 3 approaches:
1.

Ex vivo study: 5 test and 3 control animals were killed
every week postcarcinogen treatment for 14 weeks.
Buccal pouch were then excised out of the sacrificed
hamsters, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at
80 C. Spectra were recorded from these tissues after
passive thawing on ice and spreading over aluminum
grids (3  3). One spectrum was recorded from each
grid, tissues were cut along gridlines and processed for
histopathology (Figure 1B).
2. In vivo study: In vivo Raman spectra were acquired
from 2 test and 2 control HBPs of anaesthetized animals
(150 mg ketamine and 10 mg xylazine/kg body weight)
every week for 14 weeks. After spectra acquisition, the
animals were killed, pouches excised out, and processed for histopathology.
3. Follow-up study: In vivo Raman spectra were acquired
from buccal pouch of the same hamsters (3 test and 3 controls) postanaesthetization for 14 weeks without sacrifice.
The buccal pouches were also photographed (Canon
SX220HS, Tokyo, Japan) every week. The total number of
animals used in various approaches are shown in Table 1.

Raman Spectroscopy
Spectra were recorded with HE-785 commercial Raman spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, France), details of which have
been described elsewhere.22,23 Briefly, this system consists of a
diode laser (PI-ECL-785-300-FC; Process Instruments, Utah,
USA) of 785 nm wavelength as excitation source and HE 785
spectrograph coupled with a charge-coupled device (CCD;
Synapse, France) as dispersion and detection elements. The
spectrograph is equipped with a fixed 950 gr/mm grating. Spectral resolution, as specified by the manufacturer, is *4 cm 1.
The excitation source and the detection system were coupled
by commercially available fiber-optic Ramanprobe (Model:
RPS 785/ 12-5; InPhotonics Inc, Downy St, USA) consisting
of 105 mm excitation fiber and 200 mm collection fiber (NA
0.40). As per manufacturer’s specifications, theoretical spot
size and depth of penetration of the Raman probe are 105 mm
and 1 mm, respectively. Typically, laser power 70 mW was
used for excitation. Spectra were integrated for 15 seconds and
averaged over 3 accumulations. Approximately 9 spectra were
recorded from each pouch in ex vivo study, 1 spectrum from
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Figure 1. Schematics of protocols followed: (A) DMBA application regime (thrice weekly application for 14 weeks, small arrows indicate
application of oil/DMBA) and protocol for ex vivo, in vivo sequential, and in vivo follow-up study. (B) Protocol for obtaining sections for
histopathology. DMBA indicates 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene.

each aluminum grid, as shown in Figure 1B. In case of in vivo
sequential study, 15 spectra were recorded from selected sites
and 10 to 15 spectra were recorded from each pouch for in vivo
follow-up study.
In this manuscript, control and DMBA-treated groups have
been designated as C and T, respectively, while the number
succeeding C (Cx) or T (Tx) denotes the number of weeks of
treatment with DMBA or oil. Thus, C0, C1, and C14 indicate
control of 0, 1, and 14 weeks of oil treatment and T0, T1, and
T14 indicate DMBA treatment for 0, 1, and 14 weeks,
respectively.

Data Analysis
Spectral preprocessing. Raw Raman spectra were corrected for
CCD response using a National Institute of Standards and
Technology certified SRM 2241 material, followed by subtraction of spectral contribution from optical elements. 34 To
remove interference of slow moving background, first derivatives of spectra (Savitzky-Golay method; window size 3) were
computed. 35,36 Spectra were interpolated in the 1200 to
1800 cm 1 region as our previous studies on oral cancer have
already demonstrated the efficacy of this region in classification.
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Table 1. Number of Animals Used Per Week.

Results and Discussion

Weeks

The study aims to evaluate ability of RS to distinguish
DMBA-induced sequential cancer progression in HBP. The
HBP model is well characterized for experimental oral carcinogenesis and is shown to progress through precancer stages,
that is, hyperplasia, dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), as observed in human oral cancers. As per histopathological reports in literature, HBPs,
during weeks 0 to 4 of DMBA-induced carcinogenesis, are
mostly healthy/normal, with some inflammatory and hyperplastic changes observed around second week. Weeks 5 to 11
show varying grades of dysplasia, along with hyperplastic and
normal areas. Weeks 12 to 14 are mostly SCC along with
other precancer stages.
Three approaches were used in the study—ex vivo, in vivo
sequential, and in vivo follow-up. In all the approaches, a
3-model system involving week 0 controls (C0) along with
DMBA-treated HBP (Tx) and age-matched controls (Cx) were
used (eg, C0 vs C1 vs T1, C0 vs C2 vs T2, C0 vs C3 vs T3, and
so on up to C0 vs C14 vs T14) for data analysis. This is
expected to make the model more robust as compared to a
2-model system where only treated and age-matched controls
were used (eg, C1 vs T1). Our RS studies on human oral
mucosa have already demonstrated feasibility of classifying
early and late physiological age of healthy volunteers which
is shown to have no bearing on classification of normal and
abnormal conditions.24 No age-related physiological changes
have been reported so far in hamsters. A 3-model system (C0 vs
Cx vs Tx) also highlights any possible age-related changes,
which could affect classification.

Ex vivo
Control
Treated
Total
In vivo
Control
Treated
Total
Follow-up
Control
Treated
Total

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
– 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

3
5
8

3
5
8

3
5
8

3
5
8

45
75
115

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

2
2
4

2
2
4

2
2
4

2
2
4

30
30
60

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

3
3
6

3
3
6

3
3
6

3
3
6

3
3
6

Moreover, this region is free from interference of fiber signals.
Interpolated spectra were vector normalized to remove
intensity-related variations and subjected to multivariate
analysis.
Computation of mean spectra. Average or mean spectra were
computed from the background-corrected spectra for each
class and baseline corrected by fitting a fifth order polynomial
function using LabSpec 4.18 (Horiba Jobin Yvon). These
baseline-corrected spectra followed by area normalization
were used for obtaining mean for spectral comparison across
different groups.
Multivariate analysis. Preprocessed spectra were subjected to
unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA), as well as
supervised principal component-based linear discriminant
analysis (PC-LDA) using algorithms implemented in
MATLAB-based in-house software.37 The PCA is the most
frequently applied method for computing linear latent variables, which allows visual inspection of clustering of objects
or variables through unsupervised classification.38 The main
aim of PCA is dimension reduction by which it explains maximum variability with few principal components/factors. First
few PCs contribute to maximum variance. Scatter plots are
often used to visualize/represent multivariate data by plotting
score of PCs against each other.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a supervised classification method, maximizes interclass separation and reduces
intraclass separation to bring out discrimination.39 For data
with high dimensionality, dimension reduction may be
achieved by application of PC-LDA: PCA followed by LDA,
using PCA scores, instead of original variables. Classification
efficiency of standard models is evaluated by leave-one-out
cross-validation (LOOCV), which is based on a hypothetical
validation set used in absence of an explicit validation set.
Leave-one-out involves using a single observation from the
original sample as the validation data and the remaining observations as training data. This is repeated such that each observation in the sample is used once as the validation data and
averaged over the rounds.

1.

Ex vivo study: ‘‘Ex vivo’’ study involved RS of HBPs
excised every week postcarcinogen treatment followed
by histopathological examination of the same regions.
Spectral features of week 0 control (C0) and DMBAtreated buccal pouches (T1-T14) have been shown in
Figure 2. C0 and T0 spectra show dominance of lipid
features—1303 cm 1, dCH2 (1448 cm 1), amide I
(1655 cm 1), and ester bands (1750 cm 1), whereas
T14 (frank tumors) spectra show dominance of proteins
and nucleic acids with change in features in 1200 to
1400 cm 1 regions corresponding to amide III, CH2
(1454 cm 1), 1583 cm 1, and broad amide I (1651
cm 1). The spectra from T2 to T13 also show changes
in amide III and amide I regions which progressively
indicate increased protein dominance. These spectral
features correlate well with human buccal mucosa, featuring similar bands.16,17 A probable reason for loss of
lipids and increased dominance of proteins in tumors or
other pathological conditions could be the loss in the
architectural arrangement of epithelial layers, indicating
loss of lipid features. Moreover, cells under pathological
conditions undergo changes in the amounts of surface
and receptor proteins, enzymes, antigens, and antibodies,
which may give rise to a protein dominated spectrum.19
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Figure 2. Mean spectra of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-treated Hamster buccal pouch. (A) week 0, (B) week 1, (C) week 2,
(D) week 3, (E) week 4, (F) week 5, (G) week 6, (H) week 7, (I) week 8, (J) week 9, (K) week 10, (L) week 11, (M) week 12, (N) week 13, and
(O) week 14.

These findings further corroborate earlier reports of
ex vivo and in vivo RS studies on humans.16-21,40 The
1583 cm 1 band, attributed to heme proteins and prominently observed in DMBA-treated pouches of later
weeks, could be due to angiogenesis—a well-known
hallmark of carcinogenesis.

exclusive clusters were observed from 12th week onward
showing the best classification between treated and control
spectra during these later weeks. Poor classification was
observed between C0 and age-matched controls, suggesting
lack of appreciable age-related changes in the 14-week period
of carcinogenesis.

Multivariate analysis was carried out using both unsupervised PCA and supervised PC-LDA followed by LOOCV.

Principal Component-Based Linear Discriminant Analysis

Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis scatter plots for all 14 weeks
using scores of factor 1 versus factor 2 are shown in Figure 3.
These plots exhibit overlapping clusters for all the 3 groups in
the initial weeks, that is, from 0 to 4 weeks. An increased
classification of treated pouch spectra was observed from fifth
week onward, attributable to DMBA-induced changes. Plateauing of classification was observed for weeks 8 to 11 while

As PCA is an overview tool used to visualize trends in the data
and not a classification tool, PC-LDA was carried out to
explore feasibility of classification through supervised analysis
between C0, Cx, and Tx. To avoid overfitting of the models,
2 to 4 factors were used. Efficiency of models was evaluated by
LOOCV. Week-wise LOOCV findings are presented in the
form of confusion matrices in Table 2. On the basis of PCLDA findings, 14 weeks can be subdivided into 3 phases—
weeks 0 to 7, weeks 8 to 11, and weeks 12 to 14. T0 to T7
showed progressive increase in classification, up to 70%. T8

Kumar et al
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Figure 3. Scatter plots of principal component analysis (PCA) over the period of 14 weeks of DMBA-induced carcinogenesis in Hamster buccal
pouch (X-axis: score of factor 1, Y-axis: score of factor 2). C0 indicates week zero-untreated controls; Cx, age-matched controls for a given
week; Tx, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-treated spectra of a given week.
Table 2:. LOOCV Confusion Matrix for Ex Vivo Study.a
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot
C0 23
CX 5
TX 2

6
12
14

2
16
17

31 19
33 5
33 3

Week 8

6
17
6

6
10
24

31 27
32 3
33 0

Week 9

2
16
13

2
14
27

31 26
33 1
40 3

Week 10

3
14
10

2
12
23

31 25
27 2
36 0

Week 11

5
29
7

1
5
25

31 21
36 1
32 4

Week 12

4
25
4

6
4
24

31 24
30 0
32 0

Week 13

3
17
11

4
13
31

31
30
42

Week 14

C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot
C0 24
CX 7
TX 2

4
9
3

3
11
33

31 21
27 5
38 2

8
22
5

2
4
26

31 25
31 1
33 0

3
21
8

3
8
23

31 25
30 5
31 3

3
48
13

3
15
27

31 29
68 3
43 0

2
31
7

0
0
25

31 24
34 4
32 1

6
27
5

1
3
25

31 26
34 5
31 0

5
29
0

0
0
33

31
34
33

Abbreviations: C0, week zero controls; CX, age-matched controls for a given week; TX, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-treated spectra of a given week; Tot,
total; LOOCV, leave-one-out cross-validation.
a
Diagonal elements are true-positive predictions while nondiagonal elements represent misclassifications.
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Figure 4. (A) Week-wise true percentage classification of Tx; (B) week-wise percentage misclassification of Cx with C0, Cx with Tx, and C0
with Tx for ex vivo study for the period of 14 weeks (X-axis—weeks; Y-axis—percentage of classification). C0 indicates week zero-untreated
controls; Cx, age-matched controls for a given week; Tx, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-treated spectra of a given week.

to T11 showed a plateauing phase where classification efficiency
remained around 70%, while T12 to T14 showed classification
up to 100%. Thus an overall sequential increase in classification
efficiency was observed over 14-week carcinogenesis regimen.
For better understanding of the above-mentioned trends in
the data, the LOOCV confusion matrices are also presented
graphically (Figure 4). It is noteworthy that true classification
is indicative of differences between the groups while misclassifications between groups suggest homogeneity and similarity
in biochemical properties.41-43 First, to understand true classification of Tx over 14 weeks, percentage of correct classification for treated group (Tx) was plotted against each week
(Figure 4A). Second, to understand behavior of misclassified
spectra during carcinogenesis, misclassifications were
plotted—percentage of misclassification for Cx with C0, Tx
with C0, and Tx with Cx and are shown in Figure 4B. Cx vs
C0 would suggest age-related changes, if any between controls
while Tx versus Cx/C0 would be indicative of changes due to
DMBA-induced carcinogenesis.
Percentage of correct classification for Tx (Figure 4A)
increases from about 50% in week 1 to *70% by the 7th week,
remains similar between 8 and 11 weeks, then increases to
>90% by 14th week. The trend for misclassifications are shown
in Figure 4B. Misclassification of C0 controls with Tx spectra
(broken line) and Cx controls with Tx spectra (dotted line)
decreased as weeks progressed, suggesting lesser similarities
between DMBA-treated pouches and controls. Misclassification of C0 with Cx controls remained almost same throughout
14 weeks, indicating lack of significant changes and hence
similarities between controls.
Thus the ex vivo study demonstrates feasibility of studying
sequential changes during DMBA-induced carcinogenesis.
However, this approach is invasive. It is known that

noninvasive, in vivo approach is always desirable in a clinical
set-up, especially for screening and therapeutic monitoring.
Hence in vivo studies were carried out to ascertain abovedescribed findings of the ex vivo study.
2.

3.

In vivo sequential study: In vivo study also exhibits
changes similar to ex vivo study. Similar spectral features and trends of PCA classification like the ex vivo
study were observed in this approach (data not shown).
To demonstrate these similarities, PC-LDA data are
shown in Table 3 and Figure 5. Percentage of correct
classification for Tx (Figure 5A) increased from about
50% in week 1 to more than 60% by the 7th week,
remained similar between 8 and 11 weeks, then
increased to more than 90% by 14th week. Misclassification (Figure 5B) between C0 and Cx (continuous line)
remained constant while C0 versus Tx (broken line) and
Cx versus Tx (dotted line) decreased over the period of
14 weeks. Thus, trends were similar in ex vivo and in
vivo sequential studies.
In vivo follow-up study: Follow-up studies allow monitoring of changes in vivo in the same animals, avoiding
interanimal variations and require fewer animals. Thus
in vivo follow-up approach was also employed. In this
case too, spectral features and PCA results were found to
be similar to ex vivo and sequential in vivo studies (data
not shown). Even LOOCV results for each week show
similarities between this and the other two approaches as
shown in Table 4 and graphically presented in Figure 6.
The classification trends observed in this study was comparable to the in vivo sequential and ex vivo study. True
classification (Figure 6A) increased from 0 to 7 weeks,
plateaued around 8 to 11 weeks, and then increased
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Table 3. LOOCV Confusion Matrix for in vivo Sequential Study.a
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot
C0 19
CX 3
TX 5

5
17
7

5
8
20

29 19
28 4
32 5

Week 8

9
18
9

1
3
10

29 20
25 4
24 2

Week 9

7
26
5

2
2
17

29 26
32 4
24 0

Week 10

2
33
10

1
12
20

29 19
49 3
30 5

Week 11

5
17
7

5
8
20

29 6
28 13
32 9

Week 12

13
16
1

10
4
20

29 23
33 2
30 3

Week 13

4
24
3

2
8
21

29
34
27

Week 14

C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot C0 CX TX Tot
C0 19
CX 1
TX 0

7
29
19

3
17
35

29 21
47 5
54 2

8
22
5

2
4
26

31 17
31 5
33 10

1
26
2

11
2
24

29 15
33 7
36 6

12
29
4

2
2
22

29 24
38 5
32 3

4
30
5

1
19
47

29 22
54 9
55 6

5
16
1

2
5
23

29 24
30 7
30 1

5
25
3

0
0
26

29
32
30

Abbreviations: C0, week zero controls; CX, age-matched controls for a given week; TX, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-treated spectra of a given week; Tot,
total; LOOCV, leave-one-out cross-validation; .
a
Diagonal elements are true-positive predictions while nondiagonal elements represent misclassifications.

Figure 5. (A) Week-wise true percentage classification of Tx; (B) week-wise percentage misclassification of Cx with C0, Cx with Tx, and C0
with Tx for in vivo sequential study for the period of 14 weeks (X-axis—weeks; Y-axis—percentage of classification). C0 indicates week zerountreated controls; Cx, age-matched controls for a given week; Tx, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-treated spectra of a given week.

beyond 80% by 14th week, whereas misclassifications
between C0 and Tx, Cx, and Tx decreased and C0 and Cx
remained almost similar (Figure 6B).

A Note on Classifications and Misclassification
True classification is indicative of differences between the
groups while misclassifications between groups suggest homogeneity and similarity in biochemical properties. Hence, both
true classifications and misclassifications have been used to
draw inference in this study (Figures 4-6). In case of the
DMBA-treated pouches (Figures 4A, 5A, and 6A), true classification of DMBA-treated pouches shows progressive increase

from *50% in week 1 to *100% in week 14, indicating
potential of RS in identifying sequential changes. But, true
classification may not be the complete picture in case of biochemically similar groups. For example, since week 0 and
age-matched controls are of similar nature, they are expected
to misclassify and thus lead to poorer classifications. Thus
logically, if there were age-related differences, misclassifications between week 0 and age-matched controls should have
decreased by 14 weeks leading to better classification. No
change in misclassification between C0 and Cx might suggest
homogeneity41-43 due to possible lack of appreciable agerelated changes. On the contrary, higher misclassifications
between Tx and Cx/C0 during the early weeks indicate similarity. The similarities decrease with progression of
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Table 4. LOOCV Confusion Matrix for in vivo Follow-Up Study.a
Week 1

C0
CX
TX

Week 2

Week 5

Week 6

Week 8

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

19
10
8

5
21
7

5
8
26

29
39
41

19
6
4

5
21
5

5
3
16

29
30
25

25
5
1

13
22
8

7
4
19

45
31
28

38
1
5

2
23
9

5
8
21

45
32
35

28
9
1

11
10
10

6
14
36

45
33
47

35
8
4

7
18
9

3
11
42

45
37
55

Week 9

C0
CX
TX

Week 4

Week 10

Week 12

Week 13

Week 14

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

C0

CX

TX

Tot

25
8
5

11
27
9

8
4
37

44
39
51

33
10
5

10
25
10

2
8
26

45
43
41

39
8
4

6
29
7

0
10
36

45
47
47

43
1
0

2
25
8

0
8
28

45
34
36

35
5
0

3
32
4

7
10
38

45
47
42

Abbreviations: C0, week zero controls; CX, age-matched controls for a given week; TX, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-treated spectra of a given week; Tot,
total; LOOCV, leave-one-out cross-validation.
a
Diagonal elements are true-positive predictions while nondiagonal elements represent misclassifications.

Figure 6. (A) Week-wise true percentage classification of Tx; (B) week-wise percentage misclassification of Cx with C0, Cx with Tx, and C0
with Tx for in vivo follow-up study for the period of 14 weeks (X-axis—weeks; Y-axis—percentage of classification). C0 indicates week zerountreated controls; Cx, age-matched controls for a given week; Tx, 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-treated spectra of a given week.

carcinogenesis during later weeks leading to decreased misclassification and as expected, reaches to a minimum by 14 weeks of
DMBA treatment.

Visual and Histopathological Support
As shown in Figure 7, the following changes were observed in
buccal pouches of hamsters: (1) visibly and histopathologically
normal—0 and 1 weeks postcarcinogen treatment; (2) inflammatory and ulcerative changes in response to DMBA toxicity
are observed 2 and 3 weeks postcarcinogen treatment (histopathologically hyperplastic); (3) visually normal/ablation of
inflammation (attributable to mucosal recovery) is observed 3
to 6/7 weeks posttreatment, histopathologically these tissues
show hyperplasia and a few low-grade dysplasia (LGD)

regions; (4) visible reddening of mucosa (erythema) appears
7 weeks post-DMBA application, histopathologically these tissues present hyperplasia, LGD, and high-grade dysplasia;
(5) mucosal roughening and small papillomas are observed
9 weeks onward, while (6) frank tumors that are pathologically
characterized as moderate to well differentiated SCC are seen
12 to 14 weeks postcarcinogen application. Most vehicletreated HBPs were visibly and histopathologically normal
throughout the duration of the study.

Misclassifications Between Treated and Controls
A few misclassifications of treated groups with age-matched
controls suggested a reassessment. Histopathological analysis
of these control tissues has revealed hyperplastic changes in
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Figure 7. (A) Visual changes over the period of carcinogenesis in hamster buccal pouch (B) representative histopathology images during
carcinogenesis in hamster buccal pouch.

small areas in many age-matched controls and dysplastic
changes in small regions in a few control slides. A probable
reason for these abnormal changes could be tissue injuries in
the pouch due to repeated pulling out of HBP by forceps.
Moreover, hamsters store the food pellets in their pouch, which
may lead to further mechanical irritation, resulting into small
areas of abnormalities. Chronic mechanical irritation has also
been shown to be a causative factor in oral cancers.44,45 Representative abnormal areas in histopathological sections from 2
different control pouches are shown in Figure 8. Another reason for observed misclassification could be due to differences
in the laser probed area (*200 mm) and the sections used for
histopathology evaluation. In order to get better histopathological evaluation, 3 sections of 5 mm were analyzed owing to
practical limitations. Thus despite best of efforts, microheterogenity within the 200 mm of probed area cannot be ruled out.
On the basis of our findings, the process of carcinogenesis in
HBP model can be grouped into 3 subphases—weeks 0 to 7,
weeks 8 to 11, and weeks 12 to 14. Weeks 0 to 7 show

progressive increase in classification efficiency of DMBAtreated pouches due to accumulation of hyperplastic and dysplastic changes. Weeks 8 to 11 show a similar classification
efficiency (plateau phase), suggesting nonappreciable changes
during this phase. Histopathology-based evaluation suggests
accumulation of hyperplastic and dysplastic changes over these
weeks. Various studies on biomarkers like P53, C-myc, and
Ki67 have shown culmination of marker coexpression, around
10 weeks of DMBA treatment in HBP.46,47 Thus, homogeneity
in these conditions may have lead to plateauing phase around 8
to 11 weeks. By 12th week, these changes progress toward
SCC with well-defined tumors and might explain increased
classification from 12th to 14th weeks. Similar trends of classification and misclassification were observed in both ex vivo
and in vivo approaches. Thus, in vivo diagnosis through RS is
quite comparable to ex vivo findings supported by the goldstandard histopathology, giving further proof of RS being a
promising noninvasive diagnostic adjunct for screening/diagnosis of oral cancers.
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Figure 8. Representative images of abnormal areas (in circle) observed in control pouches.

Conclusion
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In this RS study, sequential progression in experimental oral
carcinogenesis in HBP model was explored using 3
approaches—ex vivo, in vivo sequential, and in vivo followup. In all these studies, spectral changes show lipid dominance
in early stages while later stages and tumors showed increased
protein to lipid ratio and nucleic acids. On similar lines, early
weeks of DMBA-treated and control groups showed higher
overlap and low classification. This classification further
increased progressively, reached a plateau phase, and subsequently increased up to 100% by 14 weeks. The classifications
between treated and control spectra suggested some changes in
controls as well, which was confirmed by careful examination
of histopathological slides. This suggests RS may be able to
identify microheterogeneity, which may often go unnoticed in
conventional biochemistry wherein tissue extracts are
employed, as well as in histopathology. Further, good correlation between both ex vivo and in vivo approaches indicates in
vivo diagnosis through RS is quite comparable to ex vivo findings supported by gold standard, giving further proof of RS
being a promising label-free, noninvasive diagnostic adjunct
for future clinical applications.
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Raman spectroscopy in experimental oral
carcinogenesis: investigation of abnormal
changes in control tissues
Piyush Kumar, Tanmoy Bhattacharjee, Manishkumar Pandey, Arti Hole,
Arvind Ingle and C. Murali Krishna*
Oral cancer is a major cause of mortality in South Asian men owing to rampant tobacco abuse. Cancers are also reported in nontobacco habitués, especially women, attributed to chronic irritations from irregular/sharp teeth, improper fillings, and poorly fit
dentures. Conventional screening approaches are shown to be effective for high-risk groups (tobacco/alcohol habitués). Raman
spectroscopy (RS) is being extensively explored as an alternate/adjunct tool for diagnosis and management of oral cancers. In a
previous Raman study on sequential oral carcinogenesis using hamster buccal pouch model, misclassifications between spectra
from control and carcinogen [7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)]-treated tissues were observed. Histopathology of some
control tissues suggested pathological changes, attributable to repeated forceps-induced irritations/trauma during animal handling. To explore these changes, in the present study, we recorded spectra from three different types of controls – vehicle control
(n = 45), vehicle contralateral (n = 45), and DMBA contralateral (n = 70) – exposed to varying degree of forceps handling, along with
DMBA-treated pouches (n = 70) using a 14-week carcinogenesis protocol. Spectra certified on the basis of histopathology and abnormal cell proliferation (cyclin D1 expression) were used to build models that were evaluated by independent test spectra from
an exclusive set of DMBA-treated and control animals. Many DMBA-contralateral, vehicle-control, and vehicle-contralateral spectra were identified as higher pathologies, which subsequently corroborated with histopathology/cyclin D1 expression. Repeated
forceps-mediated injuries/irritations, during painting and animal handling, may elicit inflammatory responses, leading to neoplasm. The findings of the study suggest that RS could identify micro-changes. Further, RS-based in vivo imaging can serve as a
promising label-free tool for screening even in the non-habitué population where conventional screening is shown to be not effective. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article at the publisher’s web site.
Keywords: Raman spectroscopy; hamster buccal pouch; experimental oral carcinogenesis; chronic irritation; DMBA

Introduction
Oral cancer is the most common cancer among Indian men,[1] with
tobacco being the major etiological agent in the high-risk groups.
Cancers are also reported in the non-tobacco habitués, especially
women, which could be due to chronic irritations from
irregular/sharp teeth, improper fillings, and poorly fit dentures.
Despite advancements in treatment modalities, a 5-year survival
rate remains a meager 50%. Poor prognosis has been attributed
to late detection of the disease, indicating the importance of early
diagnosis.[2–4] The currently practiced screening/diagnosis using visual inspection and biopsy of suspected lesions, followed by histopathology, is prone to subjective errors, relying heavily on expertise
of the pathologist and the site selected for biopsy. Being an invasive
technique, it may not be the method of choice for screening, and
repeated biopsies are never convenient to the patients. Moreover,
a study by Sankaranarayanan et al. suggested that conventional
oral visual screening was effective in the high-risk groups.[5] Hence,
rapid, objective, and non-invasive techniques, which are sensitive
to tissue biochemistry, could be more effective across various
groups in general population for early diagnosis, as biochemical
changes often precede visible morphological alterations.
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The change in biochemical properties is also reflected in the
optical properties, and thus, spectroscopic techniques like Raman
spectroscopy[6] (RS) may have an advantage over conventional
diagnosis. RS is a rapid, non-invasive, and label-free technique
being extensively explored in disease diagnosis[7,8] and has shown
promising results in the diagnosis of several cancers[9–17] including
oral cancers.[18–27] Further studies exploring early changes during
oral cancers using hamster buccal pouch (HBP) experimental
carcinogenesis[28–30] are also reported.[30,31]
In a recent study,[30] ex vivo and in vivo Raman spectroscopic evaluations of progression of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)induced buccal pouch carcinogenesis with respect to vehicletreated age-matched controls were carried out. In this study, not
only early sequential changes during progression but also misclassifications between treated and control spectra were observed.
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Misclassifications on similar lines, when observed in human studies,
are often attributed to heterogeneity on account of patches of
healthy regions in the pathological tissues. However, in the
mentioned study, histopathological examination of some of the
control tissues suggested small foci of abnormal changes, indicating contributions by factors besides heterogeneity to such
misclassifications.[30] One such factor responsible for observed
abnormalities could be repeated irritations/trauma induced by
forceps handling and food pellets. Chronic irritation is an accepted
etiological agent in cancers.[32]
In order to understand the nature of aforementioned misclassifications, we carried out the present study, involving 70 animals
treated with DMBA and 45 animals used as controls. To investigate
changes in controls tissues, three different types of controls –
vehicle controls, DMBA-contralateral controls, and vehiclecontralateral controls – which were exposed to varying degree of
forceps handling, were analyzed along with DMBA-treated
pouches. Standard models were built using spectra corresponding
to intermediate stages based on histopathological status – i.e.
normal, hyperplasia, dysplasia, and squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC) – and expression of cell proliferation marker cyclin D1
through immunohistochemical evaluation. These models were
then evaluated using leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) and
with independent spectra obtained from an exclusive set of
DMBA-treated animals (not used in standard models) and the
different types of controls.

Material and methods
Ethics approval
The study was approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee, Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research and Education in
Cancer (ACTREC), endorsed by the Committee for the Purpose of
Control and Supervision of Experiments on Animals, Government
of India (approval no. 12/2009, ACTREC).
Carcinogenesis
A total of 115 six- to eight-week-old Golden Syrian male hamsters
(Mesocricetus auratus) were used in the study. Oral carcinogenesis
was induced in 70 HBP (treated group) using standard DMBA
carcinogenesis protocols.[30,33] Briefly, 0.5% DMBA (Sigma-Aldrich,
purity 95%) dissolved in groundnut oil (Dhara, India) was topically
applied using a paintbrush (Camlin, no. 4) on the right buccal pouch
thrice a week for 14 weeks; 45 HBP were treated with only oil
(vehicle-control group). All animals were housed under standard
laboratory conditions, fed a diet of in-house-prepared pellets, and
provided with water ad libitum. The schematics of experimental
protocol are shown in Fig. 1. The buccal pouches were also
photographed (Canon SX220HS) every week.
In order to carry out stage-wise histopathology and immunohistochemistry (IHC), we carried out the study in an ex vivo manner.
Five test and three control animals were sacrificed every week after
carcinogen treatment for 14 weeks. Buccal pouches were then
excised out of the sacrificed hamsters, washed in normal saline to
get rid of food particles and blood, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stored at 80 °C. Prior to spectra recording, the tissues were
passively thawed on ice and washed in normal saline again to
remove any possibility of blood (Fig. 1a). From each tissue sample,
nine spectra were recorded after spreading the tissues on an aluminum grid (3 × 3). The grid was placed on a sample holder fitted on
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an XYZ stage, with the fiber optic probe fixed within the apparatus.
One spectrum was recorded from the center of each grid, as shown
in Fig. 1a.
Raman spectroscopy
Spectra were recorded with HE-785 commercial Raman spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, France), the details of which have been
described elsewhere.[23,25,34] Briefly, this system consists of a diode
laser (Process Instruments, USA) of 785 nm wavelength as excitation source and HE 785 spectrograph coupled with a CCD as dispersion and detection elements. The spectrograph is equipped with a
fixed 950-g/mm grating. Spectral resolution, as specified by the
manufacturer, is ~4 cm 1. The excitation source and the detection
system were coupled by commercially available fiber optic Raman
probe (InPhotonics Inc., Downy St., USA) consisting of 105 μm excitation fiber and 200 μm collection fiber. As per manufacturer’s specifications, theoretical spot size and depth of penetration of the
Raman probe are 105 μm and 1 mm, respectively. Typically, laser
power of
70 mW was used for excitation. Spectra were
integrated for 15 s and averaged over three accumulations. Approximately nine spectra were recorded from each pouch, with one
spectrum acquired from each grid.
Histopathology
To identify the sites of spectral acquisition for further studies, they
were marked in waterproof India ink, and tissues were cut along
gridlines and formalin-fixed (Fig. 1a). The formalin-fixed tissues
were embedded in paraffin blocks. To obtain a more precise and
practical histopathological evaluation for the laser-probed area,
we took three 5 μm parallel sections from the paraffin-embedded
tissues. These sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin
dyes and were evaluated by trained pathologists blinded to Raman
findings. Based on the histopathological assessment of all the
parallel sections by the pathologists, the corresponding spectra
were labeled as per their pathological status – healthy, hyperplasia,
dysplasia, or SCC – which are the commonly observed major stages
in oral carcinogenesis. A flowchart of the schematics is shown in
Fig. 1b. The spectra corresponding to the evaluated tissue sections
have been referred to as ‘histopathologically certified spectra’ in
this manuscript. Thus, identified 43, 46, 36, and 37 histopathologically certified spectra from 31 animals for normal, hyperplasia,
dysplasia, and SCC, respectively, were used to build
histopathology-based Raman model and to also obtain mean spectra. Ten factors were explored for principal component analysis
(PCA), out of which two factors contributing 78% correct classification were used for building the model (described in the Section on
Multivariate Analysis). Loading factors, scree, and scatter plots are
shown in Figure S1.
Immunohistochemistry
IHC-based models were built from 30 animals after evaluation of
sections on the basis of cyclin D1 expression on a commonly
employed scale of 0 to +3. An expression of grade 0 signified minimum or baseline level of expression of cyclin D1 in the tissue sections being investigated. Grades +1, +2, and +3 signified low,
medium, and high amounts of expression of cyclin D1, respectively.
In this manuscript, grades 0, +1, +2, and +3 have been denoted as
G0, G1, G2, and G3, respectively. Standard model was built using 23,
20, 20, and 19 spectra corresponding to G0, G1, G2, and G3 grades,

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Schematics of protocols followed for (a) carcinogenesis and spectral acquisition and (b) spectral preprocessing and data analysis.

respectively. As shown in Figure S2 and described in the Section on
Multivariate Analysis, out of ten factors explored, two factors contributing to 87% classification were selected for model training.
For IHC, two 5 μm tissue sections were taken on poly-L-lysinecoated (Sigma-Aldrich) glass slides. They were deparaffinized with
xylene and rehydrated with sequential ethanol washes. To quench
the endogenous peroxidase activity, we incubated sections with
2% hydrogen peroxide (Sigma-Aldrich) in methanol for 30 min in
the dark. After heat-based antigen retrieval with sodium citrate
buffer (pH = 5.8), sections were incubated with normal horse serum
(Vector Laboratories, USA) at room temperature. Next, the sections
were incubated overnight with rabbit polyclonal anti-human cyclin
D1 antibody (1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) at 4 °C for 16 h.
Sections were then incubated with biotinylated Universal secondary antibody solution for 30 min followed by incubation with
Vectastain Universal ABC (Vector Laboratories, USA) reagent for
the same duration. The immunoreaction in tissue sections was visualized using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloridehydrate
(Sigma-Aldrich). The slides were finally counterstained with hematoxylin, evaluated by pathologists, and assigned with grades of
expression.

Data analysis
Spectral preprocessing
Raw Raman spectra were corrected for CCD response using a
National Institute of Standards and Technology-certified SRM
2241 material followed by subtraction of spectral contribution from
optical elements.[35] To remove interference of slow moving background, we computed first derivatives of spectra.[36] Spectra were
interpolated in the 1200–1800 cm 1 region as our previous studies
on oral cancer have already demonstrated the efficacy of this
region in classification.[23,24,27] Moreover, this region is free from
interference of fiber signals, which are generated owing to fused
silica fibers.[36] Interpolated spectra were area normalized to
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remove intensity-related variations and subjected to multivariate
analysis. The preprocessing steps are outlined in Fig. 1b.
Computation of mean spectra
Average or mean spectra were computed from the backgroundcorrected spectra for each class and baseline corrected by fitting
a fifth-order polynomial function using LABSPEC 4.18 (Horiba Jobin
Yvon, France). These baseline-corrected spectra were smoothed
using Savitzky–Golay filter (window size 3). This was followed by
area normalization to obtain mean for spectral comparison across
different groups. The number of spectra used to obtain mean spectra for healthy control, hyperplasia, dysplasia, and SCC was 43, 46,
36, and 37, respectively. The number of spectra used to calculate
mean for G0, G1, G2, and G3 was 23, 20, 20, and 19, respectively.
Multivariate analysis
Preprocessed spectra were subjected to PCA-based linear discriminant analysis (PC-LDA) using algorithms implemented in MATLABbased in-house software.[37] PCA is the most frequently applied
method for computing linear latent variables, which allows visual
inspection of clustering of objects or variables through unsupervised classification. The main aim of PCA is dimension reduction
by which it explains maximum variability with few PCs/factors.[38]
It has been shown that 99% of variance can be captured by the first
ten PCs,[39] contributing to maximum variance.[39,40] LDA, a supervised classification method, maximizes inter-class separation and
reduces intra-class separation to bring out discrimination.[41] For
data with high dimensionality, dimension reduction may be
achieved by application of PC-LDA, PCA followed by LDA, using
PCA scores, instead of original variables. Further, for classification
methods like LDA, the first few factors/PCs may account for more
than 90% classification when PC-LDA is carried out.[40] Thus, in this
study, ten factors were explored during PCA. Further, during the
LDA step, after analyzing results for the first ten factors, the first
two factors were selected, which accounted for classification of
78% and 87% for histopathology- and cyclin D1-based models
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through PC-LDA, respectively. The loading factors, scree plot, and
scatter plots are shown in Figures S1 and S2 for histopathologyand cyclin D1-based models, respectively. Classification efficiency
of standard models was evaluated by LOOCV which is based on a
hypothetical validation set used in absence of an explicit validation
set. Leave-one-out involves using a single observation from the
original sample as the validation data and the remaining observations as training data. This is iterated such that each observation
in the sample is used once as the validation data and averaged over
the rounds.

Results and discussion
HBP is a commonly used model in experimental oral carcinogenesis
owing to attributes like comparable histological similarity with
human buccal mucosa and stage-wise progression to cancer
through stages like hyperplasia, dysplasia, and SCC on application
of DMBA. In a typical DMBA-induced cancer progression, the following changes are often observed: visibly and histopathologically
normal mucosa after 1 week of carcinogen treatment, and inflammation, in response to DMBA toxicity, is observed during the
second and third weeks of carcinogen treatment (histopathologically hyperplastic). Visually normal mucosa (due to ablation of
inflammation) is observed 3–7 weeks after DMBA treatment. Histopathologically, hyperplasia and small regions of low-grade dysplasia (LGD) are observed during this period. Visible reddening of
mucosa (erythema) appears 7 weeks after DMBA application; histopathologically, these tissues present hyperplasia, LGD, and highgrade dysplasia. Mucosal roughening along with small papillomas
are observed 9 weeks onwards, while frank tumors, pathologically
characterized as moderate to well-differentiated SCC, are seen
12–14 weeks after carcinogen application. The first standard model
was built using histopathologically certified spectra for control,
hyperplasia, dysplasia, and SCC.
As is well known, biochemical changes precede morphological
changes, and evaluation based on suitable biomarker expressions
can also serve as a reliable additional scrutiny. HBP has shown comparable expression of biomarkers like P53, BCL2, PCNA, and cyclin
D1 with respect to human oral mucosa.[42] Cyclin D1 has a major
regulatory role at G1/S checkpoint and is an important biomarker
as deregulation of G1 to S phase progression of cell cycle and is a
common target in carcinogenesis.[43] Many studies have reported
overexpression of cyclin D1 in head and neck, oral, laryngeal, and
nasopharyngeal carcinomas.[44,45] Hence, abnormal cell proliferation through cyclin D1 expression was also employed to build the
second standard model. Cyclin D1 expression was graded on scale
of 0 to +3. In this manuscript 0, +1, +2, and +3 levels of expression
have been denoted as G0, G1, G2, and G3, respectively. G0 and G1
grades show zero or minimum expression of the biomarkers, usually observed in controls and early weeks; G2 shows intermediate
amount of expression in tissue sections, which could be histopathologically severely hyperplastic/dysplastic; and G3 involves expression in maximum/entire regions in a tissue section, usually in
tumors or later stages of carcinogenesis.
To train models, we carried out spectral comparison to histopathology stages as well as IHC grades using multivariate tool
PC-LDA, followed by LOOCV and evaluation with test spectra from
an exclusive set of DMBA-treated animals. In the final step, in order
to understand the nature of misclassifications in control tissues,
different types of controls (vehicle control, vehicle-contralateral
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control, and DMBA-contralateral control) were evaluated against
the histopathology- and IHC-based models.

Histopathology-based spectral model
Spectral features
Figure 2 shows the mean spectra of healthy, hyperplastic, dysplastic, and SCC spectra. Healthy spectra (Fig. 2a) show 1301 cm 1,
1310 cm 1, δCH2 (1448 cm 1), and ester band (1750 cm 1), which
indicated dominance of lipid features,[46] whereas SCC spectra
show dominance of proteins and nucleic acids with change in
features in 1200–1400 cm 1 regions, CH2 (1454 cm 1),
1560–1583 cm 1, and broad amide I (1651 cm 1). The pathological
tissues, through hyperplastic, dysplastic, and SCC spectra, show
changes in amide III and amide I regions, which progressively indicate increased protein dominance. The changes also include broadening of amide I band. Moreover, changes in amide III reveal
increasing nucleic acid contents. These spectral features corroborate with reports on spectra of human buccal mucosa.[27,47] A probable explanation for this observation could be changes in
expression profile of proteins such as surface/receptor proteins,
enzymes, antigens, and antibodies during pathological conditions,
leading to protein-rich spectra.[26] These findings further corroborate earlier reports of ex vivo and in vivo RS studies on human
subjects as well as hamster models.[25,27,31,47] A 1563-cm 1 band

Figure 2. Mean spectra of intermediate histopathological stages in
experimental oral carcinogenesis. (a) Control, (b) hyperplasia, (c) dysplasia,
(d) SCC (shaded region shows the standard deviation).
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may be attributed to increased nucleic acids, which has also been
observed in prior studies and can be interpreted with regard to a
higher concentration of nucleic acids in cancer tissues.[31] A
1583-cm 1 band is contributed by amino acids as well as heme proteins. As per our observations in the pathological HBP, extensive
blood vessel network was prominently visible, especially in severe
pathological state like SCC. Thus, a 1583-cm 1 band may be
assigned to heme proteins abundant on account of angiogenesis
– a well-known hallmark of carcinogenesis.[48]

as higher pathologies dysplasia and SCC, respectively. As hyperplasia could be due to various reasons like injury and inflammation,
only those spectra that were predicted as dysplastic or SCC are
being considered potentially cancerous. Thus, almost 85% (86 out
of 101) spectra from 12 to 14 weeks are already potentially cancerous/
cancerous, whereas only 3% (three out of 100) spectra from week
1 to 3 are classified as potentially cancerous.

Standard model

Spectral features

PC-LDA model (Table 1a) was built for normal, hyperplasia, dysplasia, and SCC. Two factors contributing 78% classification were used
for analysis. Findings were evaluated by LOOCV, and results are presented in Table 1b. Out of 43 control spectra (eight animals), 28
were correctly classified, and 11 misclassified with hyperplasia
and four with dysplasia. In case of hyperplasia, 29 out of 46 spectra
(nine animals) were truly classified, while 12, 2, and 3 spectra
misclassified, respectively, with control, dysplasia, and SCC. Dysplasia (seven animals) showed true classification for 24 out of 36 spectra. Misclassifications with control and hyperplasia were one and
ten, respectively. For SCC spectra (seven animals), true classification
was observed for 31 out of 37 spectra, while three spectra each
misclassified with hyperplasia and dysplasia.

Figure 3 shows the mean spectra for G0, G1, G2, and G3. G0 spectra
resemble healthy spectra with dominance of lipid features –
1303 cm 1, δCH2 (1448 cm 1), amide I (1655 cm 1), and ester bands
(1750 cm 1) – whereas G3 spectra show dominance of proteins and
nucleic acids with change in features in 1200–1400 cm 1 regions
corresponding to amide III, CH2 (1454 cm 1), 1583 cm 1, and broad
amide I (1651 cm 1) similar to SCC spectra. A reason for this similarity with mean spectra of histopathological stages is that G0 expression of cyclin D1 is observed in healthy tissues G1 in hyperplasia
and LGD, and G2 in various grades of dysplasia, and G3 is usually
expressed in tissue regions that are histopathologically SCC. Thus,
features of G0, G1, G2, and G3 mean spectra are comparable with
healthy, hyperplasia, dysplasia, and SCC mean spectra, respectively.

Evaluation with DMBA-treated spectra

Standard model

As shown in Table 1c, for weeks 1–3, out of 100 spectra, 34 and
three were predicted as hyperplastic and dysplastic, respectively.
For weeks 4–7, out of 164 spectra, 60, 79, and 23 spectra were predicted as control, hyperplastic, and dysplastic, respectively. In case
of weeks 8–11, out of 151 spectra, 24, 40, and 61 spectra were predicted as control, hyperplasia, and dysplasia, respectively. Twentysix spectra were predicted as SCC. Thus, predictions with higher
pathologies increase with the duration of carcinogenesis. In case
of week 12–14 spectra, out of 101 spectra, 15 spectra were
predicted as hyperplasia, while 32 and 54 spectra were predicted

PC-LDA model (Table 2a) was trained for G0, G1, G2, and G3 grading
based on cyclin D1 expression using two factors and evaluated

Cyclin D1-based spectral model

Table 1. Histopathology-based spectral model – confusion matrix for
training model
Control Hyperplasia Dysplasia

SCC

1a
11
4
0
29
2
3
10
24
1
4
3
30
1b
Control
28 (65%)
11
4
0
Hyperplasia
12
29 (63%)
2
3
Dysplasia
1
10
24 (67%)
1
SCC
0
3
3
31 (84%)
1c
DMBA weeks 1–3
63
34
3
0
DMBA weeks 4–7
60
79
23
2
DMBA weeks 8–11
24
40
61
26
DMBA weeks 12–14
0
15
32
54
Control
Hyperplasia
Dysplasia
SCC

28
12
1
0

Total

43
46
36
37
43
46
36
37
100
164
151
101

1a, PC-LDA; 1b, LOOCV (diagonal elements are true positive predictions,
while non-diagonal elements represent misclassifications); 1c,
evaluation of histopathology-based model using exclusive DMBAtreated animals.
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Figure 3. Mean spectra of intermediate stages based on grades of cyclin
D1 expression evaluation on a scale of 0 to +3. (a) G0, (b) G1, (c) G2, and
(d) G3.
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Table 2. Cyclin D1-based spectral model – confusion matrix for training model
G0

G1

G2

G3

Total

Table 3. Evaluation of training models with control spectra from independent animals for (a) histopathology-based model and (b) cyclin D1based model
3a

2a
G0
G1
G2
G3

19
3
1
0

4
0
0
23
15
2
0
20
4
15
0
20
0
2
17
19
2b
G0
19 (83%)
4
0
0
23
G1
3
15 (75%)
2
0
20
G2
1
5
14 (70%)
0
20
G3
0
0
2
17 (89%) 19
2c
DMBA weeks 1–3
39
50
6
3
98
DMBA weeks 4–7
53
81
36
1
171
DMBA weeks 8–11
48
49
56
14
167
DMBA weeks 12–14
0
13
37
52
102
2a, PC-LDA; 2b, LOOCV (diagonal elements are true positive predictions,
while non-diagonal elements represent misclassifications); 2c,
evaluation of cyclin D1-based model using exclusive DMBA-treated
animals.

using LOOCV (Table 2b). For G0 spectra, obtained from seven
animals, 19 spectra were truly classified while four spectra
misclassified with G1. In case of G1, where eight animals were used,
15 out of 20 spectra were truly classified, while three, two, and zero
misclassified, respectively, with G0, G2, and G3. Twenty spectra
from seven animals, graded as G2, showed true classification for
14 spectra. Misclassifications with G0 and G1 were one and five,
respectively. For G3 spectra from eight animals, true classification
was observed for 17 out of 19 spectra, while two spectra
misclassified with G2.
Evaluation with DMBA-treated spectra
In line with histopathology-based models, spectra being predicted
as G2 or G3 are being considered potentially cancerous. As shown
in Table 2c, for weeks 1 to 3, out of 98 spectra, 39, 50, 6, and 3
spectra were classified as G0, G1, G2, and G3, respectively. For
weeks 4–7, out of 171 spectra, 53, 81, 36, and 1 spectra were classified as G0, G1, G2, and G3, respectively. Week 8–11 spectra show
classification of 48, 49, 56, and 14 spectra with G0, G1, G2, and
G3, respectively. For weeks 12–14, 52 out of 102 spectra classified
as G3, while 37 spectra classified as G2. Thus, 89 out of 102 (87%)
spectra indicated moderate to severe expression of cyclin D1 and
thus abnormal proliferation. Thirteen spectra classified as G1, while
none classified as G0.
Evaluation of standard models using independent set of control spectra
To explore and understand any abnormal change in controls, we
employed three different types of controls in this study: (1)
vehicle-control spectra acquired from oil-treated right buccal
pouches of control animals; (2) vehicle-contralateral spectra were
acquired from the untreated left pouches of vehicle controls; and
(3) DMBA-contralateral spectra were acquired from the untreated
left pouch of DMBA-treated animals. As shown in Table 3a, 4, 36,
and 68 vehicle contralateral, vehicle control, and DMBA
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Control

Hyperplasia

Dysplasia

SCC

Total

Vehicle control
DMBA contralateral
Vehicle contralateral

189
149
41

110
160
30

30
59
4

6
9
0

335
377
75

Vehicle controls
DMBA contralateral
Vehicle contralateral

G0
191
146
51

G1
107
163
21

G2
29
54
3

G3
8
14
0

Total
335
377
75

3b

contralateral misclassified with dysplastic or SCC spectra, respectively. These results indicate that misclassifications with dysplasia
and SCC were least in case of vehicle contralaterals and highest
for DMBA contralaterals. In case of IHC-based model (Table 3b), 3,
37, and 68 vehicle-contralateral, vehicle-control, and DMBAcontralateral spectra, respectively, misclassified with G2 or G3. Thus,
similar to histopathological findings, misclassifications with G2 and
G3 were least in case of vehicle contralaterals and highest for
DMBA-contralateral spectra. Histopathological analyses of these
control tissues have even revealed small foci of dysplasia and SCC
as shown in the encircled regions in Fig. 4. IHC of these sections
showed higher expression of cyclin D1 in these areas (Fig. 4) compared with those of other control regions.
The prediction of control spectra with treated groups may be
attributed to abnormal changes in the mucosa in response to
chronic mechanical irritation.[32] Chronic irritation may lead to
increase in mitotic activity, which occurs during repair of the ulcerated tissues and may precede neoplasia.[49] Injuries/wounds
resulting from irritations may also elicit inflammatory response,
which may lead to neoplasia.[50] Oral cancer incidences are also
observed in non-tobacco habitués, especially in women.[51] A probable cause in such cases is chronic physico-mechanical irritations in
the oral cavity due to irregular/sharp teeth, poor fillings, and
improperly fit dentures.[32,49,52] In case of HBP carcinogenesis, as a
pair of forceps is used to pull out pouches during painting, visual
observations, and spectral acquisition, forceps-induced repeated
irritations and injuries cannot be ruled out. In addition, hamsters
store food pellets in these pouches, which may further aggravate
the irritations/injuries resulting into small areas of abnormalities.
When rate of misclassification/prediction with dysplasia and SCC
between the three types of controls – vehicle control, vehicle contralateral, and DMBA contralaterals – are compared, least misclassifications are observed in case of vehicle contralateral, followed by
vehicle controls and DMBA contralaterals. A probable reason for
this observation in the vehicle-contralateral pouches could be minimal damage to the mucosa as they were not exposed to repeated
handling, sparing continuous mechanical irritations/injuries. DMBA
contralaterals, on the other hand, show more misclassification than
vehicle contralaterals and controls. This could be due to leaching
and mixing of DMBA in saliva and, indirectly, but continuously
affecting the contralateral pouches, although all these pouches
were visually normal. On further analysis, it was also observed that
these animals belonged to 11–14 weeks of treatment, indicating
that higher duration of handling and associated injuries may be
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Figure 4. Representative images of histopathology (A1 to D1) and IHC (A2 to D2) for (A) vehicle-contralateral, (B) vehicle-control, (C) DMBA-contralateral, and
(D) DMBA-treated pouches. The encircled regions show abnormal areas in an otherwise healthy section.

reasons for these abnormal developments. To the best of our
knowledge, these observations of carcinoma/higher pathologies
has not been reported in control animals, although cases of tumor
development in pet hamsters[53,54] and in contralateral HBP[55] are
reported.
In the present study, a small number of control spectra were predicted as higher pathologies. However, these are important as they
could easily be misunderstood as false positives. In our previous in
vivo studies on human oral cancers,[25–27] similar misclassifications
observed between normal (control) and tumors were attributed
mainly to tumor heterogeneity – presence of normal and/or
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inflammatory islands in the tumors. No histopathological confirmation of normal tissues could be made owing to ethical considerations. The use of animal models therefore offered an advantage
in this study as this facilitated histopathological confirmation of
the abnormalities in the control tissues. As definite histopathological and biochemical changes could be detected in these control
sections, all such misclassifications should be given due consideration as such changes arising from chronic irritations may eventually progress into neoplasms. Such observations in control tissues
are usually not observed. A probable reason for this could be the
use of tissue extracts (in case of many biochemical studies) wherein
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such small abnormalities may get masked. Moreover, typical biological experiments may involve many different methods, and thus,
the same tissue area may not be available for all the techniques.
Another highlight of this study was the approach used for
histopathological corroboration. The usual approach in case of an
in vivo approach involves spectra acquisition from the suspected
sites under the guidance of a medical practitioner, and histopathology is carried out from one or two sections from surgical
excisions/biopsies. As a standard practice, the highest pathology
observed in the section is assigned as the histopathological status.
Thus, spectral and histopathological information may not arise from
the same tissue regions. Moreover, pure healthy tissues are not
available, and thus, spectra are acquired from cut margins. In the
present study, a uniform protocol was adopted for spectral acquisition to avoid any bias, and the best efforts were made to carry out
spectral acquisition and histopathology from the same tissue
regions from carcinogen-treated as well as healthy control groups.
Overall findings demonstrate that clinically invisible micro-changes
may be detected using RS, which were also corroborated by histopathology and IHC studies.

Conclusion
The major outcome of the present RS-based study has been identification of abnormal changes in apparently normal control mucosa,
as confirmed by gold standard. These abnormal changes, which
may be wrongly concluded as ‘false positives’, have revealed small
foci of higher pathologies and also showed higher expression of
cyclin D1 with respect to histopathologically normal regions. Findings of the study show that RS has been successful in identification
of micro-changes in small regions of tissues. Further advancements
in RS involving imaging rather than point spectroscopy of entire
oral cavity can be carried out in few recordings to enhance screening potentials. Findings suggest RS as a promising, label-free,
non-invasive candidate tool for screening even in the non-habitué
general population, which may not be feasible by conventional
screening tools.
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